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PART III

ANALYSIS AMD RESULTS OP THE MAXN STOPY
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CHAPTER 12

THE STUDENT NURSE OPINION QXIESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
ERE-EXPERIMENT

The composition of the sample of 119 student nurses who

completed the pre-experiment opinion questionnaire is shown in

Table 22, in terms of their training experience, and as they were

distributed throughout the five colleges of nursing.

TABLE 22 Pre-experiment : Students
Composition of Student Sample by College

Colleges

Student Nurses I II III IV V N = 119 (100%)

Basic RGN 27 9 27 23 19 103 (88%)
Pre-trained - - 2 - - 2 (1.796)
Previously

(3-396)enrolled - 1 1 2 —

Previous experience
8 (7%)of course material - - - 6 2

Total from each

college
SP

CM
CM

10

8%
30
23%

31
26%

21
18%

119 (100%)
100%

88% of the sample were undertaking RGN training as a first and basic

experience of nursing, and 12% had either a previous training or

previous experience of the course material by some other means, e.g.

because they were re-taking a part of their course.
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Of the 119 students who were given the pre-experiment

questionnaire, 119 completed it, i.e. a 100% response rate.

Students received the questionnaire while they were in class, and,

although the researcher stressed that completion was not obligatory,

no student showed any reluctance to respond. Most evinced interest

in the exercise and several stated that it was good to be asked

their opinion. In each class, when the questionnaires had been

collected, there was an opportunity for discussion and this was

always used by the students, some groups being more vocal and lively

than others.

A majority of the students in the sample had practical

experience in both general medical and general surgical wards. For

fifteen of the basic RGE students, their practical experience was of

one or other of the general wards together with a specialist ward,

such as orthopaedic surgery, plastic surgery, or a ward for geriatric

patients.

Experience of Ward Teaching

Respondents were asked about their experience of ward teaching,

firstly with regard to having received supervision or practical
■

demonstration, and secondly with regard to tutorials. As the focus

of interest in this study was general medical and surgical nursing, it

was emphasised in the text of the questionnaire that these two

questions should be answered with reference to general medical and

surgical wards only. This point was also stressed verbally when the

questionnaire was handed out to respondents.
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(a) Supervision and/or Practical Demonstration

The results showed that students had received supervision and

practical demonstration from all five listed staff groups of ward

sister, staff nurse, nurse tutor, clinical teacher and other

student nurses. The respondents adjudged the frequency of such

teaching sessions, and their opinions were summarised in Table 23.

It was apparent from that Table that the category of 'never'

accorded to the nurse tutor was an emphatic feature of the results

from all colleges. There was slight variation of between-college

opinion in regard to the contribution of the other staff groups,

but the only other trained teacher, the clinical teacher, was

considered to be carrying out very little supervision in Colleges

IV and V especially - 8l% of College IV respondents and 95% of

those in College V said the registered clinical teacher was rarely

or never supervising. In both these colleges, the 'other students'

were seen to be contributing a great deal to supervision and

demonstration. In all colleges, the staff nurse contribution was

consistently high.

The opportunity was given to add 'other' grades of staff, and

27% of the sample (32 students) mentioned receiving supervision or

demonstration from the enrolled nurse. Those respondents came

from four of the five colleges, the only exception being College I.

An attempt was made by the researcher to assess the proportion of

enrolled nurses vis a vis registered nurses on the ward staff of the

various hospitals by inspecting the trained staff numbers on the off-

duty sheets available to her. However, this attempt was not
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successful, as the designation of S/lT or E/N was not always

stated. Hie researcher's subjective impression was that there

were more enrolled nurses in the two hospitals attached to

College III than in any other hospitals in the study.

Supervision by the doctor was noted by 19 students, the

majority of whom came from College III. This was perhaps related

to the fact that the College III students were part way through

their third year of training. As the most senior students in the

sample, they were likely to have the opportunity to work with the

doctor more frequently than students in their first year of

training.

Although the frequencies of 'often1, 'fairly often', 'rarely'

and 'never' in this question were unlikely to represent equal

intervals, it was apparent, from the content of Table 2i+, that the

modal responses over all five colleges in regard to supervision by

the different staff groups were as follows:

for other students - often
for staff nurses - fairly often
for ward sisters and
clinical teachers - rarely

for nurse teachers - never
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TABLE 2k Pre-experiment : Students
Supervision/Practical Demonstration given by different
Staff Grades

Supervision given by

Frequency of Ward Staff Nurse Clinical Other
supervision Sister Nurse Tutor Teacher Students

Often 7 b9 3 7 51
Fairly often bo 55 2 39 39
Rarely 56 13 13 5b 23
Never 16 0 9b 18 5

Response N = 119 117 112 118 118

Attachment of a Weighted Score to the Frequencies

A score or value was attached to the frequencies, as

undernoted:

often = a score of 3
fairly often = a score of 2
rarely = a score of 1
never = no score

Thereafter it was possible to calculate a percentage score for each

staff category in regard to their perceived contribution to

supervision and practical demonstration. This calculation was done

as follows - of 119 responses to the frequency of supervision by the

ward sister (see Table 23) the actual score was l5l. Hie 'best

possible' score, had the ward sister received 119 ratings of 'often'

was 357» thus the percentage score was kb%» Figure 37 below

indicates the contribution of the listed staff categories using the

weighted score. The registered nurse tutor, the staff member who
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had had most resources spent on the development of her skills

as a teacher, remained at the bottom of the league, clearly not,

in the view of the students, contributing to the teaching in the

wards, where the students spend most of the 118 weeks of the

practice component of their education and training programme.

The clinical teacher, whose raison d'etre is teaching, was making

virtually the same contribution to ward teaching as the ward

sister.

Figure 37 Pre-experiment ; Students
Weighted Score Contribution to Ward Supervision/Practical
Demonstration by listed Staff Grades
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TABLE23Pre-experiment:Students FrequencyofTutorialsReceived
FrequencyofTutorialsinColleges
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(b) Ward Tutorials

In identical format to the previous question, question k

asked about the frequency of teaching or tutorial sessions

received by the students while working on the wards. The pattern

of response was very similar to that for supervision. As shown

in Table 25, in Colleges IV" and V the clinical teacher

contribution was again low - 9h% of responses in College IV and

89% in College Y were 'rarely' or 'never'. The clinical teacher

contribution, however, was also low in College I, where 73% of

responses stated 'rarely' or 'never', yet this was a college with

a relatively high proportion of clinical teachers on the college

staff (see Table 62). Also in College I, the staff nurse was

noted to give tutorials considerably more often than the ward

sister. There was a similar, though not so marked trend, in

Colleges III and IV.

Table 26 indicated, in regard to tutorials, that the staff

nurse was seen still to be making most contribution over all colleges,

with a mode of 'fairly often', the other student nurses joined the

ward sister and the clinical teacher with a modal response of 'rarely',

and the nurse tutor was again accorded the mode of 'never'.
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TABLE 26 Pre-experiment ; Students
Tutorials given by different Staff Grades

Tutorials given by

Frequency of Ward Staff Burse Clinical Other
tutorials Sister Burse Tutor Teacher Students

Often 1$ 30 2 7 19
Fairly often 27 hi 1 31 30
Rarely 1+7 30 7 5>1 36
Bever 28 10 98 21+ 32

Response B = 117 117 108 113 117

Attachment of a Weighted Score to the Frequencies

When the same weighted score, or value, was given to the

frequencies for tutorials, as was done to the above-reported

findings on supervision and demonstration, an identical ordering of

each grade's contribution was seen, although the 'other students'

were shown to be using this method of ward teaching to a lesser

extent than were the staff nurses (see Figure 38).
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Figure 38 Pre-experiment : Students
Weighted Score Contribution to Ward Tutorials by
listed Staff Grades
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A small number of students commented that tutorials had been

received from the enrolled nurse and the doctor - 11 (9%) of the

sample had been given tutorials by the E/N, and 17 (lij.%) by the

doctor. Of the latter, again the majority, 13, were the more

senior student nurses in College III.
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It should perhaps he home in mind when examining the

results in relation to ward teaching that there were many more

staff nurses and student nurses in the wards than there were ward

sisters or clinical teachers. It was the staff nurses and other

students who carried out most of the nursing care of patients.

It was perhaps surprising that no student mentioned supervision or

teaching from the nursing auxiliary - another staff grade where

relative numbers were high and where much of the working day was

spent in direct patient care.

Additional comments made in questions 3 and k were few: 10

students (8%) did note that the amount of supervision and of

tutorials given varied from ward to ward.

Teaching Methods

Question 3 asked respondents to rank eight methods of teaching/

learning in order of preference, giving the rank '1! for the method

hest liked, to *8* for the method least liked.

There were two aspects of this question which might have led to

unreliability of response. Firstly there was the individual

student's interpretation of what was meant by the name given by the

researcher to the different teaching/learning methods. In an

effort to diminish ambiguity in this respect, the terminology used

to describe the various methods was derived from the Block

timetables scrutinised during the preliminary survey and also from

the teachers' answers in the Survey interviews, when they invariably

touched upon the teaching methods they used. A second limitation
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or possible source of unreliability of response was the number

of methods which the students were asked to rank, i.e. 8. It

was quite possible, with this fairly large number of choices,

that a second or third attempt at answering this question would

have produced some variation, if not in the extremes of best and

least liked methods, at least in the 'greyer' area in the middle,

where the preference might not have been so clear-cut in the

student's mind.

It seemed likely that doubt, or difficulty in assigning a

rank, might be evidenced by the respondent scoring out, re-ranking

or failing to complete the ranking. In an attempt to search for

such difficulty, it was decided to count all those respondents who

had made more than one change in their rank ordering when answering

the question. The total number so doing was 7 (5•8%) of the

sample and two of these 7 student nurses did not complete the

ranking. Therefore, it was likely that, for these student nurses,

this question proved difficult. This was no guarantee that the

117 who completed the ranking (98% of the sample) would rank the

methods again exactly as they did on this occasion. However, one

recognised way of increasing the reliability of the results of a

number of independent raters is to 'pool' them (Thorndike and

Hagen, 1977, p.1+60).

3hthe results shown in Table 27, the students' rankings of the

teaching/learning methods have been pooled across all five colleges,

and a mean rank obtained for each method.
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RABLE 27 Pre-experiment : Students
Preference for Methods of Teaching/Learning

Teaching/Learning Methods
(in order as listed in
questionnaire) Sum of Ranks Mean Rank

Formal lecture 713 6.09
Lecture with question and
discussion time M33 1+.12

Small group tutorial (in college) 379 3.20
Ward tutorials 291 2.1+8
Practical classes (in college)
with demonstration b79 b.09

Practical classes with
demonstration plus practice
opportunity (in college) 386 3.29

Study - guided 681+ 9.81+
Study - self-directed 801 6.81+

H according ranks = 117

The resulting rank order, from 1 for 'hest liked method of

teaching/learning1 to 8 for 'least liked method' is shown in graph

form in Figure 39• Phe methods have "been plotted in the order as

given on the questionnaire, to show that there was no apparent link

between the given ordering and the respondents' ranking, i.e. there

was no evidence that methods were simply graded in order as they

appeared on the list from best liked to least liked, or vice versa.
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Figures 39-iili. Pre-experiment: S tudents
Preference Profile - Methods of Teaching/Learning
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E=Practical class which includes demonstration
P=Practical class which includes demonstration/practice
G=Guided study
H=Self-directed study
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Kendall's coefficient of concordance statistical test

(Siegel, 1936, p.237) was applied to the student rankings, and

the Kendall ¥ of .!|1 which was obtained, reflected a degree of

agreement among the students ranking the 8 methods which was

significantly more than would have occurred by chance (p <1 .001).

Clearly placed as the 'best liked method' was the ward

tutorial, and this method retained first place in the students'

preferences when these were inspected for each individual college

(see Figures 1+0 to 1+1+). Equally clear was the students' dislike

of self-directed study. Over all five colleges, and for four of

the five individual colleges, this was the 'least liked method'.

Sixth, seventh and eighth ranks, i.e. the least popular methods

over all five colleges and in each individual college, were

ascribed to guided study, straight lectures and self-directed

study. In all colleges, where practical classes were concerned,

there was a slight preference for those which gave opportunity for

the student not simply to listen and observe, but also to practise.

Participation in Class Discussions

Question 6 asked student nurses about their frequency of

participation, when the opportunity was given to ask questions or

have discussion in class.

As seen in Table 28, more than half the respondents, i.e. 66

(36%) considered they rarely or never participated and 32 (1+1+%) that

they participated often or fairly often. Results from Colleges I,

II and III show a marked central tendency, with the mode residing,
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albeit narrowly, in the 'fairly often' category. In Colleges

IV and V the mode is placed clearly in the 'rarely' category,

with 23 (77%) of College IV respondents and 13 (62%) of College

V respondents giving this response.

TABLE 28 Pre-experiment : Students
Participation in Class Discussion

Colleges Often Fairly often Rarely Never N =

I 1 15 11 0 27
II 2 5 3 0 10
III 3 13 12 2 30
IV 2 5 23 0 30
Y h 2 13 2 21

IT of responses 12 l+o 62 h 118
10% 3h% 32.3% 3.9/o 100%

All teachers are aware that students - he they nurses or

otherwise - and different classes within the same student groups,

tend to vary in regard to participation. Undoubtedly some methods

of teaching, such as the small group tutorial, encourage class

participation more than do others, e.g. the formal lecture. It was

within the scope of this research to examine the teaching methods

utilised, with both the control and experimental groups of students

in each of the main study colleges, and this was done in Chapter 11.

Perceived difference between College and Ward Learning

Question 7» a forced-choice question, asked whether student

nurses saw college and ward as different in terms of how much could be

learned in either place.
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TABLE 29 Pre-experiment : Students
Place where 'Most is Learned1

Colleges TOTAL

Most is learned I II III IV Y N %

In wards 20 8 27 15 19 89 77
In college 7 1 3 ik 2 27 23

N = 27 9 30 29 21 116 100%

Table 29 showed that, in all but College IV, where respondents

were almost equally divided in opinion, a majority of students felt

they learned most in the ward.

In general discussion with the researcher, after completion of

the questionnaires, a very few student nurses commented on this

question, and indicated that they felt they were learning "different

things" in the two places, but were unable to state exactly what was

different.

College Teaching in relation to Ward Practice

(Two questions looked at the teaching given in college - was it

helpful when students were working on the wards and did it relate

well to nursing as it was practised on the wards?

In regard to the former question, there was, overall, a

positive response in that 113 students (95%) felt college teaching

was helpful when they were working on the wards. It would have

seemed reasonable to assume that, if college teaching was considered
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helpful, it would also relate in a positive way to nursing

practice. However, this was not so, as can he seen in Table 30.

Only 1+1 of the 113 students who found college teaching helpful

also considered it related well to practice. Conversely two of

the five students who felt college teaching was not helpful to

ward practice considered it related well.

TABLE 30 Pre-experiment : Students
Relationship of College Teaching to Ward Practice
and its helpfulness in Ward Work

Helpfulness of College Teaching
to Ward Practice

Relationship of
College Teaching
to Ward Practice Helpful Hot helpful H

Relates well !0. 2 b3
Does not relate well 72 3 73

113 5 118

(c) College and Ward Emphasis - Individualised Care or
Task Assignment

Questions 9 and 10 were also directed towards seeking out

differences, and therefore potential conflict areas between the two

components of nurse education and training, this time in terms of

emphasis. Firstly, in question 9, where did the emphasis lie, in

the theoretical component - on care of the individual patient, or on

technical aspects and nursing procedures? Secondly, in question 10,

where did the emphasis lie in the ward practice component - on total

nursing care or on routine procedures (see Tables 31 and 32).
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TABLE 31 Pre-experiment : Students
College Emphasis

Colleges TOTAL

College Emphasis I II III IT V E %

Individualised care lb 3 21 12 b 5b 1+7
Technical aspects 12 7 9 18 16 62 33

N = 26 10 30 30 20 116 100%

TABLE 32 Pre-experiment : Students
¥ard Emphasis

Colleges TOTAL

Ward Emphasis I II III 17 7 E %

Task orientation 20 9 22 19 19 89 73
Total patient care 7 0 8 12 2 29 23

E = 27 9 30 31 21 118 100%

Only in College III was there a clear majority of students who

saw the college emphasis on individual patient care. Opinion in

the class in College I was almost equally divided, and the majority

of students in the other three colleges saw the college emphasis as on

technical aspects and nursing procedures.

The ward emphasis, for a majority of respondents in each college

was on task assignment or 'routine to all', although for 29 students

their ward experience had led them to see the emphasis on total

nursing care. One of the most striking features of the responses
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depicted in Tables 31 and 32 was the very different perceptions

of the individual students, in that there was no agreement as to

either the college emphasis or the ward emphasis. With regard to

the latter, the differences were not unexpected. It was very

possible that the emphasis could have been different in different

wards of the same hospital. However, all student nurses were, in

their individual college groups, members of the same class. In

all five colleges, the formal organisation was such that a class

(or intake) was allocated to one group of nurse teachers and

received most of their teaching from that same group of teachers.

Although all classes had, in addition, visiting lecturers, these

lecturers did not teach nursing - that subject was taught by the

nurse teachers or clinical teachers of the individual college.

For how many students therefore did a potential conflict

situation exist? Table 33 would suggest that this was the case for

53 students, who found the emphasis different in college and in

hospital.

TABLE 33 Pre-experlment : Students
Perception of Emphasis in College and in Ward

Ward Emphasis Response
College emphasis Routine to all Total nursing care IT =

Task/procedure 1+8 (1+2%) ll+ (12%) 62 (5h%)
Individualised care 39 (3l+%) ll+ (12%) 53 (1+6%)

Response IT = 87 (76%) 28 (21+%) 115 (100%)
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It was not possible, from the results available, to explore

whether the diversity of opinion in regard to the emphasis in

college teaching had its origin in the individual student's

perception of the situation, or in dissimilar approaches to the

teaching of nursing by the teachers in a particular college. The

results suggest, however, the possibility that there was no

previously agreed consensus, or philosophy of approach to the

teaching of nursing.

Theory and Practice

The remainder of the student pre-experiment questionnaire

focused directly on theory and practice in nursing - on differences

between what was taught in the college and what was practised in the

wards and on opinions as to integration of theory and practice.

Examples of Practice which differed from Teaching

Students were asked whether they could recall instances where

their own ward nursing practice had differed from the taught method.

Erom all five colleges, a total of 71 students answered in the

affirmative. The numerous examples which they cited were categorised,

as in the Nuffield Job Analysis (1953)» into basic, technical and

affective nursing:

"basic nursing ... those nursing duties having their
origin in the physical needs of the patient". (p.27)

"technical nursing ... all nursing tasks that are
concerned with the treatment of the disease from which
the patient is suffering". (p.37)
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"affective nursing ... social and psychological
needs which have their origin in the fact that the
individual has to adjust himself to his changed
circumstances". (p.28)

Table 3h gives the number of comments in these three

categories. Some students gave several examples, others none,

therefore the number of 77 comments was not equal to 77 respondents.

TABLE 3U Pre-experiment ; Students
Recalled Examples of Practice which differed from
what was taught

Colleges TOTAL

Nursing work
performed differently
from way taught I II III IV V B %

Basic nursing 13 3 U 9 3 32 U2
Technical nursing 12 3 9 7 8 l\.1 53
Affective nursing 2 - 1 1 - U 3

E of comments 27 8 ll|. 17 11 77 100%

In the category of basic nursing, daily hygiene needs,

especially bedbathing, came in for by far most comment:

"in college you are taught to wash the. patient in a
particular order and change the water half-way through.
This is rarely done on the ward".

"giving bed baths - not particular about doing certain
things like putting feet in water - only when clinical
teacher is about".

"failing to give bed-rest patients a basin at night for
hands and face, or basin for hands after using commode".
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There was evidence in several comments that the respondents,

a majority of whom were junior students, had failed to grasp

principles (or may not have been taught principles) and their

adaptation to different patients' individual needs, e.g. again re

bed-bathing:

"the patient was given a basin of water and told to
wash areas he could reach himself and the nurse would
wash his back and other areas he could not reach".

"Oral hygiene - using gloves instead of dressed artery
forceps".

However, there was also evidence of the persistence of soap and

water methods of giving pressure area care, in spite of a number of

research findings to contra-indicate this.

"Pressure care - in wards the only way is patients get
bottom rubbed with soap and water, when we were taught
to do two-hourly turning of patients".

In the category of technical nursing, 1+1 examples were given

and they included evidence of both careless, and at times dangerous

practice in the wards:

"Haso-gastric feed - taught to introduce slowly - a
senior member of staff showed the procedure and
supervised me. The feed was introduced in a 5>0ml.
syringe and she used the plunger to push the feed
in (student's underlining). I only used that
method once".

"Recently three senior members of staff showed dressing
technique, all three different and one definitely not
aseptic".

"Doing the medicine round, the nurse handing out drugs
rarely, if ever, waits to see the patient swallowing
the tablets".
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In a number of comments, such as the latter, reference

was made to details of care such as a student could very easily

do, or not do, as she herself decided. There was obvious

influence from what was seen to be done by others, i.e. the

students might be said, in several cases, to be simply conforming,

rather than acting in a thoughtful way.

Temperature taking, dressings and the giving out of medicines

received most comment in this category, but also mentioned were

procedures such as catheterisation, and catheter hygiene, intra¬

venous infusion, taking of blood pressure, care of chest drains,

application of Kaolin poultices and many others. It was noted

that, in regard to both basic and technical nursing, all

respondents mentioned only procedures. There was no evidence of

care of the individual patient per se.

There was little comment on nursing which could be categorised

as referring directly to social and/or psychological needs of

patients - (an interesting comment in itself, on both the teaching

and the practice of nursing). Two of the four comments received

were:

"In college always taught to give patient complete
privacy - on wards half the time it is not possible".

"Carrying out a procedure regardless of protests and
with no explanation".

Seven students mentioned 'lack of time' in the wards:

"there tends not to be enough time on the wards to do
everything by the book".
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"Bed-bathing - the way we are taught takes too long
when there are half a dozen more patients still to
do, and we are often reprimanded for taking too
long over bed-bathing or removing stitches".

Such comments may reflect differing priorities betwixt ward sister

and teacher or possibly somewhat idealistic teaching, e.g. "There

is not so much rigmarole in the method used on the wards as there

is in college".

Integration of Theory and Practice in Nursing

The remainder of the student nurse pre-experiment questionnaire

dealt directly with the subject of integration of theory and practice

in nursing.

Question 13 asked respondents to give their understanding of

the term 'integration of theory and practice in nursing'. Some

respondents saw integration as a college responsibility mainly in

terms of time-tabling or ordering of theory before practice.

"learning the aim of theory behind the practice and
then using the skill with the patient soon afterwards".

For some, integration was a student responsibility;

"doing practical nursing work while remembering the
theoretical part, i.e. why it's being done and the
correct way of doing it".

In this category, several students mentioned that integration aimed

to achieve better patient care, e.g. "translating or putting into

practice what we've learned in college to benefit the patients".
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Where did respondents find theory and practice of nursing

well integrated and where not well integrated? The picture

given "by respondents was again one which emphasised differences

"between wards and individual differences "between students.

Well Integrated parts of Nurse Education and Training

(1) Where "basic and technical nursing was practised as it was

taught, it was said to "be well integrated "by students from all

colleges.

(2) Specific links between the two environments of college and

hospital were mentioned - where students, while students, were

taken from one place to the other:

"In Block I, we were given notes on bedbathing and then
were taken to a ward for a morning to bedbath a patient".

i.e. theory was taught and followed by practice - a time-tabling

exercise or teaching method perhaps, but college-instigated.

(3) Others, in more general terms, said integration was good when

college teaching promoted understanding when working on wards

and some, the obverse, i.e. when ward tutorials were given which

linked to what had been taught in college.

Understanding was important for many respondents, albeit mainly

of reasons for procedures, rather than of how an individual

patient might feel or of how or what they might explain to him:

"Biology and care of a person who has had an operation
and a colostomy - no good if you don't know how and
why it was performed".

However, for one student, well integrated theory and practice,

was linked to understanding of individual needs:
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"theory opens your eyes to needs of the patient
which I might not have noticed, e.g. need for
explanations ... helps me think of what the
patient will feel like with the different disorders".

(1+) Fifteen of the thirty one senior students from College III,

the only students in the sample to have experienced the Block

system and Study Days, commented very favourably on their

experience of obstetrics and community care, when Study Days

were the method of organising the theoretical component:

"we were applying what we were taught immediately
afterwards, by spending one day per week in college
and then practising on the wards and in the community".

Lack of Integration in Burse Education and Training

Lack of integration was expressed by many examples which were

the obverse of those given above:

(1) Where practice was not depicted realistically in the teaching:

"care of pressure areas, the passing of naso-gastric
tubes when practice on a dummy is impossible".

"I think the administration of intramuscular injections
was a complete shock to us, from doing it with a piece
of sponge and then going on to the wards and doing it
to a real patient".

•Hie difficulty of portraying reality from the college was well

expressed by the following respondent:

"Everything is easy to talk about in a warm friendly
classroom, but having to do certain procedures can
prove embarrassing or difficult, e.g. assisting with
last offices - very hard to come to terms with".

(2) Where there was a lack of any physical link between college

teaching and ward practice, where practice did not follow

relevant theory:
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"when given lectures on specific diseases we are
not taken to the wards in small groups and shown
a patient with the disorder so that we could see
the signs and symptoms for ourselves".

"it is not well integrated when we are given theory
in school and cannot follow it up hy going to the
ward to practise".

"I was giving injections, passing naso-gastric tubes,
checking insulin and many more such nursing practices,
then I went into Block and got the theory of all these
things". (A student who had a ij. week Introductory Block)

Other examples of lack of integration were when ward staff

appeared to the student to be -unaware of her stage of training and

experience, i.e. of what she might or might not be able to do; when

tutors appeared to be 'out of touch'; and when there seemed to be

conflicting values betwixt the school and the ward:

"Every patient should be given individual attention
and if there are problems he/she should be able to
talk to the nurse - however, the nurse has no time to
talk to the patient on this level at all".

"I must always be doing something - instead of spending
more time getting to know the patient".

Ways in which Integration of Iheory and Practice could be Improved

Improvements suggested in response to question 16 were in many

cases very similar to answers given to the two preceding questions.

Also, although no respondent was aware of the research experiment at

this stage, nor had any knowledge of the objectives which the

researcher had formulated for the experiment, analysis of responses

to this question showed a marked similarity between students'

suggestions for improvements and these objectives.
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Suggestions for ways in which integration could he improved

fell into four main areas: (l) measures to link theory and

practice in organisational (timetabling) terms, and in teaching

methods; (2) measures to improve supervision, teaching and

communication while the student was undergoing her practical

experience; (3) increased liaison generally between college and

ward staff; and (1+) movement of people between the two places,

i.e. college and ward in order to reduce the gap between what was

taught and what was practised.

The greatest number of comments, 1+3 in all, were concerned

with linking theory and practice:

"Arrange a nurse's training so that after lectures
on specific subjects, e.g. surgical, the nurse
would be sent to the wards to practise it. Often
a nurse is sent to such a ward before the lectures
are given and feels lost".

"During block, nurses should be taken to the wards
to see patients suffering from diseases. They could
be taken in small groups and the others could study
in the college until they are taken. This could be
done over a few days".

There were 21+ comments about supervision and teaching during

the practical component of training:

"More time should be given to the student while
working on the ward, more clinical visits and help
while working on the ward".

Liaison between college and ward brought 20 separate comments:

"By allowing all nursing staff, trained staff, sisters
and nursing officers, to have seminars with the college
staff on certain aspects of nurse training from time to
time, along with the nurses in training, e.g. day courses".
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"nurse tutors should go out to work on the wards for
short spells to see exactly how things are "being
done".

Other ward-related measures were felt necessary, such as

meetings "between senior and junior staff to discuss patients*

conditions and progress and maintenance of higher standards by

ward staff, although three students felt maintenance of standards

was a personal responsibility.

In conclusion, student nurses responded to this opportunity

to give their opinions about nursing education and training, as

they knew it, with interest and in quite a number of cases

enthusiasm. Many took time and thought to give copious comments.

In addition to answering the questions, 62 students (52%) gave

additional comments. The researcher was impressed by the

responsible way in which these young people responded - and by the

many times, in discussion with the groups afterwards, that students

expressed their hope that their comments would help those coming

into nursing in the future.
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CHAPTER 13

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP STUDENTS

There were 1+3 students in the main study experimental group

all of whom completed the post-experiment questionnaire. Where

the post-experiment questions were identical in both Main and

Pilot Study questionnaires, the opinions of the 8 experimental

group students from the Pilot Study College were added to this

analysis, thus giving a total of $1 students, as shown in Table 35•

TABLE 35 Post-experiment : Students
Composition of Experimental Group

College/Hospital N in Group % of Total N

Pilot 8 16%
I 12 23%
II 1+ 8%
III 11 21%
IV 8 16%
V 8 16%

All Colleges $1 100%

General Impression of Experiment

The first question asked of the experimental group students

was, quite simply, 'did you enjoy the experimental method of

teaching/learning?' The response was positive - 96% of the students

choosing one of the two positive categories (see Table 36).
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TABLE 36 Post-experiment ; Students
Enjoyment of the Experimental Method of Teaching/Learning

Positive Response Negative Response Total
College/Hospital Very much Moderately Not very much Not at all Response

Pilot 7 1 0 0 8
I 0 10 2 0 12
11 130 O k
III 6 5 0 0 11
IV 710 0 8
V 6 2 0 0 8

Totals 27 22 2 0 5l
(53%) (hj/o) (k%) (100%)

In College I, the 12 respondents were divided, 10 to moderate

enjoyment and 2 who had a negative response. In this college, students

normally spent approximately two hours per morning throughout 1* weeks

of their 8 week Block, in the wards, carrying out care for one patient

on a medical ward and one patient on a surgical ward, and writing up a

nursing care study on these two patients. Such work was seldom

supervised hy college staff, although clinical teachers made an effort

to spend at least one, and possibly two mornings with each student.

Inevitably, there were students who at no time during this period saw

a member of the teaching staff. Choice of patient and supervision

were therefore often left to the service personnel. As the

experiment took place in addition to this case study work, it may well

be that these young students (six months in training) felt their time

in Block was being too much eroded. Their results may support the

researcher's opinion that it is necessary to vary teaching methods,

as those with more limited experience of going to the wards and
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Departments of the hospital from Block were much more positive

in their endorsement of the method.

Although the researcher was aware of the pitfalls in asking

questions such as this first one in the experimental group's post-

experimental questionnaire, it was considered justified in this

study, in that a very "basic factor in all learning is enjoyment of

the process of learning hy the student. Learning is diminished in

situations which give rise to boredom or which cause 'threat to

self'. In any evaluation done by students, however, there is the

tendency to rate the programme/teaching method as satisfactory

simply in order to be kind or obliging, and, in the case of this

particular experiment, it should also be borne in mind that the

researcher was present in the classroom when all of the student

questionnaires and tests were being completed. Bo student was

directly observed while completing any of the work, nor was she

required to hand over any papers personally to the researcher.

It was apparent to several observers and to the researcher

that students in the experimental group appeared, on the whole, to

be enjoying the experience. Quoted below is a comment from a

teacher not involved with the experimental group:

"If it can be proved that lasting learning can be
equated with an enjoyable learning experience, then
whatever the experimental group learned will be
retained".

The next two questions were a natural progression from the

first, i.e. what did students especially like, and especially dislike,

about the experimental course?
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Unfavourable Aspects of the Experimental Teaching/Learning Method

Firstly, what were their dislikes or reservations? Nine

students had none, and eleven did not like to get up early.

Experimental group students "began their day one to one and a half

hours earlier than on a normal Block day, and therefore than their

colleagues in the control group. They did of course have a

correspondingly early finish to their day, hut there would seem no

doubt that one advantage of the Block system in the students' eyes,

is that it provides a later start to the day. This seemed a very

natural comment, and was made by 11 students.

Lack of time was mentioned by 17 students, and there seemed

little doubt that this was a problem for some of the students on

some of the days. Even when two nurses shared the care of one

patient, there were occasions when the students felt rushed.

"We did not have enough time to do everything we would
like to have done and having to care for a patient
only for two hours did not give us enough time to get
to know him".

"There wasn't much time to look at notes, but that is
really no great complaint as the patient told us most
of the history".

The students were not only carrying out total patient care, but

also had to read and then copy notes from the Kardex, and the

patients' case history folder. For junior students, the latter was

not a particularly familiar document. On a very few occasions,

they were not familiar with the ward, and then it could take them a

little longer to find equipment. Some of the students were
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carrying out care, such as dressings, of which they had no

previous practical experience, and this therefore took longer

than had they heen skilled. The students who were concerned

over lack of time were distributed evenly throughout all hut one

of the colleges. In College III, where the students were more

experienced and senior, only one felt there was insufficient time

to carry out the care required hy the patients.

A feeling of a lack of security was reported hy four

respondents (3 from College i) as they had "fewer notes" than

normally. Conversely, five students said that there was too much

writing to do - and they cited the completion of the nursing care

plans.

There was no douht that the existence of a control group,

imagined to he continuously writing down copious notes, heightened

the feeling of lack of notes for some of the experimental group:

"I felt a hit insecure ahout lack of notes/theory
compared to the control group at first".

"There was not enough time to carry out everything that
was supposed to he done and all the screeds of notes
that we were missing over in the school of nursing".

"I felt that we had to do too much writing and that this
part of the experiment was very tiring, although I did
learn hy writing things down".

Three students commented upon feeling ill at ease because of the

presence of the tutor, e.g.:

"Being with the tutors. They made me feel ill at ease
and this I think affected my relationship with the
patient. I do understand that they must he present".
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Favourable Aspects of the Experimental Teaching/Learning; Method

Most frequently mentioned (by 37 students) was the method of

learning. Among the many descriptive terms used were 'seeing',

'doing', 'talking over', 'associating', 'drawing together', 'finding

out' - in other words, the active learning:

"I liked being able to take care of one patient
without being too rushed, and I liked trying to join
up what I had been taught in class with what I was
seeing on the ward".

"You couLd see what you were discussing which made the
theory easily understood and easy to remember".

"It drew together all the nursing care and the theory
behind it for an individual patient".

"It brought out all the simple little things that
made everything fit in".

Active experiential learning was often linked with the

opportunity for patient contact. There seemed little doubt that

many students were in their element in the wards, and contrasted

this favourably with the classroom alternative. This patient contact

was mentioned by 28 students:

"Working with patients, letting them explain their
condition and how they feel, instead of being lectured
to all the time".

"The work with patients, and learning from their
personal experiences, and the case notes, was easier
than reading from books and was easier to understand".

Fifteen comments related to the teaching method, i.e. the students

enjoyed the smaller groups, the use of less formal teaching methods and

the contact with the individual tutors.
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"The idea of small study groups is good, as it
encourages people to learn more, also they have
to read more as they cannot hide behind others".

"I liked being on the wards with the patients, and
also the discussion-type lectures which the students
took an active part in".

Effect of Experimental Method on Patients

Most students (35) commented that patients appeared to enjoy

receiving the individual attention and having someone interested

especially in them, but also, and a sign of sensitivity by the

students, 18 said that there were patients who seemed to enjoy

giving, i.e. they felt proud and pleased to help. It was most

interesting, that, without putting it directly into words, students

referred not only to the fact that they were meeting the patients'

very basic physical needs for care and comfort (and for some who were

very ill and weary it was simply that), but also that for some

patients they were meeting needs of a higher order (cf. Maslo^. It

appeared that, by means of this experimental teaching/learning

method, needs for self-esteem, so often not met in hospital, were

being met. Patients were enabled to feel useful, and important.

"I think the patients enjoyed it as they usually feel
helpless, and I think they enjoyed being a part of
something and helping".

"They enjoyed the attention, and they too were able
to learn about their condition".

"The patients enjoyed the feeling of being useful, and
they liked the total patient care and having the chance
to talk".

"They felt very important because they could teach us".
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Two other effects upon patients were noted-(l) in the

students' opinion, the patient was given a higher standard of care

and in the main this was felt to he due to the lack of rush and to

the individualised attention, and (2) in some cases, the students

felt anxious lest they might have overtired the patient. In

illustration of the latter point, one student said:

"Because I only had two hours, I may have exhausted
the patient, Because I wanted to attend to all his
needs in these two hours".

This aspect was commented on by 5> students, and in each case

they were referring to their care of particularly ill patients who

had required extensive dressings as well as total basic care.

The comments to this question provided evidence to suggest

that, simply by altering the method of delivery of patient care

from the fragmented task assignment model to the total patient care

model, students were enabled to become aware of, possibly more

sensitive to the patients' needs for rest. The possibility that

their own well-intentioned efforts to 'care' may have detrimental

effects for the patient is less easy to observe in a task

assignment method of organisation.

Effect of Experimental Method upon Wards and Ward Staff

The students were anxious not to cause disruption in the wards

and several had mentioned this in preliminary discussions with the

researcher. In the event, their fear that if the ward was busy

they would be an upset to the routine was not borne out by the
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comments made. Rather, the opposite occurred in that the

negative comments came from the lightest (in terms of workload)
areas. As a result of strike action having reduced the number

of patients, in two of the hospitals, students may have felt

they were taking away experience from the ward student nurses and

this may have been at the root of the following comment:

"Some ward staff were not over-enthusiastic, some
were helpful but others seemed to resent our presence".

Most of the students felt they had been of help to the ward

staff in that their presence on the ward led to some relief of the

workload. A number added that ward staff seemed interested in and

curious about the new method while others said they did not seem to

notice anything untoward.

"For some reason or other I was quite surprised at the
friendly atmosphere which was always there. Staff
were most helpful".

"Hhey liked the idea of the integrated nursing and
teaching aspect".

One possible 'spin-off' effect was given by one student:

"I think they felt they had to be on their toes
because the tutors were coming into the wards".

How much was Learned

Question j? asked whether students thought, by combining college

and ward work as they did in the experiment, that they had learned

more, less or just the same as with the usual teaching methods.
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TABLE 37 Post-experiment ; Students
How much was Learned with Experimental Method

Colleges More Same Less Total

Pilot 7 7
I 7 1+ 1 12
II 3 1-4
III 10 1 - 11
IV" 8 - - 8
V 7 1-8

42 7 1 50
84% 14% 2% 100%

The student who felt she had learned less was one of the two

who in answer to question 1 had said she had not enjoyed the

experimental method very much. Reference to this student's choice

of lecture preferences in the pre-experimental questionnaire showed

that she had a markedly different pattern of response from that of

the sample overall - her first, second and third choices were of

college-based lecture methods. Her fourth and fifth choices were

the two study methods. Her seventh or second last choice was of

ward tutorials. For this student, therefore, the experimental

course (a) deprived her of lectures whilst her class colleagues

received them, and (b) added an extra period away from college (she
was a student in the college where it was the practice to have

Block students attend the wards to carry out nursing care studies).

She also said that the experiment coincided with a week of

particularly onerous home commitments which restricted her ability

to use methods of study which she normally found helpful. An

exception — in this sample — but what is perhaps surprising is that
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she was the only exception and that there were no others who

felt this method gave rise to less learning. This student's

final comment at the end of her questionnaire showed that she

valued college, and also reinforced her dissatisfaction with

anything which reduced time in college:

"Why not allow 'school' to "be school, where we can
learn and study".

She also suggested, as a means of raising standards of care in

the wards:

"the answer would "be for all third year nurses to go
through Introductory Block again just before qualifying".

There must have been others who preferred to remain in college,

yet who, like the above student, were randomly allocated to the

experimental group, yet they do not stand out in any way from the

generally positive response to this teaching/learning method.

The other student who in question 1 had not enjoyed the experimental

method very much, had learned more, and also would like to see the

method repeated. Of those 7 students who learned the same as with

more usual ways, felt the method ought to be repeated in other

subjects, 1 was unsure and 2 said no because:

"I cannot really commit myself until I see the results
of the test".

The other felt the method was suitable for the gastro-intestinal

system nursing as it covered such a wide spectrum of diseases but she
would confine it to that one subject because:
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"it took up time and I think more studying has to
be done outside of classwork which is another reason
for confining this teaching to one subject".

Evident in the above two comments was the slight apprehension

or fear of 'threat to self', and in the latter, the feeling that

the experimental method, if extended, might engender too much work,

or involvement in and responsibility for one's own learning.

Supervision

Table 38 showed replies to the question "with regard to the

supervision you received while giving nursing care, do you think

you required more, less or was it just right?"

TABLE 38 Post-experiment : Students
Amount of Supervision

It was More Less
Colleges just right required required Total

Pilot 5 - 2 7
I 8-1+12
II 2 - 2 k
III 8 2 1 11
IV 6 118
V 3-5 8

32 3 15 50
61+% 6% 30% 100%

Of the three students who felt more was required, 2 were

from the senior group in College III. Of the 1$ who would have

preferred less, all but 1 came from the students who had been only
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6 to 8 months in training and had practical ward experience of

only 2x8 week periods. The reasons given as to why less was

required, were that supervision was not necessary for basic care

(5 students), that it made the nurse feel self-conscious (8

students), and in some cases was detrimental to student/patient

relationships. Two students who said they felt self-conscious

Tinder supervision had previously said that they disliked the

closer involvement of the tutor, which was a necessary part of

the experimental method.

Some answers were most revealing of the dearth of ward

teaching 'supervision* experienced by these very junior student

nurses:

"At first it was difficult to work with supervision
because I am not used to it. but it makes you more
aware of yourself and the patient and gets rid of
previously learnt bad habits". (Researcher's underlining)

"Supervision to do a bedbath or dressing seemed to be
a waste of time since we have been doing these sorts
of things by ourselves for the last 7 months".
(i.e. 2 x 8 week periods on wards, the rest in Block)

"Supervision tends to make me nervous and therefore I
can't talk freely with the patient. I don't think
supervision is necessary for basic nursing care".

There were 13 positive comments, stating supervision aided

learning and helped the student gain confidence:

"Under supervision I noticed that I learned more and
had reasons for doing things, whereas most of the time
I've been in the wards I just did things just for doing
them".

"I felt I wanted to be supervised -- tutors were very
willing to do so, e.g. the removing of sutures, and I
appreciated the fact that they trusted me and let me
do my basic nursing care relatively unsupervised".
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Effectiveness of Experimental Method

Question 7 asked about the effectiveness of the experimental

method of teaching/learning compared to the college-based methods.

The method did place students in direct experiential confrontation

with what was to be learned - for most (1+5 students) this was very-

effective, for two students, it was not, and three students were

non-committal.

"I was able to understand better than I think I
would have in the classroom. I was able to put a
face to the disease we covered remembering in the
patient's words what he had told me".

"Everything is much clearer when you can ... speak
to patients who have had the condition/operation".

"For me, not as effective - felt a lot of it was
irrelevant, i.e. an hour to bed-bath a patient taught
me nothing about his ca. stomach".

The above comment indicated that many students do have to be

taught to 'learn how to learn' from their daily work with patients.

Indeed some respondents wrote of their difficulties in seeing what

there was to learn at the beginning of the experiment, but that this

resolved after a day or two.

Most equated effectiveness with active experiential learning,

with easier recall, and the fact that they were more involved with

their own learning.

"This method of learning is very effective for me

personally, as I can learn things easier when I see
it in practice rather than just being told about it.
Also I learned how to deal with the patient in these
situations".

"It has stuck with me, e.g. less learning from books".
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"I found I was reading textbooks more thoroughly
and making better notes than I had been before.
I could relate signs and symptoms better".

"Much more effective. I found it a lot more

interesting and even studied a bit more at night
and read up a bit more of what we learned that day".

Should the Experimental Method be repeated for any other Sub.ject
in Nurse Education?

TABLE 39 Post-experiment ; Students
Should the Experimental Method be repeated?

Colleges Yes Ho Total

Pilot 8 - 8
I 9 3 12
II 3-3
III 11 - 11
IV 7 1 8
V 7 18

U5 5 5o
90% 2% 100%

Again the response was very positive (see Table 39)- The

recurring theme was of learning by doing, and of the advantages

to remembering and understanding in linking practical nursing with

theory.

The patients too would benefit thought the undernoted

enthusiastic young student:

"The patients would feel special and the learners
would feel they have achieved something after
carrying out the necessary care for their individual
patient. Also any mistakes made could be rectified
easier and quicker as it would be easier to know who
nursed that patient, thereby learning more".
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Meeting of Objectives

As a part of the evaluation of the experimental teaching/

learning method, 5 specific objectives were presented to the

experimental group students in question 9« They were asked to

state whether the experimental method met these objectives 'more1,

•less' or 'no differently' than other teaching methods which they

had experienced in their nursing education. At no time prior to

this had the students known about or seen these objectives. Their

evaluation is given in Table lj.0.

TABLE i-t-0 Post-experiment : Students
Achievement of Objectives of Experimental Method

Objectives More
ACHIEVED
Less Ho differently Total H

H % H % H % H %
1. Integrate theory and

36 (8b%) 1 (2%)practice in nursing + 6 (li|%) b3 (100%)
2. Help you to relate theory

and practice in nursing b8 (96%) - 2 (1|%)H- 50 (100%)
3. Prepare you to return to

work in the wards 32 (63P/0) k (8%)++ 15 (29%) 51 (100%)
]+. Stimulate interest in

your studies 33 (66%) 1 (2%) 16 (32%) 50 (100%)
5. Enable you to take part
in class discussions 38 (75%) - 13 (25%) 51 (100%)

+ = Not asked in Pilot Study
++ = All from College I

The principii aim of the research was to integrate theory and

practice in nursing, and two objectives were framed to try to evaluate

this most important aspect. The first was a statement in impersonal

terms, the second was in personal terms, with underlining to stress

this, i.e. help you to relate theory and practice in nursing.
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The achievement of "both these objectives was strongly-

endorsed. In particular, the picture in the individual colleges

showed that objective 2 had a unanimously positive evaluation in

Ij. Main Study Colleges and in the Pilot Study College. The two

respondents who felt there was no difference were both from College

I.

An important aim in all of nursing education is to prepare the

student to return to work in the wards. Whether the experimental

method achieved this more, less or no differently than other

teaching methods the student had experienced was evaluated in

responses to objective 3- Again, a clear majority of students

considered the experimental method achieved this preparation more

than the other methods. However, 15 felt it prepared them no

differently and I4. respondents (all from College i) felt it was less

effective in preparation. Of these 1±, 3 would like to see the

method used again in their nursing education, and had also answered

positively in regard to objectives 1 and 2. There was no other

evidence in the data as to why this method was considered less

effective preparation for return to the ward by these 3 students,

although it did seem that for two, the paucity of their notes was a

problem.

The experimental method was evaluated as more stimulating of

interest in their studies by 33 students. The fact that 16 students

found it no more, and no less stimulating of interest than other

methods may be because a majority of student nurses are, in any case,

already interested in their studies. The within-colleges
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composition of the total evaluation of this objective showed

that the Pilot College and College IV were each 100% positive

in their evaluation, while the other colleges were more evenly

divided between the choices of 'more' or 'no differently'.

For 38 students, the experimental method enabled them to

take more part in class discussions. For 13 this was no

different.

Of the 38 who said they took more part, 30 had responded to

the question about participation in class discussions in the pre-

experiment questionnaire - 3 already participated often and 9

fairly often, but 18 had previously participated rarely.

Of those 13 who evaluated this objective as 'no differently'

7 were in any case often or fairly often taking part in class

discussions, but 6 were rarely able to do so. For those latter

students, therefore, the experimental method did not lead to any

increase in their participation, in spite of the fact that more

overt opportunity for participation was provided, (a) in the more

informal methods of teaching which dealt with subject matter

directly relevant to work the students had just been involved in,

and (b) in the smaller group teaching.

Total Patient Care or Task Assignment

Students in the experimental group at no time went on to the

wards to carry out specific procedures or tasks per se. They went

in order to give total nursing care, to patients whose disease

conditions were such that they linked directly with the students'
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current lectures. While in the wards, experimental group

students worked in pairs. On some mornings, a pair of students

would share the care of one patient; on others, depending upon

the amount and type of care required hy the patients, the

students might have one patient each. Two criteria were

equipoised in making the decision about choice and number of

patients - the students' learning needs, and the patients' needs

for care. After the experience of the experiment, students were

asked 'if you had a choice between giving total patient care to a

few patients, or giving patient care by task assignment, which

would you prefer and why?'

There was an overwhelming preference for total patient care.

Only 1 student preferred task assignment and she said this was

because "you learn more by trying to cram several subjects

together at one time".

The k9 students (98%) who opted for total patient care said

this was better for the patients and also for the learners. 32

comments related to improved patient care, and 36 to enhanced

learning for the students (the number of comments exceeded l±9 as

several students made more than one comment). Again the value of

experiential learning was emphasised. Students also said that

total patient care increased their job satisfaction and facilitated

the teaching of junior nurses. Students' attitudes to their

patients were revealed in these replies. Many set a value upon

individualised care, i.e. attention to individual needs, upon a

closer nurse/patient relationship, getting to know the patient,
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taking time with patients, and in some responses, contrasted

the two forms of delivery of care to the detriment of task

assignment. Two students used the factory and assembly line

analogy in relation to task assignment. All quotations began:

"I prefer total patient care because..."

"... you get to know at least some of the patients
this way; by task assignment - none of them well.
Also task assignment tends to be less interesting".

"... you become more concerned and involved with
the patient rather than the tasks to be done".

One student, while seeing the advantage to the patient in total

patient care, also showed her awareness of the inherent risk for the

student of becoming «too involved':

"... because we could learn the patient's needs and
this would help the patient. However this would
involve the risk of getting too involved with one
patient".

"... you are more aware of the patient and you can
meet his needs more fully as you see one need following
on from the other. Also it is easier to meet his
mental and social needs as you are communicating for a
longer time".

"... as you could treat them more as individuals and
get to know them better and you could carry out your
own standard of nursing care to these patients".

These results indicated that, for some of the students in the

experimental group, the affective objectives listed at the close of

the learning objectives for the experimental course (see Appendix III)
were achieved, i.e. they assigned a value to individualised care:
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"I prefer total patient care because having done
task assignment, it is very apparent that patients
are treated more as an individual with total patient
care (not one number on a bathing list). They
benefit more, in that the nurse has time to make more
observations and the nurse then gets to know more about
specific care of condition more easily".



Erratum: Pagination incorrect - numbering omits Pages 330-339
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CHAPTER Ik

OGEE EXPERIENCE OF THE CONTROL GROUP STUDENTS

A short questionnaire was given to all those class members

who had remained in the college of nursing, i.e. the control group.

Although there was essentially no change in their course content,

or in the number of hours spent on the subject matter, it would have

been unrealistic to consider this group's experience to have been

totally unaffected by the research experiment. The class size was

reduced, and certain unusual features were imposed upon the' control

group timetable. Doctors' lectures, and the related nursing

lectures on care of patients with gastro-intestinal diseases were

separated by more days than might have been the case in noimal

circumstances, in that approximately two-thirds of the medical staff

lectures were given before the nursing lectures began. This was

the case of course for both groups and was in order that the

experimental group students did not go on to the wards without prior

theoretical background. The nursing lectures, as a result, were

concentrated into a shorter space of time and took place during the

J4 to 6 days of the experiment - for the control group this was, as

a general rule, in the first two periods and the last period of each

day - with slight variations in each college.

Table 1+1 shows the composition of the control group for the

purposes of this qualitative analysis only, i.e. students with

previous nursing experience who were excluded from the test scores

data were not excluded from the opinion questionnaire results.
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TABLE 111 Post-experiment : Students
Composition of Control Groups

Colleges Basic RGN Previous nursing experience Response N

I 14 - Ik
II 5 1 6

*

17 15 8 23
V 11 2 13

45 (8o%) ii (20%) 56 (100%)

* No control group in College III

Of the eleven students who had previous experience of the

course material, three were previously enrolled nurses, six were

re-sitting part of their course and two had other relevant

experience from Degree courses in nursing. There was no control

group in College III.

Expressed Preference for Control or Experimental Croups

The first question put to the control group students was

whether, if the opportunity arose again to take part in a similar

experiment, they would prefer to he in the experimental or control

group, or not to take part. Table 42 showed that, of those who

chose one or other group, 69% would prefer to be in the experimental

group, and this proportion was higher in College V (85%) than in any

other college.
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TABLE 1+2 Post-experiment : Students
Control Group - Expressed Group Preference

EXPRESSED PREFERENCE
To "be in

College Experimental group
To Be in

Control group Total

I
II

7
h

6
2

13
6

*

17
V

13
ii

7
2

22

13

69%
37 17

31%
5k

100%

* No control group in College III

36 as 1 student "did not know"
1 student preferred not to take part

There was no apparent reason why this college should differ.

All students there commented that they preferred to learn hy

• doing' or ' seeing', hut this was the general theme of all the

answers to this question. Several students commented that they

would like the opportunity to compare the two different ways of

learning:

"It would he a chance to see if it helped me to learn
more. It would also give me some idea how to approach
patients with different conditions".

"I would like to compare the two methods of teaching and
assess which I found most beneficial".

Prom those 17 students who preferred to remain in the control

group, the reasons given were that they would have more notes, that

they preferred what they were used to, and that they felt

apprehensive if they did not know the outcome of something new.
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"Compared with the experimental group, we have more
notes to look hack on in later years".

"I learn better sitting at a desk with a tutor".

"I'd rather be doing what I'm used to, the
experimental group didn't know the outcome of this,
and it is an important subject".

Two students, diametrically opposed in terms of the amount of

work they themselves preferred, commented in regard to the amount

of involvement and work they thought the experimental method

required:

The pro-control group viewpoint:

"I don't think I would like to take part in the
experimental group as I feel I would have too much
work to do on my own, therefore I would prefer not
to take part".

The pro-experimental group viewpoint:

"I feel that I would have enjoyed learning in a
situation where I would be using the skills I have
already and building on them in a real situation.
I think I would be more involved in my education in
the experimental group".

It is interesting that these two control group students, with

only 'hearsay' knowledge of the experimental group experience, had

comprehended and commented upon one of the fundamental learning

differences between their own teaching/learning experience and that

of the experimental group.

In summary of the comments to this question, it seemed that

those who would choose to try out the experimental group were

curious and/or preferred to learn by doing - the experiential or
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active form of learning; whereas those who preferred to be in

the control group gave reasons which suggested that they were

happier with the rather more passive type of teaching/learning

which predominated in the classroom. A most interesting factor

emerged in support of this summary on examination of the rank

ordering of the methods of teaching/learning listed in question 5

of the student nurse pre-experiment questionnaire. Those who

preferred to remain in the control group were the only group to

deviate from the pre-experimental sample norm, whether viewed over

all five colleges of the main study, or within each college, in

that they did not place ward tutorials at the head of the ranks as

the 'best liked method'. This was their fifth choice and they

accorded first equal ranking to two classroom-based methods,

'lectures with time for questions or discussion' and 'practical

classes which include demonstrations and opportunity to practise'.

However, they were in agreement with the pre-experiment sample

norm for the three least popular methods, i.e. guided study,

straight lectures and self-directed study.

Figure kS shows the lecture preferences for those who

preferred to remain in the control group compared to that of the

pre-experiment sample over all five colleges, and indicates the

degree of agreement within the former group (Kendall ¥ = .3l)> a

result which was unlikely to have occurred by chance (p = < .001).

For these students therefore, to remain in the classroom may have

posed less 'threat to self' and given the security of the status

quo - a not unnatural need, but at the same time also given more

opportunity to experience their preferred teaching/learning methods.
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Figure k3 Post-experiment ; Students
Preference Profile - Methods of Teaching/Learning.
Pre-experiment Sample Compared with Post-experiment -
those preferring Control Group

Most 1
Liked

2

3

k

5

6

7
Least
Liked 8

A-

1 1——I 1 1 1 1
A BCLEF G H

Pre-experiment Sample - All Colleges
W=.Ul p< .001

Post-experiment - those preferring Control Group
¥=.31 P< -001

Those who 'preferred to he in the experimental group'

demonstrated a similar pattern of teaching method preferences to

the pre-experiment sample, and when the responses of the two

discrete groups of actual control and experimental students were

examined, their rankings also conformed to the pre-experiment

sample - a point in support of the effectiveness of the

randomisation process used in the allocation of students to these

groups. It is interesting to conjecture whether, had the

experimental group "been formed of volunteers, those electing to
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remain in college would have shown the teaching/learning method

preferences of the slightly deviant group above.

Effect of the Experiment upon Block Experience

As shown in Table 1;3, students were fairly evenly divided

in their opinion as to whether the research experiment had made

a difference to their Block experience, apart from the respondents

from College I where, by a majority of 11 to 3> students

considered the experiment had made a difference.

TABLE U3 Post-experiment ; Students
Was Block Experience altered due to Research?

College Yes Wo IT

I 11 3 11;
II 2 k 6

*

IV 13 10 23
V 5 7 12

Total 31 (56%) 2k (IA.%) 55 (100%)

* No control group in College III

Of the comments to this question, 21 gave evidence of

Hawthorne effect, e.g.:

"It made the Block more interesting - something
different, which enabled you to concentrate more
because you felt you were of importance and helping
some people. It also made me study at night, which
I probably would not have done if it was not for the
experiment".
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There was also evidence that the differences were seen

to have a negative effect. There were 11 comments in this

category, 9 of which came from College I. In this college,

control group students described their own experience as "boring",

"too much information all crammed together", "little attempt was

made to vary the programme and teaching methods" and one student:

"I think this experiment caused a bit of interference
and upset to the class. Also I felt more resentment
towards my work, I felt as though I was being cheated
in my learning as I know I have great difficulty in
learning anything from intensive formal lectures. I
also felt that since it was an experiment then it
wasn't so important to learn my work".

The type of teaching methods experienced by the control group

students during the period of the experiment may have influenced

their perceptions of whether the effects of the experiment were

positive or negative. The only instruction which had been given

to the control group teachers by the researcher was that they

should carry on with their teaching of the subject using, as far

as possible, the methods they normally used. Reference to

Chapter 11, Page 247, will show that in College I, 8l% of the

hours were spent receiving lectures with some opportunity for

question or discussion. By contrast, a majority of respondents

in the other large college in the Main Study made positive comments

to this question, and again, on reference to Page 268, it is seen

that a variety of teaching methods were utilised for the control

group students in College IV. One of their comments was:
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"More group work took place" ... "There was more
practical and discussion time instead of always
having formal lectures".

This was the college in which teachers said it was their

practice to use more variety of teaching methods for this

particular subject 8as it is such a heavy one'.

A few students had worked harder as a result of the

experiment, one as a result of what she felt was a bad result

on the pre-test; others said they worked less because of factors

connected with the experiment.

Seven students commented upon the advantages of the smaller

classes, and said this led to "a better staff/student relationship",

"more personal". One student expressed disappointment that,

although the class size was reduced, no advantage was taken of

this, i.e. no tutorials or discussions, and a laconic comment from

one who felt the experiment made little difference:

"Block this time has just been the same as any other
Block - except that the classes were smaller - and
that was much better".

Should the Experimental Method be used in Nurse Education?

29 (32%) of control group respondents felt they did not know

whether or not the experimental method should be used in their

education as nurses, and most of these students commented either

that they did not know exactly what had been involved, or that they

would prefer to wait to know the results before coming to a

decision. 22 (39%) said they would like to see it used and in all

cases commented in favour of the method of learning:
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"I think it would he an excellent idea to link up
college work with actual work on the ward. You
would see and work with what you had just heen
taught".

Some said that it would depend upon the tutor/student ratio

heing suitable, and a few respondents added quite lengthy comments

as to how in their opinion it might he achieved for all students.

3 students (9%) of the control group said they would not like

the experimental method to be used. Some reasons given were that

they already got enough ward experience, that the student would

have too much work to do 'in her own time' and to one student it

seemed unrealistic:

"Two nurses, concentrating on one patient, doing
procedures which are correct - you are rarely able
to put this into practice on the ward, because you
haven't got the time".
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CHAPTER 15

OPINIONS IN RETROSPECT - EXPERIMENTAL (TROTTP STUDENTS

At a date suitable to each college, and usually at the

beginning of the students' next theoretical component or Block,

the researcher administered the Retention of Learning tests, and,

to experimental group students only, a brief follow up questionnaire.

Table J4J4 shows the number of students who gave their opinions

of the experimental method in retrospect, and also the number of

intervening weeks in each of the colleges, from the time of the

experiment to the date of completion of the questionnaires.

TABLE 14+ Retention Stage : Students
Composition of Eollow up Group by College and Number of
Intervening Weeks from Experiment to Eollow up

College Weeks intervening Students
Total %

Pilot 29 8 16
I 27 12 23
II 16 1+ 8
III 22 11 21
IV 21+ 8 16
V 21 8 16

All colleges - 5l 100%

It was interesting that, in spite of the passage of time,

ranging from 16 weeks in College II to the maximum of 29 weeks in

the Pilot College, the experimental group remained intact. The

students did not know beforehand that the researcher was to appear on

that day, therefore the numbers do not reflect any special effort to be

present.
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The purpose of this questionnaire was to examine student

opinions of the experimental method of teaching and learning about

nursing in the light of their intervening practical experience.

General Impression

The first question was similar to that which introduced their

post-experiment questionnaire, but this time asked "Looking back on

it, did you enjoy that method of teaching/learning?" Comparison

of Table 1+5 with Table 36 shows that responses remained fairly

stable. Only four students had changed their opinion - two

students in College I and 1 in College V each had a more positive

view. This small group included one student who had been the least

satisfied of all experimental group students with the experimental

method. One senior student from College III had a slightly less

positive view.

TABLE 1+5 Retention Stage : Students
Enjoyment of the Experimental Method in Retrospect

Positive Response Negative Response Total
Colleges Very much Moderately Not very much Not at all N =

Pilot 7 1 - 8
I 1 10 1 - 12
II 13 - - It
III 5 6 - - 11
IV 7 1 - -8
V 7 1 - 8

Total 28 22 1 - 31
55% hy/o 2% 100%
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Recall of Information

One way in which the effectiveness of learning can he

assessed is to make some quantitative measure of the amount of

relevant information which can he recalled. This is usually done

in the form of a test, and immediately prior to completing the

questionnaire, respondents had worked through the two retention of

learning tests, from the results of which it was possible for the

researcher to make a reasonably objective measure of their ability

to remember information taught and learned during the experiment.

T he students' subjective assessment of their ability to recall

was sought in the answers to the second question of the follow-up

questionnaire, which asked them whether, as a result of the

experimental method of teaching/learning, they felt that they had

remembered more, less or much the same as they did with the more

usual method.

Twenty nine students (57%) felt that they had remembered more,

21 (It3%) that they had remembered the same and one (2%) that she

had remembered less.

Total Patient Care

Since their experience during the experiment, twenty three (i+5%)

students, from five of the six colleges, had had the opportunity to

practise the method of giving nursing care used then, i.e. total

patient care. The other twenty eight (55%) had not. Further details

on this question were not available from Pilot Study questionnaires,

but were available from the main study. For seven of those twenty
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three who had given total patient care, this had been in only

one ward, hut for seven it had been in two different wards -

medical, surgical and specialty wards were mentioned. Seven

of the students had been 'specialling1 a patient when carrying

out total patient care. *

In three hospitals, those attached to Colleges III, IV and V,

seven students said that they had worked on wards where sister

organised the nursing by means of total patient care, but another

six students, again from these same three colleges, had instigated

this method of carrying out nursing care themselves, because they

preferred to do it in this way.

"On night duty you were your own boss and you could
run the ward and care for your patients as you felt".

"Whenever I had been left in charge of the ward, I
always preferred, if possible, that the same nurse
did as much for the patient at the one time, rather
than having different nurses coming backward, and
forward to carry out different procedures. I feel
the patients appreciate total nursing care given by
the one nurse at one session".

It is perhaps revealing of the system of nurse training that

both the above students were one year and one month in training.

However, it is also of interest that almost half of this small

sample of students had worked in a situation where nursing care was

* Ihe term specialling is used to denote that one nurse is
responsible for all the care required by one patient, usually
someone who is very ill, and that the nurse is not responsible
during that time for the care of any other patient.
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organised with the emphasis on .total patient care, rather than

on the long dominant model of task assignment.

Effect of Experimental Course upon subsequent Nursing

Mindful of the fact that the principal aim and function of

nurse education is to prepare the student nurse for the work she

must do, i.e. nursing, the final question asked experimental group

students whether or not the experimental course had helped them in

their nursing.

By a convincing majority, in all hut one of the colleges, the

course had helped. Forty (78%) students recorded a positive

response. In the Pilot College and Colleges I? and Y of the Main

Study this was a unanimous decision. Two of the senior students

in College III, one student in College II and seven students in

College I made a neutral response - the course had had no effect

for them. One student, again from College I, said that the course

had created difficulties. There was unfortunately no clue as to

these difficulties, as, although the student did add a comment, this

was only ahout the experimental method per se;

"It was a lot less "boring that sitting in class
the whole time ... "but I feel we could have had
more detailed lectures".

The response pattern to this question from students in College

I was totally at variance with that of all other colleges, indeed

the responses from students in College I had been quite different

from the others on a number of occasions. There were two factors
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pertinent only to the students from this college which may

have been of some influence on their opinions of the experimental

method. As previously mentioned (see Page 310)» firstly, the

experimental method had been superimposed upon a Block programme

which already included sessions when the students worked in the

wards caring for two patients on whom they subsequently wrote up

care studies. Secondly, College I students had no option to

abstain from participation in the research.

Prom 39 of the 50 students who felt that the experimental

course had helped them in their nursing, there was a wealth of

comment available. Several had found it easier to learn and

remember what they had been taught in college and use this knowledge

in their work. They felt they understood their patients' conditions

more fully. Some said they now took much more interest in their

work, e.g. when a patient was admi tted they would read up about his

condition in case notes and books and could study more. Two

students did mention that they felt there were some gaps in notes,

and knowledge about certain diseases, which had not been dealt with

in their course. Some mentioned that the course had increased their

ability to obtain information directly from the patients.

"It has made me think about how to do things and why
I do what I am doing and I don't have to keep asking
about things because I can work them out for myself
better".

"It has helped me to think more about how the patient's
condition relates to his care - what he can do without
causing pain, how long he needs total care and when he
is able to do things for himself. Also to think more
about why I am doing things and what the consequences
will be if it is done properly or if he is given
inadequate care".
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As nurses, many found it had affected their attitudes and

approach to patients, and had improved their personal standards

of nursing care. They felt, they now nursed more efficiently,

understood the importance of the patient as a person, the

advantages of planned and organised care and of performing the

entire care required by a particular patient "instead of doing

one part and hoping someone else will do the rest".

"It has helped in viewing the patient as a whole
person more. Though that was always the intention,
in the experiment I realised how often patients are
left ignorant of what is happening in and being done
to their bodies. That there still is a lack of
communication between nurses and medical staff as to
how much the patient knows, who told them, and has
anyone bothered, thinking someone else has".

The experimental method had also helped some students in

dealing with patients® relatives, and others said that they gained

in confidence. One student illustrated this in regard to being in

charge of a surgical ward on night duty and being able to think

back to similar situations in dealing with patients on the

experimental course.

Two students® comments referred specifically to effects of

their experience not just upon themselves but upon others:

"My own personal standards are higher than they were
and I hope it has rubbed off on some of the others".

This student had already found that some of the other nurses in

the ward would not accept her way, nor the way they had been taught.

A final percipient comment:
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"Although, "being part of the experiment has helped
me in my nursing, on some occasions when certain
procedures have been carried out in the wards I
tend to feel I would like to change the system
which I suppose could lead to problems".
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CHAPTER 16

WARP SISTER MP STAFF NORSE OPIHION CUESTIOHIIAIRE RESULTS
PRE-EXPEFTMEWT

The ward sister and staff nurse opinion questionnaire was issued

to all trained staff working in the general medical and surgical

wards of the hospitals which provided the practical experience for

students from the five colleges of nursing included in the research

experiment. Each hospital was identified hy the same Roman numeral

as its associated college, e.g. Hospital I is the hospital for

College I. However, seven hospitals appear listed below in Table I46,

because, for Colleges I and III respectively, two hospitals were

available and utilised to provide the general medical and surgical

experience for the experimental group students. The results from

these A and B hospitals were seldom markedly different from each

other, therefore they were reported separately only on those few

occasions when they did differ.

Characteristics of the Sample

Table i+6 shows the distribution of the three grades of trained

staff in the sample, throughout the hospitals.
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TABLE b£ Pre-experiment : ¥ard Trained. Staff
Distribution of Sample "by Staff Grade and Hospital

Ward Staff Enrolled Total
Hospital Sisters Hireses Wurses H %

I A 19 73 - 92
B 1 7 - 8

II 9 13 — 22

III Aiix
B

b
2

11

5
7
5

22
12

17 18 2b 1 b3
7 lb 11 - 25

\9/o)

Totals in each Grade 67 ll(i+ 13 222+ (100%)
6k% 6% 100%

Within the total sample number of 222+ trained staff, there

were six male nurses - five charge nurses and one staff nurse, from

two hospitals, i.e. IV and V.

figure 1+6 indicates the length of time in their present grade

of the ward sisters and staff nurses.
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Figure hS Pre-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Cumulative Percentages of lumbers of Trained Staff
and Length of Time in Present Grade

WARD SISTERS SDAFF MURSES
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There was a very different composition of these two grades

of staff in the sample, in terms of time-span in present grade.

Of the 66 ward sisters, 33% had been in that grade for five years

or longer, compared with only 11% of the 138 staff nurses.

Conversely, only 26% of the ward sisters had been in that grade

for less than three years, and 8l% of the staff nurses. Indeed

almost half (1+9%) of the latter had been staff nurses for less

than one year. Of the ten enrolled nurses, eight had been in their

present grade for less than 3 years. Of the total number of

trained staff responding to this question, 62% had been in their

present grade less than 3 years. The pattern was similar in each

hospital.

Thirty one medical wards and twenty five surgical wards were

represented by the 221+ staff, 109 (1+9%) of whom worked in medical

wards and 113 (3l%) on surgical wards.

The response rate was excellent, which may have been due, in

part at least, to the fact that the questionnaires were both

delivered and collected by the researcher on her regular visits to

the wards.

The response was as follows:

Hospital I - 93%
Hospital II - 100%
Hospital III - 92%
Hospital IV - 96%
Hospital V - 93%
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Ratios of Staff to Learners and Stability of Staff and
Student Numbers

Reported ratios of staff to learners (i.e. both student and

pupil nurses) were never lower than 1 : 2 and in a majority of

both medical and surgical wards these ratios ranged from 1 : 1.5

to 1 : 1. Fluctuations in numbers of trained staff were

reported as rare by a large majority in Hospitals I, II and V

although the picture in Hospitals III and IV was of slightly

more frequent fluctuations.

Ninety three per cent of the sample reported fluctuations in

learner numbers as occurring often or fairly often. It was not

possible to deduce from the data the extent of fluctuation from

week to week in any one ward. However, in one hospital, the

senior nursing officer offered the researcher figures pertaining to

this, for four surgical wards, each of 23 beds. The figures

related to the three months prior to the research and showed a

weekly variation in the student allocation numbers to these b

wards as follows:

Ward A - between 3 and 8
Ward B - between I4 and 9
Ward C - between 5 and 9
Ward D - between 1+ and 8

Ward Teaching of Students

The first question to introduce this subject sought opinion as

to whether the student nurse should receive teaching while working

on the wards, i.e. in the apprenticeship part of her training. It

was felt that there might be some, in the profession, who did not
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agree that this should be done. This was thought to be a

possibility because of the recurring appearance, in the nursing

journals, of complaints by learners about the dearth of ward

teaching, and that little encouragement was given to students to

ask questions on some wards. However, there was no evidence at

all of doubt about whether ward teaching ought to be given, in

so far as this particular sample was concerned - 223 responded and

unanimously answered 'yes'.

Both teaching methods given in the text of this question were

considered appropriate to ward teaching by 191 (86%) of the

sample, i.e. (a) practical demonstration and/or supervised practice

and (b) tutorials. However, 30 respondents (12 ward sisters, 15

staff nurses and 3 enrolled nurses) felt ward teaching should be

only by demonstration and/or supervision.

By whom should Ward Teaching be Bone?

The responses to the two questions on this subject were

summarised, and are shown in Table hi below:

TABLE Ij.7 Pre-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Responsibility for Ward Teaching

Ward Joint - education Education Service Response
teaching and service staff staff only staff only N

Main

responsibility 78 (35%) 78 (35%) 68 (30%) 22I4 (100%)
Responsibility
if no ROT
available 9 (6.5%) 5 (3-5%) 123 (90%) 137 (100%)
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(a) The Main Responsibility

When asked who should take the main responsibility for this

ward teaching, 73 respondents named only the clinical teacher, while

a further 68 felt this should be shared between the clinical teacher

and the ward trained staff. Three respondents, all staff nuxses,

included the other student nurses as sharing this main responsibility.

Sixty eight did not include any teachers among those mainly

responsible and forty of this number confined ward teaching

responsibility to the ward sister or staff nurse. Only fifteen

respondents (7%) mentioned the Registered hurse Tutor - two staff

nurses felt the RNT alone should take the main responsibility, three

respondents felt the tutor and clinical teacher should share the

main responsibility, and ten that it should be shared between the RNT,

the RCT and the ward trained staff.

(b) Responsibility if no clinical teacher available

For those respondents who had chosen the Registered Clinical

Teacher as being mainly responsible for ward teaching, or as sharing

the main responsibility with others, the next question asked who

should assume this responsibility if no clinical teacher was

available, i.e. if none were on the staff, or there were too few to

work in each ward of the hospital? Of 137 responses, 123 (90%)

stated ward teaching of students should then be the responsibility of

ward trained staff. Sixty three of these respondents mentioned only

the ward sister and staff nurse, eight (four each from Hospitals IV

and V) said only "the Unit Nursing Officer" and the remainder

included all ward trained staff with two again including the student
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nurses. Only fourteen respondents (10%) gave any ward

teaching responsibility to the other grade of teacher, the BIT.

Five (four ward sisters and one staff nurse) gave her sole

responsibility, in the absence of a clinical teacher, and nine

felt the RUT and ward trained staff should share responsibility.

The summary in Table 1+7 indicates that, while 156

respondents saw the college teachers as having some share in the

main responsibility for ward teaching, 68 did not see education

(college) staff as having any responsibility for this. Of those

respondents who included the ROT in their allocation of main

responsibility, 137 replied to the question of who should be

responsible "if no ROT was available", and very few indeed saw

the RUT as having any role as ward teacher.

Involvement of Ward [Drained Staff in Ward/College Teaching
of Students

Respondents were asked how often they personally were

involved in teaching student nurses, in any of three given areas -

their own ward, other wards and in the college of nursing. If

they were so involved they were asked to explain what they did.

(a) Teaching in other Wards

There was comparatively little teaching done by ward trained

staff in wards other than their own. Only six respondents from

Hospitals I and III considered they taught fairly often in other

wards - one sister, three staff nurses and two enrolled nurses.

Twenty five respondents from all hospitals and all three staff
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grades acknowledged teaching in other wards, hut rarely. The

only explanation offered as to the form of this "other ward"

teaching was that occasionally tutorials were given on "chosen

subjects" to students from a small number of adjacent wards or

from a unit, e.g. "cardiac arrest".

(b) Teaching in College

Only 9 out of the 22i| ward trained staff taught in the college

of nursing - 4 fairly often and 5 rarely. Those respondents came

from Hospitals I and IV" and one from Hospital III(b).

(c) Teaching in own Wards

Prom 222 responses, only 2 (both from staff nurses in Hospital I),

indicated no involvement in teaching within their own wards. The

pattern of response, in terms of frequency of teaching, was similar

in all hospitals and results were therefore amalgamated in Table i|8.

TABLE 1;8 Pre-experiment ; Ward Trained Staff
Frequency of Teaching in own Ward

Frequency of Ward Staff Enrolled Frequency
teaching Sister Hurse Burse Totals

Often ^0 67 5 112
Fairly often 2h 60 8 92
Rarely 2 ib - 16
Bever - 2 — 2

Total Respondents 66 li+3 13 222
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When a weighted score was attached to the frequencies,

exactly" in the manner described on Page 283, it was possible to

calculate a percentage score for the contribution to ward teaching

by the above staff grades, and in Figure 1+7 this is shown, to the

right of the score attributed to the ward sister and the staff

nurse by the student nurses (extracted from Figures 37 and 38).

Figure hi
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Key: 1* = Score accorded by students - re supervision and/or
practical demonstration

2* = Score accorded by students - re tutorials
3 = Score accorded by staff member, e.g. ward sister or staff

nurse
* Information for 1 and 2 above extracted from Figures 37 and 38
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Ward sisters were shown to perceive their contribution to

ward teaching as considerably more than was thought by the

students, whereas staff nurses were somewhat more in line with

what was adjudged by the students. However, the comparison in

Figure l\l should be viewed bearing in mind that there were twice

as many staff nurses as there were ward sisters in the general

medical/surgical wards represented in this sample. Thus, if

more people were available to be seen by the students as

contributing to, or providing the teaching, then these column

diagrams may well not indicate any anomaly.

It was likely that many of the students, in their assessment

of the contribution of these two grades of staff, were referring

to the same staff as responded to this questionnaire as (a)

students were asked to direct their thoughts to general medical

and surgical ward experience only, (b) all the trained staff were

from the medical and surgical wards of the hospitals which

provided the general experience for these students, and (c) the

teaching methods which a majority of the ward staff said they used

were exactly those the students had been asked to comment upon.
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Methods of Ward Teaching utilised "by Ward Staff

Table 1+9 shows that, overall, the most popular method of

ward teaching was supervision and practical demonstration. A

close second choice was the tutorial and less frequently

reported were teaching by example and teaching during the giving

of the ward report. No one grade of staff was found to favour

any one particular teaching method. In addition to the above

categories, which describe how the teaching was done, there were

21 respondents who, in commenting, simply listed procedures taught

by them, and did not give any method. There were thus 321

separate instances given - a very full response in explanation of

ward teaching.

Teaching by supervision and/or practical demonstration was

used by all three grades of staff and was mainly explained with

reference to nursing procedures:

"Give practical demonstrations of surgical
techniques. Supervise nursing procedures". S/N *

"By practical demonstration of procedures,
e.g. dressing, pre- and post-operative
care, passing of naso-gastric tubes etc." S/N

Tutorials, also used by all three grades, were sometimes on

procedures or conditions, e.g.:

"Tutorials on basic subjects and items
particular to the ward, e.g. peripheral
vascular disease". S/N

S/N - Comment by staff nurse
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In addition a number of responses in this category

referred to the patient rather than a procedure, e.g.:

"We discussed a certain patient who has
undergone surgery. We start with the anatomy
right through the pre- and post-operative care,
until the patient is discharged. This way they
can relate their lectures to practical nursing". W/S *

There was evidence of organised planning of teaching sessions:

"Tutorials for at least 3 hours per week, every
week, plus a nursing care plan in operation". W/S

Many mentioned the influence of time, especially with regard

to tutorials:

"Give tutorials when ward is quiet - about
conditions of patients in the ward at that time"
and this is one of those few who are also

teaching in 'other wards' - "occasionally give
tutorials about cardiac monitoring or cardiac
arrest to staff from other units".

Teaching by example was not often elaborated upon, however,

teaching at report-time had a more articulate devotee:

"Giving a full report and teaching session when
giving the ward reports. Giving time for
discussion with all grades of staff at this time.
I feel the Ward Report is a very important
teaching factor". W/S

This particular method was mainly mentioned by the ward sister

grade. Only 2 S/lTs and one E/ET * said they taught by means of

the Report.

W/S

W/S - Comment by ward sister or charge nurse
E/N - Comment by enrolled nurse
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Teaching by example was perhaps the method least likely

to be appreciated, or seen as teaching, by some learners.

"I teach by example all the time". W/S
"Teach general nursing care by example.
Answer questions as asked. Explain
procedures as they occur". S/N

Such methods depend, for their use and their usefulness, upon the

learner being able, or feeling free, to ask the question or to see

the example. Also it is hardly realistic to expect that a 'good'

example can be set at all times.

Ward staff Perceptions of Frequency of College Staff Involvement
in Ward Teaching

Ward sisters and staff nurses were asked how often college

staff were involved in teaching student nurses in their wards.

Their responses conformed to the pattern shown in the students'

results. Ward staff considered the major contribution by the

trained teachers was made, not surprisingly, by the clinical teacher.

The contribution to ward teaching of the two grades of nurse tutor

was small. The senior tutor, in all but Hospital ¥, was deemed to

contribute less to the ward teaching than the RET. There were

two differences within the otherwise similar trend. In Hospital III,

the tutor contribution relative to that of the clinical teacher was

exceptionally low, and in Hospital IV, ward staff recorded all three

grades of teacher as sharing the task of ward teaching to a greater

extent than in any other hospital.
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College Supervised Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Ward staff were asked the question "ho you think student

nurses should receive some teaching in the wards for a certain

amount of their Block time, i.e. as supernumerary students

working under the supervision of college teaching staff?" (see

Table 5>0). There was a positive reaction in that 89% were in

favour. Those not in favour came from all hospitals and

comprised 8 ward sisters and 17 staff nurses.

TABLE 30 Pre-experiment ; Ward,Trained Staff
College Supervised Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Staff member In favour Against U = 100%

Ward sisters
Staff nurses
Enrolled nurses

59
126
13 (100%)

8 (12%)
17 (12%)

67 (100%)
II4.3 (100%)
13 (100%)

All staff W = 198 (89%) 25 (11%) 223 (100%)

Ward staff were then asked a hypothetical question, i.e. if

this type of teaching became a part of the student nurses1 education,

should it be (a) in the form of supervised nursing care given to

individual patients, whose conditions linked to current lectures

(b) in the form of tutorials on the wards, or (c) should it take both

the above forms?

Table $1 below shows that almost half of those responding (49%)

considered such teaching should be only in the form of supervised

practice.
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TABLE E>1 Pre-experiment ; Ward Trained Staff
Possible form of ¥ard Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Staff Grades

Both supervised
practice and
tutorials

Only supervised
practice

Only
tutorials

Total
N

Ward sisters
Staff nurses
Enrolled nurses

30 (48%)
67 48%
4 (31%)

31 (5o%)
66 (47%)
8 (61%)

1 (2%) 62
7 (5%o) 140
1 (8%) 13

9 m 215
100%

All staff N = 101 (47%) 105 (49%)

There were 57 explanatory comments, related to (i) the advantages

for the student of reinforcement in learning, e.g.:

"It is easier to relate lectures on subjects if at the
same time you are involved in caring for a patient
with that particular illness". S/W

"This sort of teaching would give a student the chance
to implement total patient care as opposed to
performing isolated tasks". S/N

and (ii) raising doubts lest it upset ward routine, upset the

patients, or deny experience to students currently on the staff

of the ward, e.g.:

"T feel patient must have certain amount of privacy,
and should be nursed by people familiar to him/her". W/S

"I think the nurse should meet the patient and talk
but not do all the nursing care as the nurse doing
her stint on the ward needs the experience. The
case notes and x-rays should be shown and explained". S/h

A cautionary note by one respondent:

"The college teaching staff will need to be up to
date in current ward practice". W/S
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Meetings between College Staff and Ward Staff

This was one of the questions where the responses from the

two smallest hospitals, i.e. 1(b) and III(b) differed from the

general pattern as shown in Table 52 and also differed from each

other. Ho one in Hospital 1(b) met college staff often or

fairly often, and ward staff in Hospital III(b) were evenly

divided, 50% (6) in each of the aforementioned categories.

There was some difference between the three grades of ward

staff. Proportionately more enrolled nurses and sisters felt

they had contact than did staff nurses.

TABLE 52 Pre-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Frequency of Meetings with Education Staff

Frequency of Meeting

Staff Grade Often Fairly often Rarely Hever N =

Ward sister 1+ (6%) 13 (20%) 36 (51+%) 13 (20%) 66 (100%)
Staff nurse 3 (2%) 17 (12%) 59 0+1%) 61+ (1+5%) 1^3 (100%)
Enrolled nurse 3 (23%) 1 (8%) k (31%) 5 (38%) 13 (100%)

All Grades N = 10 (i+%) 31 (l4%) 99 (U5%) 82 (37%) 222 (100%)

The use of the term "College Staff" in this question was in order

to include all grades of teacher. There was thus evidence of complete

lack of communication in over one-third of the total sample number and

of a larger proportion in terms of staff nurses and enrolled nurses.

The staff nurses were the group contributing most to ward teaching,

yet according to their responses 1+5% of their number never met or
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consulted with any of the trained teachers. A majority of

those ward staff who commented said meetings related to the

assessment and/or teaching of learners. For many, this was the

only contact with the teachers, which "begs the question as to how

much contact there might he if learners spent very much less time

on the wards than they do at present. Of the 63 respondents who

mentioned teaching and/or assessment of learners, 31 said this

contact was only with the clinical teacher.

"When the clinical teacher comes to teach". E/N

"Contact is with the clinical teacher who
spends one week in three on the ward teaching
students. Wo contact is made with any other
college staff". S/w

Assessment was related to the progress of students and for the most

part appeared to he somewhat informal. It took place mainly with

clinical teachers. There was evidence, from one college, however,

that efforts were being made by college staff to visit learners

during each ward experience, if possible about half way through

their allocated time there - so called "interim visits" - in order

to assess progress.

"Fairly often with clinical teachers, rarely
with tutors, except for interim visits". W/S

Less formal assessment of progress, e.g.:

"The clinical teacher comes to the wards and
asks how the student is coping, then has a
chat with the student or watches her carry out
a procedure". W/S
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There was evidence, in many responses, of visits

triggered off "by 'problems' or difficulties, e.g.:

"Usually to discuss poor performance or
difficulties encountered by student/pupil
nurse". W/S

or

"Only if there is a 'bad' student nurse". W/S

No tutor mentioned contact with ward staff due to teaching,

but all had previously answered separate questions in regard to

their ward teaching, thus the omission is unlikely to be

significant.

Meetings between education and service staff also took place

for the purpose of up-dating knowledge. There was evidence that

the clinical teacher, especially, was seen as a resource person.

A few comments dealt with meetings for administrative reasons, to

do with learner allocation. In only two hospitals did some of the

respondents mention formal meetings between education and service

staff - in one, these meetings did not include staff nurses, only

ward sisters. In the other the Procedure Committee was the venue

of joint co-operation.

The dependence of teachers upon ward staff to 'permit' them to

work with patients was inherent in the following 'purposes of

contact': given-by ward staff:

"I often consult with the clinical teacher, as she
can advise as to what the student is allowed to
do in the ward, and is up-to-date in new methods,
and can offer valuable advice". E/CT
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"To ask permission to work with, students" S/lT

"The form is usually a short discussion in
sister's office. The purpose is to see if
it is convenient to carry out teaching at a
specific time in the ward". S/S

"to "be asked for a student to "be released for
a tutorial or for teaching nursing care". S/U

It is interesting that no teacher mentioned 'asking permission' -

possibly one reason was that they did not directly refer to

these meetings as concerned with teaching of students.

There was no evidence of meetings or contacts initiated "by

the ward staff apart from the seeking of information from the

clinical teacher when she was present in the ward, i.e. education

had come to service in the first instance.

Ward Staff Knowledge of Students' Theoretical Preparation for
Specific Ward Work

Of 223 respondents, only 63 (29%) knew whether or not a

student nurse had had the relevant theoretical preparation for the

work she was required to do in their particular ward. 70% of the

sample acknowledged that they did not know. These respondents

were from all three grades. Enrolled nurses had not experienced

the RGN programme of training, "but all ward sisters and staff nurses

had done so, yet 1 : 2 ward sisters, 1 : 2.3 staff nurses and 1 : 3

enrolled nurses felt they did not know whether a student had had the

relevant theoretical preparation. There was no evidence of a

relationship "between knowledge of student preparation and length of

time in grade of the respondents.
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Should, the Tutor teach in the Wards?

Opinions of the ward staff as to whether the tutor should

carry out ward teaching were obtained by using four statements

taken from the Survey interview data. These statements ranged

from one giving strong approval to the tutor as a teacher in the

wards, to a completely negative attitu.de - see question 20, Ward

Sister and Staff Nurse Opinion Questionnaire, Appendix VIII.

Table 33 shows that a positive response was received from

191 (86%) of the ward staff.

TABLE 33 Pre-experiment ; Ward Trained Staff
Opinion re Tutor Teaching in Ward

Strongly Approve Not sure Disapprove N =
Grades approve

Ward sister 10 (l3%) 44 (67%) 6 (9%) 6 (9%) 66 (100%)
Staff nurse 39 (27%) 83 (39%) 12 (8%) 7 (3%) 143 (100%)
Enrolled nurse 3 (39%) 8 (61%) - - 13 (100%)

All grades 34 (24%) 137 (62%) 18 (8%) 13 (6%) 222 (100%)

A slightly higher proportion of the staff nurses and enrolled

nurses, than of the ward sisters, felt strongly that the tutor should

teach students in the wards.

In only one hospital was there any particular difference from the

overall picture - this was in Hospital V where only 16 (66%) felt

positively towards the tutor as a ward teacher and 8 (33%) felt unsure

or completely negative.
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The Role or Function of the Tutor vis a vis the Clinical Teacher
as Ward Teachers

Ward staff were asked - "Do you think there is any difference

"between the tutor's function as a ward teacher and the clinical

teacher's function as a ward teacher?"

Table 5k shows that opinion was somewhat similarly divided

on this question for ward sisters and staff nurses, whereas a

clear majority of enrolled nurses considered functions did not

differ between the two grades of teacher. Only in Hospital II

did a majority of all respondents consider the functions did not

differ.

TABLE 5k Pre-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Does difference exist between Tutor/Clinical Teacher
Function as Ward Teacher?

Staff Functions differ Functions do Response
Category not differ N =

Ward sisters 37 (55%) 30 0*5%) 67
Staff nurses 81* (6o%) 56 (1*0%) 11*0
Enrolled nurses 3 (25%) 9 (75%) 12

Totals 12k (57%) 95 (1*3%) 219 (100%)

A large majority of all those who responded perceived a clear

division of role or function - the tutor was concerned with theory,

the clinical teacher with practice. This was a striking finding -

in that it occurred in varying emphasis, in 90 of 101 responses, a

number of which also added that the clinical teacher should link

theory and practice.
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"I feel the tutor's function should he solely
theoretical whereas that of the clinical
teacher is obviously of a more practical
nature in the ward situation".

"From habit, I have always expected the tutor
to be more concerned with the theoretical side
of nursing, e.g. anatomy and physiology, and her
function is mainly that of lecturer, whereas I
have always thought of the clinical teacher as
being more concerned with the practical side of
nursing. I think she should be responsible for
relating the student's theoretical training to
what goes on in the ward she (the student) is
working in".

"Tutors should concentrate on theory. The
marrying of theory to practice is the function
of the clinical teacher".

Some respondents saw the ways or methods of teaching as different

"As each ward differs from another - the tutor
is giving a general teaching, whereas the
clinical teacher can perform specific treatments
in one particular ward, e.g. preparation of
patient before and after aortic surgery". W,

This view of the GT as a clinical expert was stated plainly by a

few:

"Clinical teacher should be a clinical expert in
the working area". V

Two opposing viewpoints:

"There is a difference at present, but ideally I
think their function should be the same".

and

"If there were adequate numbers of clinical
teachers to provide the link between theoretical
classroom teaching and the practical aspect, there
would be few occasions for the tutor to be in the
wards at all".
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There was evidence of a somewhat •unrealistic view of

the college or classroom, perhaps pointing to the necessity to

bridge the gap and increase communication between service and

education.

"The clinical teacher is at ward level - amongst
the interruptions and the complications. This is
at nurse-patient level - in the classroom there is
a situation of peace and calm all the time which
does not always happen on the ward". W/S

The .Role or Function of the Ward Sister/Staff Nurse vis a vis the
Clinical Teacher as Ward Teachers

Ward trained staff were asked whether they thought their

function as a ward teacher differed from that of the clinical

teacher. Table 55 shows that, for each grade, there is an

emphatic majority opinion that functions do differ.

TABLE 55 Pre-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Does difference exist between Clinical Teacher/Ward
Sister Function as Ward Teacher?

Staff
Category

Functions differ Functions do
not differ

Response
H =

Ward sisters
Staff nurses
Enrolled nurses

45 (67%)
100 (71%)
10 (77%)

22 (33%)
41 (29%)
3 (23%)

67 (100%)
141 (100%)
13 (100%)

Totals 155 (70%) 66 (30%) 221 (100%)

In Hospitals IV and V responses deviated from the overall

trend. In the former, 58% of the 43 ward staff considered the

functions differed compared with 42% who did not, and Hospital Y had
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the largest majority of staff who considered functions differed,

i.e. 92% of their 23 respondents. Hie differences in function

between the ward staff and the clinical teacher, as ward teachers,

were, by 83 respondents, related to the fact that priorities

differed between the two groups of staff. The clinical teacher

was considered to have more time to spend with the student and

S/N

s/et

w/s

S/N

Forty one commented that the preparation differed - the clinical

teacher was trained to teach, whereas they were not and she was also

in touch with the college of nursing, by inference they were not.

"She is trained to teach juniors - we are not". S/N

"Time5 - and he knows how to teach and put over
his knowledge to nurses. Also, his experience,
on the whole will be greater than most of the
ward staff". S/h

thus more opportunity to plan teaching.

"My first priority is the patients. The clinical
teacher's first priority is the students".

"Hie clinical teacher enters the ward for one

purpose only - to teach. The ward sister's
duties are many".

"The clinical teacher's responsibility is
primarily to nurses and teaching, whereas the
ward sister's is towards patients and ward
management".

"The difference lies in the fact that trained staff

may not be able to spend time in teaching due to
work pressures, and my tuition tends to be "ad
lib" - the clinical teacher can however plan and
prepare her tuition according to her assessment
of the students' needs".
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The background knowledge of the ward staff and the teacher

differed, therefore, said 33 respondents, what they taught and

how they taught differed. However, opposite viewpoints were

expressed in regard to this:

"Clinical teacher will specialise in one subject
at a time - whereas staff may talk of ward as a
whole". S/N

"As. a permanent member of ward team I will know more
about the patients, i.e. background, temperament
and previous history also about the present
condition over a longer period of time. Much of
this information the clinical teacher will not
have therefore she is teaching about a condition
and not a patient with that condition". W/S

The clinical teacher was seen by some as a link between school

and ward for the student.

"CT - helps the nurse to bring together the
theoretical and practical teaching in the ward
situation. Mine - help the nurses to appreciate
the day to day care and management of the patients'
needs and progress of their disease, or improvement". W/S

"She is a link with the students' classroom and is
already known to the student - a form of continuity
with the classroom". W/S

Finally, the responses to the two questions on the functions of

the ward and college staff as ward teachers were examined together.

From Table 36 it is seen that 31 ward staff, llf/o of those

responding to both questions, saw one function for all engaged in

ward teaching, while Ul% saw the nurse tutor as having a different

function from the clinical teacher, and the clinical teacher as

having a different function from the ward trained staff. They have
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been categorised in this Table as seeing a different

function for all - but did they - that precise question was

not asked, and beneath the Table appears one young staff

nurse's comment.

TABLE 56 Pre-experlment : Ward Trained Staff
Perception of Function as Ward Teacher of RET, RCT,
WS and SN

Staff
category

One function EM/ROT RET/ROT All Response
for all same different different R

RCT/tfS RCT/VS per
different same grade

¥ard sister 10 (l5%)
Staff nurse 19 (lU%)
Enrolled nurse 2 (17%)

20 (30%)
36 (26%
7

12 (18%)
22 (16%)
1 m

25 (37%)
61 (ljlj%)
2 (17%)

67 (100%)
138 (100%)
12 (100%)

31 (ih%) 63 (29%) 35 (16%) 88 (Lq.%) 217 (100%)

"I find myself teaching about medical conditions
and not about practical technique - in fact
doing as the tutors could be doing". S/l
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CHAPTER 17

THE EXPERIMENT - OPINIONS OF WARD TRAINED STAFF

The experimental method of teaching/learning involved

co-operation between both service and education staff, and student

nurses, and no description of the results could be considered

complete if it contained only the opinions of the students and

their teachers. It should be borne in mind that the experiment

took place over a very brief period, i.e. from four to six

mornings in the various hospitals, and most of the ward staff

respondents would have been involved for only some of these mornings.

To off-set the brevity of the experience upon which their comments

and evaluation were based, was the fact that every respondent had

first-hand experience of managing her ward while the experimental

group students were at work there. Each respondent had been

responsible for giving, and receiving, the report of the patients

cared for by the experimental group students, and had shared in the

decision about the choice of patients with the researcher and teacher(s).

It was considered most important that post-experiment responses

should constitute a report of actual experience and not hearsay

evidence, therefore ward trained staff who had been on duty, but not

in charge of the ward while the students and their teacher(s) were

there, were not given a questionnaire.

Sixty one questionnaires were issued and fifty eight were

returned - a 95% response rate, compiled as undernoted:
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Pilot Hospital - 100%
Hospital I - 91%

" II - 100%
" III - 89%
" IV - 100%
" V - 100%

Questionnaires were individually addressed, and enclosed with

each was a covering letter (see Appendix XXIX ). The envelope

was either handed to the potential respondent, or left for her

in the Ward Duty room, from where the completed form was later

collected hy the researcher.

Characteristics of the Sample

Post-experiment information was available from 58 ward trained

staff - 29 ward sisters, 21+ staff nurses and 5 enrolled nurses,

distributed throughout the hospitals as shown in Table 57- Where

questions were identical in both the Pilot and Main Study

questionnaires, data from Pilot Study ward staff have been included.

TABT.E 57 Post-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Distribution of Sample by Staff Grade and Hospital

HOSPITALS
I III Total

Staff Grade Pilot A B II A B IV V per grade

Ward sister 3 7 1 2 2 8 6 29 (5o%)
Staff nurse b 11 2 3 - 1 2 1 21+ (1+1%)
Enrolled nurse 1 — — - 3 - - 1 5 (9%)

Total per
hospital 8 18 2 b 5 3 10 8 58 (100%)

% of sample from
each hospital li+% 3b% 7% ll+% 17% ll+% 100%
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Hie 58 ward staff represented eight general medical wards

(10 staff), and 25 general surgical wards (1+8 staff).

Effect of the Experiment on Ward Routine

Crucial to the success of any type of ward teaching programme

is that it should fit in with the ward routine. Recently, the

term ward routine has been commented upon somewhat disparagingly

and while, at times, it can seem to take undue precedence, it

cannot he entirely dispensed with in the efficient management of

a general medical and/or surgical ward. A fear expressed by both

students and teachers - and no doubt in the minds of some ward

staff - when the researcher first broached the possibility of

carrying out the experiment was that it would disrupt ward routine.

Hie first question addressed to ward trained staff was "did

you find the experiment in which Block students came to give care

to some of your patients each morning in any way disruptive of

ward routine?"

TABLE 58 Post-experiment ; Ward Trained Staff

Staff grade Yes Wo Total

Ward sisters 1 28 29
Staff nurses h 20 21+
Enrolled nurses — 5 5

5
(9%)

53
(91%)

58
(100%)
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Results given in Table 38 indicated very little

disruption as a result of the experiment. Four of the five

respondents who found it disruptive of routine came from

Hospital I, and 1, a staff nurse, was from the Pilot Hospital.

Causes of disruption were stated as (a) a delay in ward

staff gaining the use of the bath/shower for their patients,

(b) an occasion when neither the students nor their tutor were

considered to be au fait with the ward and (c) that the arrival

time of the experimental group students on the ward was not

suitable. The latter comment was from the ward sister.

That the experiment was capable of implementation in eight

different hospitals and 33 different wards and caused so little

negative comment would suggest that the design details were both

robust and flexible.

Disadvantages of the Experimental Method

Ward staff were asked what they saw as the disadvantages of the

experimental method of teaching. A majority found none - one

senior ward sister remarked only that "the newness and all the staff

took us by surprise". There were in all 18 comments about

disadvantages, 7 of which mentioned that there was too little time

spent with the patient, and that neither students nor patients had

continuity, i.e. the same students did not always return to nurse

the same patient on a second day.

Other disadvantages mentioned were of unfa,mi liarity with the

ward layout, of students being unfamiliar with the patient, that
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two very junior students were working together, and that

supervision was not continuous. Two comments were in regard

to ward student nurses being deprived of experience and both

were from wards where there were fewer patients than usual as

a result of strike action by hospital ancillary staff. From

3 comments, it was revealed that the respondents were not really

aware of the students' learning needs. One staff nurse said

"The nurses will gain little idea of the work of the ward as a

whole". This was not of course the purpose of the ward practice

for these junior students. One sister said the teaching was

unrealistic:

"students are not part of the ward team and are

getting an unrealistic time allocation for each
patient".

This comment showed a certain lack of appreciation of the fact that

the student was learning as she was working, and of the fact that

extra time is essential if teaching and learning is taking place.

However, this same respondent saw the advantage of the

experimental method in terms of the students' learning, i.e. that

the students gained an overall picture of the patients' condition

which was related to lectures, which, she considered, must be of

benefit.

Advantages of the Experimental Method

There were in all 76 comments about advantages of the

experimental method, the majority of which referred to the enhancement

of students' learning, e.g. (a) the student was supernumerary so could
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concentrate on the patient without pressure and without

interruptions, (h) the direct patient contact gave the

opportunity to relate theory to practice immediately, (c) faults

could he quickly picked up and rectified, (d) the total patient

care gave the nurse opportunity to develop more insight, (e) there

was realistic practice, yet in a controlled situation and (f)

supervision and teaching was available from a tutor who was

primarily concerned with the student and the patient she was

nursing.

Several respondents felt the experimental method was of

advantage to the patients, in that they benefitted from the

individualised nursing care which was also supervised, and a few

said it helped the ward by relieving some of the workload.

"For the patient - the advantage of the individual
attention for most of the morning. For the nurses -
the advantage of being able to concentrate on one
patient at a time and learn as much as possible about
his/her care without the distraction of other routine
work".

"More time for ward staff to attend to other patients,
so helping ward nurses. Giving student more of an
insight into total needs and care of patient, allowing
patient to help in training of nurses and allowing
patient to 'give'".

"I feel it brought the nurse and tutor closer together
working in a 'real1 situation".

Should, more Teaching be done in this way?

There was very marked endorsement of the experimental method in

the replies to this question. Of the $6 respondents, 32 (93%) would

like to see more teaching done in this way, and 1; (7%), 1 ward sister
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and' 3 staff nurses, would not. The 1+ who preferred not to

have the experimental method repeated were quite clearly

against change:

"I think that traditional teaching methods have
proved fairly satisfactory and it would he very
much change for the sake of change".

"I felt this method of teaching was quite
unnecessary as the nurse gains practical experience
during her 8 weeks working in the ward, and
theoretical experience in the classroom. Student
nurses in the ward at this time were heing deprived
of practical experience".

Those in favour again stressed the benefits to students' learning

of the experimental method. Thirty respondents valued the

integration of theory and practice per se, feeling that the reality

of the practice aided the theory, and the obverse, that the theory

illuminated the practice.

"What is taught in Block can be very different to the
nurse in reality. So before actually working on a ward
the nurse can see exactly what, or very closely the
tutor has been talking about and she can also see what
difficulties can or may arise".

"I feel nurses would be able to recall their theoretical
teaching if it were followed quickly by short sessions
with patients directly affected by the particular
illnesses they are currently being taught about".

Other reasons for extending the use of the experimental method were

that it would help the students adapt to the ward, allow ward staff

to concentrate on 'their own' students, i.e. those currently on the

ward staff, and would improve relationships between education and

service.
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"I think the student nurse who has had practical
experience in the ward with tutors adapts more
easily to ward routine".

"If the ward is particularly busy, as it was when
this experiment was in progress, it allowed us to
concentrate on teaching the nurses working full
time on the ward".

"I feel that it would improve relationships between
teaching and service side. Also between the nurse
and tutor, the nurse can, if any problems arise
during the time in the ward, iron these out there
and then and not forget about them, thus improving
her knowledge and her patient care. Also the tutor
would be aware of her student's capabilities both
theoretically and practically and of the ability to
combine the two".

Three respondents from Hospital I, who had prior experience of

Block students coming to their wards, relatively unsupervised, in

order to carry out nursing care studies, gave a positive answer

to question l±, but stated that their approval was conditional upon

supervision being provided by, and the responsibility of the college

teachers.

It was interesting to note that several of the reasons given

by the ward staff for repeating the experimental method were

identical to or closely in line with the objectives formulated by

the researcher for this method of teaching/learning.

Effects of the Experimental Method

Ward staff assessed the effects of the experimental method upon

the patients directly involved, and upon the wards and ward staff in

very similar vein to the students.
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Effect upon Involved Patients

A majority said the patients had both enjoyed and benefitted

from the individualised attention, and again the feeling that they

were able to give, to help the nurses, was referred to:

"Unrushed nurses - calmer atmosphere - patients must
be allowed to 'give' and to feel needed. Good
standard of care".

"I think they felt very important and special".

There were three comments to the effect that, because

experimental group students were with the patient for a longer time

than was usual, the patient felt tired. One instance given was of

a patient who had had an operation only the day before. This very

important criticism was one which was made also by some students.

It was very probable that in this example both staff and students

referred to the same patients, as, although patients' names were not

given, this small group of staff and students shared a common ward.

This situation, although mentioned by so few, nevertheless highlights

one of the reasons why the choice of patients for this type of ward

teaching must be decided upon by the teacher and the ward trained

staff together - the former au fait with the learners' needs and the

latter with the needs of the patient.

Tflffftct upan other Patients in the Ward

Because, in early discussions, the researcher had heard fears

voiced about the effects of the experimental method upon other

patients in the ward, principally that they might feel neglected, a

question about this aspect was included in the ward trained staff and
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teacher questionnaires. These fears were not at all borne

out by the reality. Forty six respondents said there was no

effect upon the other patients in the ward, that indeed many

were unaware of anything untoward, six said the other patients

benefitted in that more time and care was available for them, and

four that several patients seemed interested in and curious about

what was going on. In each case, the latter comment came from

staff in wards where there was a cubicalized design. The resultant

closer contact between patients and staff in these areas, compared

to the situation in Nightingale wards, meant that other patients, if

fairly fit and alert, were more aware of what was going on and did

indeed take an interest. On many occasions, especially towards the

end of an experiment, the researcher found herself in conversation

with all U patients in a cubicle, both hearing about themselves and

being asked by them about 'the young lassies' as the students were

often called.

One sister commented;

"no one complained of the patients having preferential
treatment - most important".

Fffftct upon Wards and Ward Staff

The experimental method was very well accepted by ward staff.

There were only two negative comments - 1 staff nurse felt she had

less "feedback" from experimental group students than she should have

had, and one staff nurse, in a strike affected ward said "because the

ward was so quiet, experience was taken away from the ward nurses".
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There were twenty five comments as to positive effects,

e.g. there was a slightly lessened workload, with consequently

more time for other patients, and added stimulus and interest

from the presence of the tutor and the students in the wards,

although one respondent said:

"Some were uneasy about the presence of the teaching
staff on the ward, but this could help keep them on
their toes. On the whole, quite interested in
what was happening".

One ward sister said:

"A feedback was, and I quote 'I would like to do
that»".

Effect upon the Nurse in Charge

The questionnaire was issued only to the nurse who was in

charge of the ward when the experimental group students were there.

This nurse was responsible for the ward work and organisation, and

in addition had to liaise with the tutor, and the researcher, and

give the report to the experimental group students. She also was

the person to whom the students gave their report prior to leaving

the ward each morning. Hence, a section was added to question 3 -

"what was the effect of the experimental method upon yourself?"

The researcher felt this question might point to areas of potential

difficulty, especially if there was a relatively inexperienced

nurse in charge. However, there was no indication at all in the

responses, of problems in regard to ward organisation. More than

half said there was no effect. A very few respondents mentioned
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the giving of the report, and the explanation about the patients

to the experimental group students and their tutor, but said the

effect was minimal. All other comments reiterated remarks made

above in regard to general stimulus and interest and a lighter

workload. One charge nurse said:

"It ensured we did not forget we had a teaching
commitment"

and a ward sister:

"I appreciated all the information given to me prior
to the experiment and the information given to me
each day. I think this is an excellent idea all
round".

Supervision of Experimental Group Students in Wards

Ward staff, in Main Study hospitals only, were asked if they

considered the experimental group students required more or less

supervision than they were given. Only 2 (h%) respondents, both

ward sisters, felt that less was required, and 9 (l8%) - 3 ward

sisters and 6 staff nurses - that more was required. The

remaining 39 (78%) respondents felt the amount of supervision was

1 just right'.

Achievement of Objectives of the Experimental Method

Ward trained staff, in the penultimate question of their post-

experiment questionnaire, were presented with the objectives of the

experimental method of teaching/learning. Prior to receiving this

questionnaire, there had at no time been any mention of these

objectives.
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Respondents were asked to evaluate "by expressing their

opinion as to the degree of achievement or non-achievement of

each objective on a six point, equal-appearing interval scale,

(Turkman, 1978, p.179) as shown below. A tick was to be placed

in the appropriate box.

Positive Negative

+++ ++ + - — -—

TABLE 39 Post-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Achievement of Objectives of Experimental Method

Objectives
Positive

+++ ++ +
negative *11—1

1. Help the student integrate
theory and practice

35
(61%)

16 6
(28%) (11%)

- - 57

2. Increase communication
between tutorial staff and
ward staff

16
(29%)

18 20

(32%) (36%) (1. 5%) - (1.5%)
56

3. Lessen the gap between the
ideal and reality in nurse
education

23
(52%)

19 11
(35%) (20%) (2%) - (2%)

55

5. Bridge the gap between
education and service

19
(3h%)

15 18
(27%) (32%) (5%) - (2%)

56

5. Better prepare the
student nurse for her ward
work and responsibilities

21

(38%)
16 15
(29%) (25%) (6%) I (2%)

55

6. Improve ward staff's
understanding of what a
student nurse can do at
various stages of
training

8
(15%)

19 17
(35%) (31%) (13%) - (6%)

55

7. Improve standards of
nursing by supervising the
student nurse in giving
planned and
individualised patient
care

22

(Wo)
19 11
(35%) (20%) (2%) - m

55
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Their evaluation of the experimental method is given in

Table 39 above. This was a most encouragingly positive

evaluation of the objectives of this method of teaching/

learning, and was particularly important because, in the view of

the researcher, no ward teaching programme can succeed unless it

has the endorsement of the service staff.

Further analysis of the ward staff's evaluation of the

objectives was undertaken by 'scoring1 the positive/negative

scale as indicated below, in order to provide a 'best possible

score' of 6 for each objective from each individual respondent.

Positive

+++ ++ +

Negative

6 3 h 3 2 1

Thereafter it was possible to add the 'actual scores' from

all respondents evaluating each objective, and to calculate mean

scores to represent the evaluation by (a) all respondents from all

hospitals, (b) respondents in each individual hospital, and (c)

each grade of staff, i.e. ward sisters, staff nurses and enrolled

nurses (see Table 6o).



TABLE60Post-experiment;WardTrainedStaff MeanScoresforeachObjective Objectives

Mean Scores

1.Helpthestudentnurseintegrate theoryandpractice5.5
2.Increasecommunicationbetween tutorialstaffandwardnursing staff14.8

3.Lessenthegapbetweentheideal andrealityinnurseeducation5.1
4.Bridgethegapbetweeneducation andserviceI4.8

5.Betterpreparethestudentnurse forherwardworkand responsibilities4.9
6.Improvethewardstaff's understandingofwhatastudent nursecandoatvariousstages

ofhertrainingI4.I4
7.Improvestandardsofnursingby supervisingthestudentnursein givingplannedandindividualised patientcare4.7

MeanScores

MeanScoresineachStaffGrades Hospital

AllHospitals

II

III

17

7

Pilot

W/S

S/H

E/N

4.8

5.1

5.8

5.3

5.5

5.6

5.3

5.8

4.8

4.9

5.1

5.1

5.0

5.2

4-3

5.3

5.0

5-3

b.9

5.3

5.1+

5.2

4.8

5.3

3.8

5.1

5.1

b.9

5.0

5.2

4.3

5.3

3.8

5.6

5.0

b.9

5.5

5.1

4.5

6

4.0

5.0

4.4

4.8

4.4

4.4

4.0

5.5

3.8

5.3

5.1

5.7

5.6

5.3

4.6

5.8
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Hie main objective of the experiment was to 'help the

student nurse integrate theory and practice'. It was therefore

most satisfactory that this objective was accorded the highest

mean score, and that this score was compiled from a 100%

positive response.

In the current situation in nurse education, where there is

concern about 'reality shock' for the student returning to the

wards from Block, it was important that the experimental method

should be seen as a realistic rather than an idealistic preparation

for nursing. It was therefore again very satisfactory to find

that the relevant objectives were very positively evaluated.

It was also interesting to note that mean scores were tied in

the evaluation of two very similar objectives - to 'bridge the gap

between education and service' and to 'increase communication

between tutorial staff and ward staff'.

Hie lowest mean score was given to the objective 'improve

ward staff's understanding of what a student nurse can do at various

stages of training'. Forty four respondents gave a positive

evaluation, and 10 a negative. On reflection, the rather lower

evaluation for this objective seems a realistic result, as ward

staff involvement with the experimental group students was intended

to be minimal and responses to previous questions in their

questionnaire confirm that this was indeed the case.

Were the experimental method to come into use, it might be that,

as more students and teachers came to the wards - the students at

differing stages and therefore caring for patients with differing
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degrees of dependency - ward staff would gain an -understanding

of what could he expected of students at the various stages of

their training.

There was very little evidence of response rigidity in the

scoring hy the 5>8 respondents. Only four respondents made

consistent use of a single column - one sister and 1 staff nurse

scored each objective with one plus, and 1 sister and 1 enrolled

nurse scored all with three plus. All other respondents used

more than one column, and the negative scores were not consistently

from any one individual.

Of the three staff grades evaluating the experimental method,

the staff nurses allocated the lowest mean scores. Ward sisters

recorded a higher mean score than the staff nurses on every

objective. The enrolled nurses gave the highest scores.

When scores accorded each objective were examined by hospital,

and ranks assigned, descending from first for the hospital recording

the highest mean score on an objective to fifth equal or sixth for

the hospital recording the lowest mean score on that objective, a

response pattern emerged. Table 6l below shows that ranks 1 to U

were occupied almost exclusively by Hospitals III, IV", V and Pilot,

although no one of these hospitals had the monopoly of any

particular rank. Hospitals I and II were fairly consistently in

the lowest ranks, i.e. allocated the lowest scores.
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TABLE 61 Post-experiment : Ward Trained Staff
Rank Order of Mean Scores accorded each Objective by Hospital

Hospitals
Objective I II III 17 7 Pilot

Rank Order of Scores

In summary, a majority of the ward staff evaluated positively

all of the objectives of the experimental method. The method was

seen as most effective in regard to the basic aim of the programme,

i.e. the integrating of theory and practice in nursing. Integration,

however, is of value only if it enables (a) a better preparation of

the student nurse for her ward work and responsibilities, and (b) an

improvement in standards of nursing. There were two objectives

which dealt with these aspects, and both were well achieved.
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CHAPTER 18

REGISTERED NURSE TEACHER .AND REGISTERED CLINICAL
TEACHER OPINION QUESTIONNAJRES - PRE-EXPERIMENT

All teachers * in the five colleges of nursing which participated

in the research experiment were invited to respond to the opinion

questionnaires which were handed out by the researcher prior to the

experiment. There were two separate questionnaires for teachers,

one for the registered nurse teacher and one for the registered

clinical teacher.

Table 62 shows the distribution of these two grades of teacher

throughout the five colleges of nursing.

TABLE 62 Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Distribution of Grades Throughout Colleges

Registered Nurse
Teachers Total

College SNT RNT RCT N = (100%)

I 2 13 10 25 (35%)
II 1 3 2 6 (8%)
III h 6 12** 22 (31%)
I? 2 b* 2 8 (11%)
V 2 5 k 11 (15%)

Totals 11 31* 30** 72 (100%)
k2

% of each
grade 585/o 1+2% (100%)

* includes one unregistered teacher
** includes one unregistered clinical teacher

* Where the full title of each of the two grades of nurse teacher, i.e.
the Registered Nurse Teacher (which includes SNT and RUT) and the
Registered Clinical Teacher (RCT) is not given, the RHT is referred
to as the tutor, and the RCT as the clinical teacher. Where both grades
are referred to, the term teacher is used.
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The total number of teachers responding was 72, of whom

70 were on the General Nursing Council Register of Teachers.

Two experienced ward sisters were on the teaching staff of two

colleges, but had not yet obtained formal teaching qualifications.

One was acting as a tutor, and teaching in both college and

hospital, the other was acting as a clinical teacher, teaching

mainly in the wards.

The response rate was high. To some extent this may again have

been due to the method of delivery and to the researcher's presence

in the college which no doubt facilitated the return.

The response was as follows:

College I 89%
College II 100%
College III 100%
College IV 80%
College T 100%

The Registered Nurse Teachers : Characteristics of the Sample

Tutors were asked about their length of experience in terms of

(a) how long they had been in their present grade, and (b) how long

they had been a ward sister or charge nurse prior to becoming a

tutor. figure 1+8 (a) shows that, of 39 respondents, no registered

nurse teacher had been in her present grade for less than one year,

although 1+6% had been so for less than 3 years. In Colleges I and

III (those with the highest numbers of teaching staff) 53% and 50%

respectively had been in their present grade for less than three

years. Otherwise in all colleges, staff were spread fairly evenly

across the time range.
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Figure I4.8 (a) Pre-experiment : Teachers
Cumulative Percentage - Registered Nurse Teacher -
Length of Time in Present Grade

°/o
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Years 1 < 3 < 5 < 10 >
N= 18 25 37 39

Figure I48 (h) Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Cumulative Percentage - Registered Nurse Teacher -
Length of Time as Ward Sister/Charge Nurse

%
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One tutor did not respond to the question about experience

as a ward sister and one had never been a ward sister. Of the

39 respondents, 22 or $6% had been in charge of a ward for less

than 9 years (see Figure 1+8 (b)).
Table 63 shows where the 1+1 registered nurse teachers

obtained their teacher training. For 37 (90%) this was in

Scotland.

TABLE 63 Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Place where Nurse Teacher Training Undertaken

Colleges Total
Educational Establishment I II III IF F N =

Edinburgh University 3 1 7 h 3 18 (W)
Jordanhill College of Education 9 1 3 1 1+ 18 (Wo)
Teacher Training College (Dundee) — 1 - - — 1 (2-5)
University of London (R.C.N)* 2 1 - - — 3 (7%)
University of Surrey 1 - - - - 1 (2.5)

N in each college of nursing 15 k 10 5 7 1+1 (100%)
* Royal College of Kursing

The Registered Clinical Teachers : Characteristics of the Sample

Thirty clinical teachers responded to the pre-experiment

questionnaire (see Table 62).

Their experience in terms of time as (a) a practising clinical

teacher, and (b) a ward sister or charge nurse is given in figures l+9a/b

below.
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Figure i+9 (a) Pre-experiment : Teachers
Cumulative Percentage - Registered Clinical Teachers
Length of Pirne in Present Grade

< 1 < 3 < 5 <10 >
7 13 22 27 30

Figure It-9 ("b) Pre-experiment : Teachers
Cumulative Percentage - Registered Clinical Teachers
Length of Time as Ward Sister/Charge Nurse

Years 1 < 3 < 5 <10 >
N= 5 13 20 2i+
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Twenty two respondents (73% of the sample) had practised

as clinical teachers for less than five years. There were four

non-respondents in regard to the question on ward sister

experience, and two clinical teachers had had no prior experience

as a ward sister or charge nurse. Thirteen (50%) had been in

change of a ward for less than five years.

Deployment of Registered Nurse Teachers

(a) Responsibility for Teaching in Different Training Programmes

All forty two tutors taught in the RGN programme, and all but

seven of them taught in more than one type of training programme.

The different programmes which were recorded as those in which the

sample were currently involved were the basic RGN, the RMN, RHMD, EN

and comprehensive trainings, together with a number of post-

registration and post-basic courses. The number of different

programmes in which any one tutor was teaching varied from one to

five - seven taught in only one and that was the basic RGN

programme. Eight taught in two, twelve in three, nine in four, and

six contributed to teaching in five different types of programme.

Twenty seven tutors (6lf/o) were able to state one programme with which

they were principally involved, but 1$ tutors (36%) were unable to do

this, and cited, in some cases, equal involvement in three different

basic programmes.

(b) Subjects Taught

Thirty six tutors (86%) taught most of the subjects given in the

GNC Syllabus for the various programmes. Twenty five of these tutors
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also had administrative responsibility for one or more intakes

of students. Five tutors (12%) taught 'all subjects in the

Syllabus' and three of these tutors also had administrative

responsibilities, and only one tutor (2%) taught 'only a few

subjects'. [Chose seven tutors who taught in the RGN programme

only, were all in the 86% above who taught most subjects in the

syllabus.

(c) Administrative and other Responsibilities of the [Tutor

Twenty eight tutors (67%) including the eleven senior tutors,

had overall administrative responsibility for groups or intakes of

learners throughout the learners' training period and 32 tutors

(76%) acted as personal tutor to groups of learners, ranging in

number from li+ to 82, and in the case of one senior tutor, 1^0.

With regard to the duties and responsibilities of a 'personal

tutor', 28 respondents mentioned 'counselling' and 22 of those gave

no further explanation. Examples given of counselling included

careers advice, advice in personal matters and/or problems, and

from one tutor:

"Discuss progress, counsel and support in
professional matters, am available to help
them in any way I can".

Another just stated: "listening".

Eleven tutors mentioned teaching and academic guidance, including

the provision of 'inter-Block' work to help any student who had

problems with the theory aspect of her training.
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Pour included 'disciplinary matters' under their

responsibilities as personal tutor, one example was dealing

with 'absenteeism'.

Pour said they had a responsibility to make ward visits

to students to whom they were personal tutor and to discuss

their ward assessments with them.

Deployment of Clinical Teachers

As shown in Table 6I4, twenty seven clinical teachers (90%)
worked in both college and wards. Of the latter, ten, all from

College III, spent 20% of their time, i.e. one day per week, in

college and the remainder in the wards - this was college policy.

Wine other RCTs were unable to state exactly how their time was

divided in this respect and eight spent a very small amount of

time in college teaching, i.e. 10% or less.

The college teaching commitment for the 27 clinical teachers

was, in the main, teaching "practical nursing" - several

specifically mentioned "practical classes for Introductory Block

nurses, e.g. bedbathing, admission of patients", or simply

"practical skills".

Pour clinical teachers came into college mainly to teach their

'specialist' subject - i.e. "intensive care nursing", "theatre

technique", "Ear, nose and throat and ophthalmology", "gerontology".

In College III, clinical teachers were responsible for and did

most of the teaching during one week in college for students just

prior to their 22+ week pre-registration period.
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Seven clinical teachers, two in College I and five in

College III taught nurses at all stages and in a variety of

practical nursing and specialist subjects, including management

classes. Two of these teachers mentioned "clinical teaching".

This was the only suggestion in all the pre-experiment

questionnaires that students were "taught about teaching", and

neither respondent explained exactly what was meant.

The only clinical teacher to work entirely in the college

was from College III. He taught "most subjects in the syllabus,

except Psychiatry and Mental Deficiency".

Of the 29 clinical teachers who taught in the wards (see

Table 6I4.) none worked in only one ward or unit. One did, however,

work in all operating theatres and this person was outstanding as

the one teacher whose role resembled, to some extent, that of the

clinical nurse specialist. She taught only the subject of her

•specialty', i.e. Theatre Technique, and this to students in the

basic RGN programme only, although she commented:

"auxiliaries and ODA trainees (Operating
Department Attendant) join in tutorials at times".

In addition, she was responsible for a very small amount of

college teaching again of her 'specialty' subject only.

The other 28 clinical teachers all taught in several wards.

Twenty three teachers worked with all learners, including post-

registration students and four of these teachers also taught post-

basic learners. Five teachers taught only student and pupil nurses.
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Only two clinical teachers worked entirely in the wards.

One would have preferred to include some college teaching in

her work, the other would not.

A wide variety of different types of ward were represented

in the sample of clinical teachers. A majority had medical

and/or surgical wards in their teaching areas "but also mentioned

were geriatric wards, orthopaedic, EM1., Eyes, psychiatric,

paediatric and the Departments of Accident and Emergency and

Theatres.

The picture presented, therefore, by this particular sample

was almost exclusively that of the clinical teacher as a generic

type of ward teacher, peripatetic, endeavouring to do some ward

teaching, here and there, for many learners.

Deployment of Tutors and Clinical Teachers in regard to Teaching
in Ward and College

When all teachers in this sample were considered, Table 6I4

shows the numbers teaching in the two areas of college and ward.
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TABLE 6b Pre-experiment : Teachers
Place where Teaching

Teaching in Teaching in Teaching in
College College only College and Ward Ward only W =

SWT RWT ROT SWT RWT RCT RCT

I 1 b _ 1 9 9 1 23
II 1 — — — 3 1 1 6
III 3 1 1 1 11 — 22
IV — — — 2 b 2 — 8
V - 1 - 2 k b - 11

5 6 1 6 23 27 2 72

Of 1±te tutors, 7b% were currently teaching in both college and

ward, compared with 90% of the clinical teachers who taught in both

areas. Of the eleven tutors who did not teach in the wards, nine

said that they would prefer to do so. Wine of the 28 tutors who had

stated that they had administrative responsibilities for student

intakes, taught only in college. One senior tutor explained:

"administrative capacity of senior tutor makes it
rather difficult to plan ward teaching for
individual learners, except through clinical
teachers".

A tutor who taught in the RGW., RMW., EM and post-registration

programmes and who had administrative and personal tutor

responsibilities for two intakes of learners said yes he would prefer

to teach in both college and ward but:

"Only in a restricted capacity. It is impossible to
teach in both general and psychiatric wards. If,
however, my teaching was restricted to psychiatric
nursing, I would like to be involved in ward teaching".
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Frequency of Ward Teaching by Tutors

Only three tutors considered that they taught often in the

wards, 8 taught fairly often, 20 rarely, and 11 not at all.

The proportion of tutors in the often and fairly often categories,

compared to those in the rarely or never categories were 1 : 5

in Colleges I and III, and 1 : 3 in the other three colleges.

When a weighted score was attached to the frequencies,

exactly in the manner described in Page 283, it was possible to

calculate a percentage score for the contribution to ward teaching

by the 1+2 tutors in the sample, and in Figure 5>0 this is shown, to

the right of the score attributed to the registered nurse teacher

by the student nurses (taken from Figures 37 and 38).

Figure E>0 Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Weighted Score Contribution to Ward Teaching (RET)
Compared with Student Perception of Same

Key: 1*

2*

3

100%
1

50

ho

30 _

20 -

10 -

0
12 3

Score accorded by students - re Supervision and/or
Practical Demonstration

Score accorded by students - re Tutorials
Score accorded by RUT

* Information for 1 and 2 above extracted from Figures 37 and 38
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Although it would appear that the tutors viewed their

contribution to ward teaching as rather more than was thought

by the students, the comparison in Figure £0 should be viewed

bearing in mind that there are few tutors and many students.

(The clinical teacher was not asked how often she was teaching in

the ward).

Pattern of Ward Teaching Commitment by Tutors

There was no discernible pattern to the tutors' ward teaching

commitment in any of the five colleges. With regard to who were

the recipients of such teaching - only five tutors confined their

ward teaching to Introductory Block students, only 2 to students to

whom they were personal tutors, and 2 to "apprentice" learners only,

as opposed to Block, or supernumerary students. All others

taught learners at all stages, either as supernumerary students or

as members of the ward staff. Five tutors worked always in the

same ward or unit and 26 worked in a number of different wards, li+

of these with students to whom they were personal tutor, wherever

the student happened to be working.

Nineteen (6l%) of the 31 tutors engaged in ward teaching

preferred to organise this part of their work in the way they

currently did. Twelve (39%) would have preferred to organise it

differently. Their comments related to a wish for increased ward

involvement, both with students on the ward staff and with

supernumerary students, to the need for college policy or some

regular commitment to ward teaching and to attachment to one unit
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with resulting specialist, rather than, generalist role, e.g.:

"I would like to he attached to a unit, complementing
the N.O. (Service) - I see RdT.Ts as resource people
and supportive to clinical staff".

"Regular time-tabled involvement in medical wards".

"Equal time to be spent in college and wards".

"All aspects of nursing care in all theoretical
blocks taught in the ward situation, moving with
learners into areas where theory may be linked to
practice".

"A consensus decision in college re the role of the
tutor in the wards. Some specialisation".

Subjects of Specialist Knowledge or Experience

All teachers were asked if they had any area or subject of

specialist knowledge. Thirty one (7k%) of the tutors considered

they did have, and 29 taught in their specialist subjects. Twenty

three (77%) of the clinical teachers considered they had one or more

areas of specialist knowledge and twenty taught their special

subjects. There were therefore five teachers who did not teach

either in the areas, or the subject matter of their specialty.

A wide range of specialties was listed (see Table 69). The

emphasis, in the listing, was on the 'medical model', rather than on

nursing - a reflection in part of the syllabus, but also, possibly,

of much of the current thinking at ward and teacher level.
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[CABLE 63 Pre-experiment : Teachers
Subjects of Specialist Knowledge or Experience

Specialty in respondents' terminology No. of times mentioned by
RNT RCT

Medicine/Medical Nursing 6 6
Surgery/Surgical Nursing 8 3
Psychiatric Conditions/Psychiatric nursing 6 2

Geriatrics/Care of the Elderly 3 3
Paediatrics/Care of Children 1 1
Alimentary System/gastro-intestinal surgery 2 1

Cardiology/Cardio-vascular nursing 1 1

Community Health 1 -

ENT 1 —

Gynaecology 1 2

Haematology - 1
Infection 1 -

Intensive care nursing - 2
Mental Deficiency 1 -

Neurological/Neurosurgical nursing h -

Oncology 1 1

Ophthalmology 6 -

Oral Surgery 2 -

Plastic Surgery and Burns 1 -

Psychology 3 -

Rehabilitation 2 1

Respiratory diseases 1 1

Sociology 1 -

Theatre Technique - 1

Urology 2 1

Some of the differences between the tutors and the clinical

teachers in regard to the specialities listed were (a) no tutor

mentioned specialising in intensive care nursing of any type, (b)

social science subjects, e.g. psychology and sociology were named

by tutors only, and (c) although the emphasis for both grades of

teacher was on disease conditions, there was, proportionally,

slightly more mention of nursing subjects by the tutors. There were

altogether 23 instances of general medical and surgical nursing being
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seen as specialties. In "both grades of teachers, some quoted

two or three specialties.

Twenty one teachers gave comments on the subject of

specialisation. Some comments revealed the influence of the

system of formal organisation within the college, e.g. a 'team'

of teachers responsible for several student intakes throughout

their training period.

Four teachers said their teaching of their particular

specialty was confined to students within their own 'team'

responsibility:

"Sole responsibility for my specialty
(ophthalmology) within the team".

"Within my own group of students I do (teach
specialty subjects) but in a rather isolated
way, I would like the opportunity to teach them
(special subjects) more often".

Only one tutor mentioned teaching "gynaecological nursing within

other teams".

Problems and advantages of specialty teaching were also given:

"As senior tutor it is not easy to keep up to date
with clinical nursing practice. Continual
teaching of one subject is economical of time and
can be of more value to the students".

"There are some areas which I used to consider my

specialty, but there has been some erosion by the
need to teach most things".

"The longer you are away from running the ward,
the more difficult it is to keep up to date with
your specialty, particularly regarding new drugs
and treatments".
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"We specialise to some extent within the team.
This enables the teacher to visit clinical areas
of her specialties in an attempt to keep abreast
of changes".

Allocation of Teaching Commitment

Teachers were asked in what way their teaching commitment

was decided.

TABLE 66 Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Allocation of Teaching Commitment

RET RCT Total
Method of allocation N =

By senior tutor 7 9 16
All college staff discuss 1+ 7 H
Team discuss 22 j 29
All RCTs discuss — 1+ U
Other method 9 3 12

Totals i|2 30 72

Table 66 shows that the most common method of arriving at the

individual tutor's teaching commitment was to have discussion

within a 'team' headed by a senior tutor. Twenty two tutors and

seven clinical teachers from four of the five colleges said this

applied in their case. Pour of the eleven senior tutors said their

teaching commitment was self-allocated - two added that this was in

consultation with the Director of Nurse Education. The four tutors

and 2 clinical teachers who said it was decided by discussion with

all college staff all came from College II, the smallest college in
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the sample. There were five tutors, all RETs, and working

within the type of formal organisation which gave them

administrative responsibility for one or more complete intakes

of students, who said the allocation of their own teaching

commitment was their own personal responsibility. One said:

"I am given responsibility for an intake and the
teaching commitment within that remit is
technically my choice, but it is dependent on
what support I can get from my colleagues".

The clinical teacher in College I who worked vezy much as a

clinical specialist said her commitment was decided by liaison

between 'Theatre Office (Service side) and Tutors'.

The formal organisation in all five colleges was based on the

Salmon structure. Staff worked in teams, headed by a senior tutor

and, apart from College II, where staff in the two teams

intermingled and tended to share the workload, there were, in

effect, a number of virtually autonomous small schools within each

college, and no common policy as to allocation of teaching

commitment, across the teams.

For clinical teachers, teaching commitment was also influenced

by the exigencies of the hospital, the wards, and the number of

learners available.

"Much of the teaching commitment depends on the
allocation of learners to the wards in which I teach.
This is outside the control of the college staff".

Therefore, a number commented that once allocated, e.g. by a senior

tutor, the day to day teaching commitment was at the clinical teacher's

own discretion.
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Ward Teaching of Students

Of the teachers, only the tutors were asked if they

considered student nurses should receive ward teaching while

undertaking their practical experience. It was assumed,

rightly or wrongly, that clinical teachers, whose raison d'etre

was such teaching, would have answered in the affirmative.

Forty one of the 1+2 tutors said such teaching should be given, one

felt it should not.

The same teaching methods as had been given in the ward

trained staff questionnaire, were repeated for both groups of

teachers. Of the 1+1 tutors, 1+0 favoured the use of both (a)

practical demonstration and/or supervised practice and (b)

tutorials and one preferred only demonstration and/or supervised

practice. All clinical teachers answered this question, 29 in

favour of both teaching methods and one in favour of (a) only.

This result was similar to that from sisters and staff nurses,

although there was a larger proportion of the latter sample who

considered ward teaching should be confined to method (a).

By Whom should Ward Teaching be done?

Both tutors and clinical teachers were asked who they thought

should take the main responsibility for teaching the students during

their practical experience, i.e. on the wards, and the results were

summarised in Table 67.
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TABLE 67 Pre-experiment ; Teachers
Responsibility for Ward Teaching

Ward

teaching
Joint education Education Serv:
and service staff only only

Service staff Response
IT =

Main

responsibility 19 (26%) 32 (16%) 21 (29%) 72 (100%)
Responsibility
if no CT
available 7 (19%) 7 (19%) 23 (62%) 37 (100%)

(a) Main responsibility

Eighteen (1+3%) of the tutors and fourteen (1+7%) of the clinical

teachers felt this was entirely the responsibility of the college

teachers. Only two of these eighteen tutors felt their grade should

be mainly responsible, 13 felt it should be the clinical teacher and

3 that they should be jointly responsible, whereas of the II4 RCTs, 12

felt it was their own responsibility and only 2, that it should be

shared with the tutor.

Eleven tutors (26%) and eight clinical teachers (26.3%) felt

both education and service staff should share the main responsibility.

However, 13 tutors (31%) ascribed the main responsibility solely

to the wand trained staff, as did 8 clinical teachers (26.3%),

therefore for these 21 teachers (29% of the total teacher number)

ward teaching, while the student was in the 'apprenticeship' component

of her training, was not primarily the responsibility of the educator,

but of the untrained teachers, i.e. the ward staff.

(b) Responsibility if no Clinical Teacher was Available

The question with regard to who should take responsibility for

ward teaching if no clinical teacher was available, was again
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addressed only to those who had included the ROT in their answer

to the previous question. Four tutors felt it should he their

own responsibility, four thought it should he shared between

themselves and the ward staff and 13 felt it was a ward staff

responsibility. Of the 16 clinical teacher respondents, 3 felt

it was the tutor's responsibility, 3 that tutor and ward staff

should share it, and 10 that it was the responsibility of the ward

staff - eight of these ten clinical teachers said specifically, and

only, the ward sister. 3 of these 8 clinical teachers had given

themselves alone as mainly responsible. It must be concluded

that for these 5 (17%) of the clinical teacher sample, it was an

'either-or' situation in regard to responsibility for ward teaching

in the apprenticeship component of the student nurses' training -

if not the clinical teacher, then the ward sister - no one else

had that responsibility.

College-supervised Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Teachers were asked whether they thought students should receive

some teaching in the wards for a certain amount of their Block time,

i.e. as supernumerary students, working under the supervision of

college teaching staff. There was a positive response to this

question, in that 88% were in favour, although rather more clinical

teachers were against this form of ward teaching than were tutors (see

Table 68).
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TABLE 68 Pre-experiment : Teachers

Teacher Grade In favour Against Total N =

Nurse tutors 1+0 (95%) 2 (5%) 1+2 (100%)
Clinical teachers 23 (77%) 7 (23%) 30 (100%)

Both grades N = 63 (88%) 9 (12%) 72 (100%)

Teachers were then asked a hypothetical question, i.e. if this

type of teaching Became a part of the student nurse's education,

should it he (a) in the form of supervised nursing care given to

individual patients, whose conditions linked to current lectures,

00 in the form of tutorials on the wards, or (c) should it take Both

the aBove forms?

TaBle 69 shows that 73% of those responding considered such

teaching should Be By Both supervised practice and tutorials. This

compared with approximately half of the ward staff sample who elected

for Both methods.

TABLE 69 Pre-experiment : Teachers
Possible Form of Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Teacher Grade Both supervised Only supervised Only Total
practice and practice tutorials N =
tutorials

Nurse tutors 30 (73%) 9 (22%) 2 ($%) 1+1 (100%)
Clinical teachers 21 (73%) 7 (21$) 1 (3%) 29 (100%)

Both grades N = Si (73%) 16 (23%) 3 (i+%) 70 (100%)
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Fourteen tutors and one clinical teacher commented in

regard to supernumerary students receiving ward teaching.

Although there was general endorsement of this concept as useful,

on educational grounds, several raised doubts about the

feasibility of supervision by teachers, given the present teacher/

student numbers.

Two opposing viewpoints expressed below sum up the divided

opinions of the teachers:

"An unrealistic concept since tutors are at a
premium. Clinical experience should be
confined to clinical secondment, otherwise
orderly educational programme is disrupted".

"From limited experience, the learner adapted
more quickly to the ward situation and appreciated
patients' needs., if she had been introduced to the
theory at the bedside".

Experience of Ward Teaching of Supernumerazy Students

Both tutors and clinical teachers were asked if they had

experience of teaching supernumerary students.
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TABLE 70 Pre-experiment : Teachers
Experience of Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students

Registered Burse Registered Clinical Response
Teachers Teachers R =

Colleges Yes Ro Yes Ro

I 12 3 8 2 25
II 2 2 1 1 6
III 8 2 9 3 22
IV 6 0 1 1 8
V 6 1 2 2 11

Totals 3h 1(81%) 8 (19%) 21 (70%) 9 (30%) 72
b2 (100%) 30 (100%)

From those teachers who had participated, 1+9 examples were given

of this teaching, and stated they had worked with students in

Introductory Block. Twenty nine (19 RRTs and 10 RCTs) had no

experience other than with these most junior students and a majority

spoke in terms of procedure-Based nursing in the wards, e.g. "Bed-

Bathing, T.P.Rs, dressings".

"This is restricted at present to learners during
introductory module - type of activities - Bed making,
giving and taking Bedpans, oral hygiene, taking of
temperature, pulse and respiration, helping to feed
patients. This is not patient centred care". (RCT)

Fifteen teachers had experience of teaching supernumerary

students, Both at Introductory Block stage and at later stages. With

the more senior students, there came more mention of patient

orientation, rather than the procedure emphasis, e.g.:

"Following theory by practice, simple tasks in
junior groups, i.e. taking temperatures, making Beds.
'Total® nursing care for half-day in more senior
groups". (RET)
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A few said they supervised students writing nursing care

studies, i.e. these were students who spent part of their Block

time in the wards caring for one particular patient, then wrote

up the nursing care and details of the patient. For the most

part, the latter students were not supervised by college teachers,

although an effort was made, generally by the clinical teacher,

to contact each student at least once and possibly twice during

the ten-day period when she worked on the ward for approximately

two hours daily.

Other mention of supernumerary students was in connection with

ward visits or tutorials related to Block work.

Meetings between Tutors and Ward Staff

[Tutors were asked how often they met, or consulted with ward

trained staff in connection with their work. All had some contact

with ward staff - seven tutors, from all but College II, said they

met often, and twenty six said meetings occurred fairly often.

Clinical teachers were not asked this question, as it was felt that

the majority were daily in the wards. In response to a request

to comment on the form and purpose of such contacts, it appeared that

most occurred because the learners were in the wards, and were in

connection with discussing, or checking upon their progress. Mo

tutor mentioned contact with ward staff as a result of teaching in

the ward, but as a question on ward teaching had previously been

answered the omission may have been due to that fact.
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Fifteen tutors mentioned contact and visits to wards in

connection with assessment of learners' progress, e.g.:

"Interim visits about midway through each learner's
experience in that ward ... I also meet night
staff at fairly regular intervals".

"discussion of learners' assessments - also
allocation to clinical areas".

Five teachers quoted administrative reasons, such as learner

allocation, as one cause of contact:

"This is most often in connection with the learners'
programme, or other matters of concern with learners,
e.g. continuous assessment forms, problems of
attendance/sickness".

Twenty tutors spoke of the necessity to consult ward staff - to up¬

date lectures, to exchange information, e.g.:

"To keep up to date with changing techniques".

"Contact with ward nursing staff to find out about
new treatments, investigations and also drugs
currently used. Also to see new equipment being
used".

There was evidence, from ward staff responses to a similar question,

that this was a reciprocal process, albeit mainly between the ward

staff and the clinical teacher.

A very few comments looked towards the importance of communication

for service/education relations, e.g.:

"To build up good relationships, so I am welcome.
To keep track of new things".

"To maintain a continuity between self and service staff".
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Informality in approach was universal, with only three

respondents mentioning provision for formal meetings.

The Role or Function of the Tutor vis a vis the Clinical Teacher as

Ward Teacher

Both grades of teacher were asked whether they considered there

was any difference in function Between them in regard to ward

teaching. Table 71 shows that by a fairly narrow majority tutors

considered that there was a difference, and by an almost equally

narrow majority, clinical teachers considered that there was no

difference in function, but that when both grades were examined

together they were equally divided in opinion.

TABLE 71 Pre-experiment : Teachers
Does Difference exist between Tator/Clinical Teacher
Function as Ward Teacher?

Staff Category Functions differ Functions do not Response
differ N =

Tutors 23 (55%) 19 (i+5%) 1+2
Clinical teachers 12 lb3%) 16 (57%) 28

35 (50%) 35 (50%) 70 (100%)

In Colleges IV and V none of the clinical teachers thought there

was any difference in function.

Comments from the tutors as to differences endorsed some of the

views given by the ward staff and also by the clinical teachers, i.e.

(a) that the course preparation of the two grades was different, and

thus (b) the teaching methods tended to differ, (c) that priorities
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were different - the clinical teacher having no or few

commitments other than ward teaching whereas the tutor had

college commitments as well as ward teaching, and (d) that the

clinical teacher was the clinical expert.

Five tutors referred to a difference in preparation:

"The tutor, unless a trained clinical teacher,
has not been taught to teach in the ward area".

In all, 13 tutors commented that what was taught, or the methods or

approach to teaching, differed, e.g.

"Clinical teacher deals with specific subjects and
is involved with situational teaching. Tutor
more involved with general principles".

The theory practice division was evident in some of the comments:

"The CT should be predominantly involved in the
teaching of psychomotor skills. Tutors8 function
is to impart general principles".

Five tutors saw the difference between tutor and clinical teacher

in terms of the amount of time each devoted to ward teaching,

perhaps a difference in priorities:

"Clinical teachers are part of a continuous team
effort, whereas the tutors' ward visits are sporadic".

A number of tutors, and clinical teachers, suggested one grade of

teacher would be preferable, and from the latter group, some felt the

difference was not great.
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"At present there is, "by virtue of CI" s current
practical skills they are better at demonstrating
these than most tutors. One grade of teacher
would he better".

"I do not agree with two grades of nurse teacher but
at the moment the "C.T." appears to concentrate more
on manual skills and the 'tutor* more on

theoretical aspects".

"We complement each other's teaching, perhaps just
emphasise different aspects".

"If they (RUT) taught in the wards I would hope their
function there would be similar to mine".

A number of clinical teacher comments included reference to the

difference in preparation of the two grades of teacher, although

no clinical teacher had first-hand experience of a tutor's training

course.

"The clinical teacher can make his teaching 'patient-
centred' . This is more difficult for the RUT as he
does not know the patients or the ward situation.
The CT has been specially prepared for this type of
teaching".

"At present KNTs are not given any instruction on
how to teach in the clinical area. Those I have
known to teach on the wards tend to do only tutorials,
not one to one teaching. With proper training there
should be no difference in their function".

The Role or Function of the Clinical Teacher vis a vis the Ward
Sister/Staff Nurse as Ward Teachers

Clinical teachers were asked whether they thought their function

as ward teachers differed from that of the ward trained staff. Of

29 respondents to the question, 23 (79%) considered that a difference

did exist.
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The differences they instanced were very similar to those

which ward staff had also explained in relation to this same

question. The registered clinical teacher wrote of her training

in teaching as "a distinct advantage", and linked this with the

fact that her priority was the student, whereas the ward sisters'

and staff nurses' priorities lay with the patients and ward

management. Again, as in the ward staff responses, there was

mention of the different approach to teaching, of the use of

different methods and of the clinical teachers' ability to link

theory and practice. It was interesting to note the clinical

teachers' suggestion of the theoretician/practitioner division of

function in ward teaching between themselves and the ward trained

staff. This was a very marked finding in the responses of the

ward trained staff in relation to differences in function between

the registered nurse teacher and the registered clinical teacher -

see Page 3^0. Other differences mentioned by clinical teachers,

were that ward staff teaching tended to be more superficial than

their own, and that the ward staff were often unaware of a learner's

specific needs.

"The clinical teacher has undergone a course of
teaching methods and related subjects, e.g.
psychology. The teacher has a greater
understanding of the learners' requirement and
the individuals' previous theoretical and practical
attainments. Ward staff frequently have their
teaching sessions interrupted which is not usually
the case with the clinical teacher".

"Their training for registration did not prepare them
to be teachers; that role is traditional, vague and
haphazard".
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"It is part of the ward sisters' responsibility
to teach student and pupil nurses and sometimes
the teaching may be incidental to the work. The
clinical teachers' main responsibility is to teach
student and pupil nurses and any work done is
incidental to the teaching. Many ward sisters
lack knowledge of how to teach, therefore they
function differently 'as teachers'".

There was some comment that although the ward sister lacked

training in how to teach, her knowledge of the patient was often

as extensive as the clinical teacher's.

"I find the ward sisters in my experience (also
looking back to myself in this position) have not
the knowledge/confidence to teach - often ask for
advice from myself. Ward sisters lack the
necessary training to become a teacher although
their practical knowledge of their speciality is
excellent".

"The ward sister/staff nurse do more teaching by
example and demonstration.. My teaching more often
is by following up these demonstrations with a
tutorial and answering any queries the learner may
have concerning medical conditions".

Of the six clinical teachers who saw no difference in

function in regard to ward teaching between themselves and the ward

trained staff, five also considered there was no difference between

themselves and the registered nurse teacher - thus, one function for

all, whether trained or untrained as teachers.

Opinions as to whether the Tutor should Teach in the Wards

Opinions of both grades of teacher as to whether the tutor

should carry out ward teaching were obtained by asking respondents

to choose from four statements, abstracted from the Survey interview
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data, the one which came closest to their opinion. The

statements ranged from one giving strong approval to the tutor

as a teacher in the wards, to a completely negative attitude

thereto, see helow:

(a) I feel very strongly that tutors should spend some
of their time in the wards teaching student nurses

(h) I think it is quite important that the tutor should
do some teaching in the wards

(c) I am not sure that the tutor should teach in the
wards at all

(d) The tutor's place is in the classroom, not the wards.

Results were as follows:

TABLE 72 Pre-experiment : Teachers
Opinion re Tutor Teaching in Ward

Staff Grade Strongly Approve Rot Disapprove E =
approve sure

Tutors 18 (1+3%) 21 (50%) 2 (5%) 1 (2%) 1+2 (100%)
Clinical teachers 13 (1+3%) 16 (53%) 1 (U%) - 30 (100%)

31 (1+3%) 37 (51.5%) 3 (h%) l (i.5%) 72 (ioo%)

(Rounding to nearest 0.5)

A very marked majority of both tutors and clinical teachers

considered that the registered nurse teacher should carry out ward

teaching of student nurses. Only two tutors were unsure on this

point and they rarely taught in the ward. Both did, however, approve

of students, while in Block, spending some time on the wards under
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the supervision of college staff, as did the clinical teacher

who also felt unsure of the tutor as a ward teacher.

One tutor felt that the tutors' place was in classroom not

the wards. The latter respondent, a senior tutor, did, on rare

occasions, teach students in the wards hut only those to whom he

was personal tutor. He also considered students should not go to

the wards from Block - that the theoretical component and the

clinical or practical component should he kept separate. The

three tutors and one clinical teacher whose opinions were not

positive had each a different length of experience as teachers -

ranging from 2-J- years to over 20 years.

Reasons why the Tutor does not teach in the Ward

Again, utilising responses from the survey interviews, a list

was compiled of possible reasons why the tutor did not teach in the

wards. Respondents were asked to indicate their own opinion, hy

ranking these statements, assigning from 1, for the most likely

reason, to 5 for the least likely. If they completely disagreed

with any reason, they were asked not to assign a rank.

The five reasons listed were as follows:

The tutor does not teach in the ward because:

(a) College commitments prevent her doing so

(h) Ward staff resent her presence

(c) The creation of the Clinical Teacher grade has made
it easy for her to opt out

(d) She has lost contact with the reality of nursing care

(e) She lacks confidence in her ability to cope in the ward.
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With regard to the rank ordering of the reasons, both

tutors and clinical teachers ranked as the most likely reason

for the tutor not teaching in the wards, that the creation of

the clinical teacher grade had made it easy for her (the tutor)

to opt out of such teaching. Both grades of teacher were also

in agreement that the least likely reason was that of ward staff

resentment of the tutor* s presence, and "both agreed in ranking in

third place that the tutor lacked confidence in her ability to

cope in the ward. The possibility that college commitments

might prevent the tutor from carrying out ward teaching was ranked

second by tutors and fourth by clinical teachers, and that she had

lost contact with the reality of nursing care,fourth by tutors and

second by clinical teachers. There was thus considerable consensus

by the two grades of teacher prepared to assign a rank, i.e.

agreeing with the possible reasons why the tutor did not teach in

the ward.
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TABLE 73 Pre-experiment ; Teachers

Percentage of Sample agreeing with suggested reasons why
Tutor does not teach in Ward

Reason why tutor does
not teach in ward

Percentage of N in each Grade
prepared to assign a rank - thus
agreeing with the reason

RUT (1+2 = 100%) ROT (30 = 100%);

(a) College commitments prevent
(b) Ward staff resent tutor's

presence
(c) Creation of clinical teacher

grade made it easy for tutor to
opt out

(d) Tutor has lost contact with
reality of nursing care

(e) Tutor lacks confidence in her
ability to cope in ward

55%

6i+%

93%

73%

70%

Prom Table 73 it was evident that a higher proportion of clinical

teachers were prepared to agree with each reason, than were the tutors

themselves, although, in the survey interview each one of the reasons

had been proferred by a registered nurse teacher. Less than half the

tutor sample in the pre-experimental questionnaire were prepared to

agree with reason (d), i.e. that they had lost contact with the reality

of nursing care, and only 55% agreed that ward staff resentment of the

tutor's presence was a relevant factor in the non-appearance of tutors

in the wards as teachers.
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CHAPTER 19

THE EXPERIENCE OP THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP TEACHERS

Eleven teachers were involved in the experimental group teaching,

eight tutors and three clinical teachers. The same questionnaire

was issued to both grades of teacher. Two tutors and one clinical

teacher were from College I, one tutor from College II, one tutor

and two clinical teachers from College III, two tutors from College

IV and two tutors from College V. There were two senior tutors in

the group, one from each of the latter two colleges. Opinions of

the tutor and clinical teacher in the Pilot College have been

excluded in this analysis as during approximately half of the

experiment in that college, the researcher and her colleague

undertook teaching, and may have influenced teachers' opinions.

Both grades of teacher are reported as one group. It was an

essential feature of the experimental teaching method that there was

to be no difference in the role or function of the registered nurse

tutor and the clinical teacher.

The Role of the Experimental Group Teacher

All respondents considered it was a part of their role to teach

student nurses in the wards in this supernumerary capacity and as a

part of their Block programme. Their comments to this question dealt

with various aspects of student learning, which was felt to be more

meaningful both because of the type of teaching method they used, and

because the tutor was there to help the student nurse make the link
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between theory and practice. The experimental method was also

seen as helpful for the tutor (a) in keeping her/him up to date,

(b) in providing for increased rapport with ward nursing staff,

and (c) "it showed students that teachers can nurse".

Effect of the Experimental Method upon Teachers

Teachers were asked if they found the experience of the

experiment enjoyable or stressful. All found it enjoyable and

most commented that it had led to more job satisfaction:

"teaching as it should be, directed towards the
patient".

One anxiety expressed was that the ward component of the

teaching method had revealed some dangerous practices, e.g. dressing

technique with faulty asepsis (two comments). Two other teachers

were concerned about the classroom component of the method - they

felt they did not have enough time to complete the amount of lecture

material they had previously decided to include.

It was observed by the researcher that, in most of the colleges,

much more time than had been anticipated was taken by the students

in discussing with their teachers the contents of their nursing care

plans. This student-initiated teaching and learning was a very

encouraging feature of the seminars and was remarked upon by all the

teachers. However as a corollary there was less time available for

material the teachers had planned to include in the seminars. One

teacher commented:
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"This is much more exciting, active learning for
the students, hut we feel less secure as we have
not 'covered' all we meant to do in a session".

Effectiveness of the Experimental Method as a Teaching Method

All eleven teachers considered this an. effective way to teach,

and all commented upon their answer. Effectiveness was equated

with more opportunities for active learning, with reinforcement of

learning, and with the emphasis on specific and individual needs

of patients. Reservations were expressed as to a lack of time with

the patient, and a lack of continuity of care, in that the student

was not able to care for the patient throughout the course of his

hospitalisation. Two teachers felt it was important to judge

effectiveness in terms of long term effect and to see whether the

experimental or control group students were better, both

theoretically and practically.

Disadvantages of the Experimental Method

Whereas quite a number of the ward staff and students saw no

disadvantages in the method, all teachers were aware of one or more

disadvantages. Almost all were related to time. Eight of the

teachers mentioned this aspect - not enough days in which to get used

to the method of teaching and of learning, not enough time in the

wards, not enough time when back in the college.

"Students were just settling down to it when it
was over". (This comment from the college with
the shortest time of four experimental mornings).
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"Lack of time - much of this due to my own
inability to adjust the content of what was
being taught".

Two teachers commented that patients were not always available with

just the right, clear-cut condition at precisely the right time.

Advantages of the Experimental Method

Where ward staff had dwelt on the value of practical

experience per se and integration of theory and practice, teachers

tended to describe the advantages of the method by detailing aspects

of student learning. Although lack of time had been a disadvantage,

teachers pointed out that the experimental method did give more time

than a student would normally have available to her to learn while

giving patient care. The method made available opportunities for

the student to learn how to learn from her work with the patients -

a vital feature in nursing education.

"The learner has the opportunity to learn how to
apply the principles of nursing care, and to learn
to adapt the same to the individual needs of the
patient".

Some teachers valued the closer relationship with the nurses, and

the fact that the method made possible greater observation of the

students' practical work, thus enabling the teacher to help the

student more.

"Feedback much more quickly from nurses in relation
to co-ordinating theory and practice. A chance to
see at first hand and hear directly the attitudes
of the learner to new situations. Closer
relationships with ward staff".
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Should the Experimental Method be Repeated?

All respondents considered the experimental method should

he repeated, mainly because of its perceived efficiency as a

learning method.

Effect of Experimental Method upon Patients, Ward Staff and
Ward Organisation

As with ward staff and students, teachers were asked what they

considered the effects of the experimental method were on the

patients directly involved, i.e. those receiving care from the

experimental group students. The teachers were also asked about

the effects on the other patients in the wards, and on the ward

nurses and ward organisation. Their responses were similar to

those of the ward staff on all these points. Ten of the eleven

teachers pointed to the fact that the patients had enjoyed the

experience of giving to the students and that they had indeed

helped with the teaching.

"The patients were assisted in recovery being
stimulated by the eager students and too felt happy
to be seen as of help in teaching the nurses".

Teachers mentioned only positive effects upon ward staff, mainly in

terms of interest, and noted no adverse response to their presence

in the wards.
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Supervision of Students

A majority of the teachers considered supervision was 'just

right'. Four teachers felt the students needed more hut that

this depended very much on the individual student's ability. One

teacher of the senior students felt that initially with this

method of teaching, her students had required very close

supervision but that they quickly grasped the different approach

which permitted less supervision.

Hhe Carrying out of Ward Work other than what had been planned

Hie spectre of 'pairs of hands' arose many times when the

researcher broached the possibility of the experiment with college

teachers and students. It was said that ward staff would 'use'

students in the sense that it would be they (the ward staff) who

would decide on the patients to receive care. Several felt that

ward staff would ask students to look after very 'heavy' patients,

in a sense that they would not take kindly to students as 'students',

nor to teachers who had a say in which patients were to receive care

from the experimental group students. In the event, none of these

fears were realised. Ho teacher reported that any of her students

had been asked to do work in the ward other than that previously

arranged and directly related to their lectures. 5
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Roles of Registered Nurse Tutor and Registered Clinical Teacher
in Experiment

Che presence of the two grades of teacher in nurse education

has heen a matter of professional debate and concern for some

considerable time. It was intended that there should be no

difference in role or function for the nurse tutors and the

clinical teachers who participated in the teaching of the

experimental group students, and responses to the relevant question

confirmed that this was indeed the case in the two colleges where

the two grades were involved together. In Colleges I, II and IV

only registered tutors were involved.

The three clinical teachers were questioned about the amount

of their college commitment during the experiment. Two were quite

satisfied but one felt that he should have had more time in college

and in formal teaching. Should the experimental method become a

part of their college programme, all three clinical teachers felt

that they had a role to play - one confined this to "teaching my

specialty only"; another said:

"I would like my function to be what it was during
the experiment - I had a feeling of teaching the
whole nurse!" (Respondent's underlining)

The eight registered nurse tutors were asked if they considered

their course prepared them to do ward teaching such as they had done

during the experiment. Three teachers, all of whom had undergone

a University course and none of whom had been clinical teachers, said

their course had prepared them adequately. Five teachers, four of
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whom were trained at Jordanhill College of Education and one at

University, said their course had not prepared them for ward

teaching. Pour of these five were previously registered

clinical teachers and each said that a clinical teachers' course

was essential preparation for teaching such as was required of

them during the experiment.

Alteration to Joh Satisfaction

Job satisfaction was enhanced for nine of the eleven teachers

during the experiment, due to patient contact, to increased

communication with patients, ward staff and students, and to closer

working relationships with teacher colleagues. One said:

"I feel I had the best of both worlds".

Por one teacher, job satisfaction was diminished as she felt

"a little frustrated that some things were not covered due to the

time factor".

Ways in which the Experimental Method could be Improved

Teachers were more forthcoming than ward staff had been in

regard to ways in which the experimental method could be improved,

especially in regard to student learning and patient needs. The

dominant note was of the need for more time - students it was felt

would benefit from a longer period of time with the patients, as

would the patients. Suggestions given were that students might

remain in one ward for several days, returning to the same patient,
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or patients, on each day; that the time when they came to give

care might he varied to take account of differing activities at

different times of the day; that they might follow through care

for patients with similar disease conditions hut at various stages,

e.g. on admission, pre-operatively, post-operatively and then when

convalescing, if possible including the after-care of the patient.

Three of the teachers felt there was a need for more college

time to he given to the seminars.

Achievement of Objectives of the Experimental Method

Teachers were presented with the objectives of the experimental

method of teaching/learning and asked to evaluate them using the

same six-point scale as was presented to ward trained staff (see

Page

Table 74 below shows their evaluation, which is very

encouragingly positive.
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TABLE 7I4 Post-experiment : Teachers
Achievement of Objectives of Experimental Method

Positive Negative N=
Objectives +++ ++ + —

1. Help the student integrate
theory and practice 5 3 - - 10

2. Increase communication between
tutorial staff and ward staff 8 2 1 - - 11

3. Lessen the gap between the ideal
and reality in nurse education 5 3 1 1 10

I4.. Bridge the gap between education
and service 6 2 3 - - 11

5. Better prepare the student nurse
for her ward work and
responsibilities 5 h - 1 10

6. Improve ward staff's
understanding of what a student
nurse can do at various stages of
training 3 2 3 2 10

7. Improve standards of nursing by
supervising the student nurse in
giving planned and individualised
patient care 8 1 2 - 11

8. Pimini ah streas for the ward

teacher by making the student
nurse supernumerary 7 2 2 - - 11

q. Pimini eh stress for the teacher

by giving a measure of control
in the choice of patients and
consequently a measure of

8predictability of teaching 1 2 - - 11

LO. Diminish stress for the student
nurse by making her
supernumerary while she was
giving care and being taught on

8the ward 2 — — — 10

When further analysis was undertaken by 'scoring' the positive/

negative scale, in the same way as was done with ward staff responses,

the mean scores for each objective were as shown in Table 75«
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The first seven objectives listed were identical to those

presented for evaluation by the ward trained staff. The last

three were evaluated only by the teachers. Teachers seldom gave

a negative rating, and when they did, chose the single-negative box.

Overall, their mean scores were slightly higher than those given by

the ward staff. The group whose scores approx.iTna.ted most closely

to those given by the teachers, were the ward sisters.

TABLE 75 Post-experiment : Teachers
Mean Scores for each Objective

Objectives Mean Scores

1. Help the student integrate theory and
5.5practice

2. Increase communication between tutorial
staff and ward staff 5.6

3. Lessen the gap between the ideal and
reality in nurse education 5.2

U. Bridge the gap between education and
service 5.3

3. Better prepare the student nurse for her
ward work and responsibilities 5.3

6. Improve ward staff's understanding of what
a student nurse can do at various stages of
training 1+. 6

7. Improve standards of nursing by supervising
the student nurse in giving planned and

5.5individualised patient care

8. Diminish stress for the ward teacher by making
5.5the student nurse supernumerary

9. Diminish stress for the teacher by giving a
measure of control in the choice of patients
and consequently a measure of predictability

5.5of teaching
LO. Diminish stress for the student nurse by

making her supernumerary while she was giving
5.8care and being taught on the ward
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With regard to the first seven of the listed objectives, i.e.

those also evaluated by the ward trained staff, the main objective

of the experimental method "to help the student nurse integrate

-theory and practice" achieved a 100% positive rating and a mean score

only .1 lower than the objective "to increase communication between

teaching staff and ward nursing staff". The latter gained the highest

mean score in the teachers' evaluation of these seven objectives.

Improvement of standards of nursing achieved the same mean score as the

integration objective, which was a very satisfactory outcome, and next

in order of scores came the objective dealing with the preparation of

the student nurse for ward work and responsibilities.

There was only one exception to an otherwise uniformly high scoring

of the objectives by the experimental group teachers. They, like their

service colleagues, gave the lowest mean score to the objective of

improving ward staff understanding of what the student nurse is able to

do at the various stages of training.

Objectives 8, 9 and 10, which were presented only to the teachers,

dealt with the very real problem of stress associated with ward teaching,

both for the teacher and for the student nurse. Their evaluation

showed that the experimental method was seen as a very effective way of

diminishing this stress.

Feasibility of the Experimental Method : Control and Experimental
Group Teacher Opinion

Teachers of both the control and the experimental groups were asked

to comment on the feasibility or otherwise of the altered teaching

method, as one possible method of teaching student nurses at certain

stages of their training.
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The researcher felt it was reasonable to expect that control

group teachers would have formed an opinion about the method as,

although they did not have first hand experience, they could not

but be aware of what was happening, as they were in daily contact

with the experimental group students and their teachers. All but

one of the control group teachers considered it to be feasible, and

approved the method. -The difficulties they saw were in relation

to the numbers of teachers they thought would be needed to put it

into operation, and the problem of organisation when class numbers

were large.

Opinions of the experimental group teachers in regard to

feasibility were considered to be most important, based as they were

on their direct experience of the method, albeit for a fairly short

period. Apart from one clinical teacher, who felt she had

insufficient knowledge about the Block programme to enable her to

comment, all experimental group teachers considered the method to be

feasible.

"This method of teaching is possible at all stages of
training and must be commenced in Introductory Block
to set foundation for more senior learning experience".

One teacher intended to put the experimental method into

immediate use, and another to discuss the possibility of its -use,

within a management Block, with her colleagues in both education and

service.
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"It is feasible as a method of teaching student
nurses while in Block, particularly post-
registration nurses whose training is short. It
would also be ideal for nurses in the pre-
registration period to teach them what to look for
as a staff nurse. I am going to use this method
of teaching with in the first instance post-
registration nurses doing general training".

(Bote: This respondent did in fact go on to use the method and

reported that it was most satisfactory, and very well received by

the post-registration student nurses).

The other respondent referred to above said that, although it

would take a good deal of organisation with a large group, she

believed it could be done, and added:

"I would be delighted to try this with ward
management as well as patient care. This would
require even more co-operation with senior ward
staff".

Although three teachers mentioned the factors of time, staff

numbers, and/or organisation, their approach was more pragmatic than

that of their control group colleagues, no doubt because of the fact

that they had experience of the method. One teacher said that with

large groups the method could be used 'on rotation1, i.e. some

students in class and others in the ward for certain topics. Two

felt that, as the GWC Syllabus stood at the moment, it would not be

possible to cover every topic if teachers used this method of teaching

to a great extent. This response of course begs the question - is

it necessary, even advisable, to 'cover' every topic?
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However, from the experimental group teachers, there was

affirmation of this method of teaching nursing:

"We must not wait too long before introducing this
method ... when one considers how short the learner's
clinical experience is, this method is invaluable in
certain areas".
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CHAPTER 20

QUE EXPERIENCE OF THE CONTROL GROUP TEACHERS

There were eight teachers involved with the students of the

control group - five tutors, two clinical teachers and one

uncertificated teacher.

Two tutors and one clinical teacher were from College I, one

tutor from College II, one tutor and one uncertificated teacher

from College IV, and one tutor and one clinical teacher from

College V. There were no teachers from College III in this number

as there was no control group there. Teachers in the Pilot College

were not included, as a certain amount of teaching of the control

group was shared with the researcher. The first two questions of

the control group teachers1 post-experiment questionnaire were not

dissimilar - the first asked whether the experiment had caused any

alteration in the control group experience of the subject, apart,

that is, from the reduction in numbers of students in the classroom,

and the second whether it had caused any disruption. The first

question deliberately used a non-emotive term - simply was the

control group experience altered, made different whereas the second

made use of the more value-laden word 'disruption' - broken up.

Alteration of Control Group Experience of Subject

Three teachers said there was no alteration as a result of the

experiment. One clinical teacher did not know, as she did not

normally teach in classroom during this particular Block, and four
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said there was some alteration. Teachers from two of the colleges

said that the nursing lectures were concentrated into a shorter

period of time than was usual, and, again from two colleges, that

there was an unnatural lag between the start of the medical staff

lectures on the subject and the start of the related nursing

lectures.

Disruption of Control Group Experience of the Subject

Six teachers said there was no disruption, and one that the time

lag referred to above may have had a disruptive effect. Two tutors,

both from College I, felt that there was disruption. One said the

control group experienced boredom to some degree with the very long

sessions, and the other that:

"they felt they were being 'saturated' with the one
subject and at times seemed less receptive to the
teaching given".

Effect of the Experiment on Control Group Students

The effect of the experiment on the control group students was

considered to be slightly detrimental by the two tutors in College I,

because there was "too much of one subject at one time". Teachers

in Colleges II and V felt the experiment had very little effect,

apart from arousing some curiosity and the feeling amongst the

control group students that they "just might be missing out"; and in

College IV a Hawthorne effect was reported, e.g. "a competitive

aspect which seemed to stimulate them and maintain their interest".
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Observed Effect of the Experiment on Experimental Group Students

Four of the teachers said they had very little contact with

the experimental group students and four observed that they

appeared to be enjoying the experience.

Effect upon the Teachers

Teachers were asked whether the experience of the experiment

had proved to be enjoyable or stressful? Pour teachers quite

clearly found it an enjoyable and interesting experience. The

others were less sure, and chose neither alternative. Two

commented that it was 'a bit of both', one that it was no different

from usual, and one that she considered it had been less enjoyable

than teaching normally was.

Feasibility of the Experimental Method

The control group teacher responses are to be found on Page l£0

reported together with the responses of the experimental group

teachers to the same question.
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CHAPTER. 21

RESULTS OF THE TESTS AM) ESSAYS

Complementary to the qualitative evaluation, in terms of

opinions about the experimental method of teaching nursing from

all those involved, was the quantitative evaluation in terms of

test scores obtained by the students who had experienced the

experimental method and those who had experienced the usual college

method.

There were two parts to this latter evaluation. In the first,

Part A, the main and basic question was in regard to the relative

instructional effectiveness of the two methods of teaching nursing

care of patients with disease of the gastro-intestinal tract.

These two teaching methods were described in detail in Chapter 6 and

will therefore be only briefly outlined. Experimental group

students experienced teaching which combined supervised ward

practice of relevant nursing with concurrent college lectures and/

or tutorials - hereinafter referred to as "the experimental method"

or "the treatment". Control group students were taught by

entirely college-based methods - hereinafter referred to as "the

control method".

The second part of the evaluation, Part B, was not concerned

with any comparison of teaching methods, but with the relationship

between multiple choice tests and essays in nursing examinations,

and also with the reliability of the marking of essay scripts.
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Introduction to Parts A and E

Recapitulation of Certain Factors Relevant to the Tests and Essays

A "brief synopsis of information relevant to the administration,

marking and analysis of the tests and essays follows. This

material is already to he found in various chapters in Part II, hut

is repeated here, together with other relevant information, in

order to ohviate the necessity for the reader to refer hack to these

different chapters.

The tests which are referred to throughout are the previously

validated Multiple Choice (objective) test, hereinafter referred to

as the test, and the essay type tests, hereinafter referred to as

the essay. The test was identical at all three stages of the

experiment, and across all colleges. The essays were identical at

hoth stages of the experiment, hut were college-specific. Although

similar in content, i.e. selected from the subject matter of the

course as outlined in the GNC (Scotland) syllabus, the specific

questions were not identical across colleges (see Appendix XVTII -

"the College essays").

All scores used to evaluate this experiment derived from these

two types of test. Scores on the test were calculated by a short

programme added to the Rasch Item Analysis Model (Wright and Mead,

1977) which had been used for the item analysis when this test was

constructed and validated. Scores on the essays were obtained by

issue of the scripts to three neutral markers, all of whom were

General Nursing Council for Scotland Examiners, i.e. they were

responsible for correcting the essay type Pinal State Examination
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scripts. In addition to the marks provided by the three

neutral examiners, post-experiment essay scripts from each

college were marked by that college's own tutors. This was

necessaiy, so that each college could quickly obtain results to

'feed back' to the students, and to include in their own records.

These college marks were subsequently amalgamated with those of

the neutral markers, to produce an average post-essay score for

each student. There was no college mark for the retention essays

so as to preserve confidentiality for the students, i.e. they were

all informed that none of their marks would be divulged to their
✓

college tutors. Thus there were only the three neutral markers

scores available for the retention essay.

Before any questions as to the effectiveness, or relative

effectiveness of the two teaching methods could be answered, it was

essential to know, in relation to each student, her ' starting-off

point', or baseline in terms of knowledge of the subject matter of

the course. This was obtained by the administration of the pre¬

test, the scores from which provided that baseline from which any

gain, or loss, could be calculated.

This pre-testing of students was a most important feature of

the experimental design, as was explained in Chapter 6.

The difficulty of controlling the variable of prior relevant

experience was overcome by the administration of the previously

validated test ^ and 0^ in Figure 1$) which tested prior
knowledge of the relevant subject matter and yielded scores on which

students were 'paired', i.e. these pairs of students were like each



other in terms of relevant knowledge. These students were

matched 1st with 2nd, }rd with 1+th and so on throughout their

class, and then one from each pair was assigned at random to

the experimental and control groups - the "basis for the

randomised blocks design. Due to the small and variable size

of the groups in each college, it was considered most appropriate

to analyse results across all four colleges - and a total of 32

matched pairs resulted - 12 pairs from College I, 1+ pairs from

College II, 8 pairs from College IV and 8 pairs from College V -

61+ students in all. At the particular point in the analysis

when within-pair differences were being examined, only intact

pairs could be used. Thus, if one member of a pair was missing,

her partner was also 'lost' to the statistical analysis, and this

resulted in a gradual decrease in the numbers of pairs from pre-

experiment to the final retention of learning tests and essays

(see Table 76). Of 32 pairs at the start of the experiment and

pre-test, remained at the post-test stage (one control group

student was absent, thus losing 1 pair); by retention of learning

stage, the same control group student plus one other was absent for

the test and altogether 3 control group students were absent for

the essay. In addition one experimental group student was absent

at this stage, therefore the original figure of 32 pairs was

finally reduced to 28 at the point when the differences between

post-essay and retention essay were considered, and to 29 pairs for

the analysis of the post-test with the retention test. However,

when gain or loss scores, at the different stages of the experiment,
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were considered, intact groups were used, i.e. not pairs.

Hie number of subjects contributing to each test mean score is

specified on each occasion.

The Students in College III

There were a number of differences in regard to College III.

There was no control group, therefore no pairing of students.

All students were taught by the experimental method. Each student

had prior knowledge of the subject matter as the experiment took

place during a revision block, which was scheduled immediately

before all students went to the wards for relevant nursing

experience. As an essay was not required by this college, the

only scores which were available to assess the effectiveness of the

teaching for these students were the test scores. For all of the

above reasons, the analysis of results, and the reporting, was

undertaken as a separate entity, within Part A.

PART A

The Sample in Part A

Table 76 shows the sample of students to which the first part

of the analysis refers, i.e. the comparison between the two methods

of teaching to which, respectively, the control and experimental

groups of students were exposed.
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TABLE 76 Tests and Essays : Sample of Students for Part A

Multiple Choice Test Essay Test
College Pre-test Post-test Retention test Post-essay Retention essay

C E c E C E C E C E

I 12 12 11 12 10 12 11 12 10 12
II b b b b b b b 4 3 b
17 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 8 8 7
7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Total IT = 32 32 31 32 30 31 31 32 29 31

Rote: C = control group students
E = experimental group students

College III students were omitted from the Table, as there
was no control group to contribute test scores in this college.
There were however ten students in the experimental group who
undertook all three multiple choice tests and their scores were
analysed within their own college only. This separate analysis
was also appropriate as these students were the 'one-off' group
of more senior students.

The Pre-test

The internal validity of the experiment, i.e. that the differences

in the dependent variables or test scores resulted from the different

independent variable or treatment, rested upon the demonstration of

effective pairing or blocking. The result of the pre-test showed a

mean for the experimental group students of 52.531» and for the control

group students of 52.625. There was no statistically significant

difference between the experimental and control pairs on pre-test, and

a high positive correlation between the two sets of scores was

demonstrated. The mean difference was 0.09U» standard error 0.576, the

t value -O.I6, which with 31 degrees of freedom was not significant.

The Pearson r = 0.935« A histogram, showing the distribution of the
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i "H"
two sets of scores is shown in Figure j?l. The initial

equivalence of the pairs of students in regard to knowledge of

the subject matter of the course was therefore very

satisfactorily confirmed by these results.

The Demonstration of Learning

The first and fundamental question to be answered, in regard

to all the students, irrespective of group, was whether they had

learned as a result of the teaching - whether their scores were

higher at the end of the course than at the beginning. The answer

was clearly positive. For the 31 matched pairs of students, this

first exposure to the course content resulted in gain scores of

13.86 for the experimental group students, and II4..98 for the control

group students, a difference of 0.88 in favour of the experimental

group.

There can be no doubt that the main reason for the gain scores

exhibited by students in both groups from pre- to post-test was that

the appropriate subject matter had been taught. However, apart from

this not unexpected increase in scores, a further interesting point

to emerge was the negatively-skewed distribution for the post-tests

for both groups of students, as shown in Figure 32. This was in

part due to the major intervention of the teaching, but testing

effect must also be borne in mind. The nature of the experimental

design was such that test-retest effect was controlled, and there

was some evidence for this control in the very similar distributions

for both control and experimental group students. However the fact

* Histograms on Pages I+67 - l+68a
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that the students had worked through the test before cannot but

have affected the post-test scores. As there was no pre-

experiment essay, only test scores were considered in the evidence

of immediate recall.

Before examining in more depth the above results, two other

basic questions required an answer - (a) had there been retention

of learning over time, i.e. did scores remain higher on retention

testing than on pre-testing, and (b) was there any evidence of

forgetting over time, i.e. when the post-test results were compared

with the retention-test results?

Demonstration of Retention of Learning

Retention of learning was demonstrated for students in both

groups. For the, by now, 29 matched pairs of students, the gain

score from pre-test to retention test in the experimental group was

16.47, and in the control group was 14.37«

Figure 53 shows the experimental group mean, to be 69.00 and the

control group mean 67.00, a difference of two points in favour of

the experimental group. With regard to question (b) above, there

was no evidence of forgetting over time for the experimental group,

who in fact demonstrated a minimal gain of 0.61 marks from post-test

to retention test. Hiere was very slight evidence of forgetting

from the control group who showed a loss of 0.61 marks from post-

to retention test. Again the histograms maintained the negative

skew, shown at the recall stage, and whereas the distribution was

remarkably similar at the two stages for the experimental group
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students, there was slightly less dispersion about the mean

among the control group students, as evidenced "by the smaller

standard deviation, i.e. from 8.01* at post-testing to 6.99 at

retention testing. It is likely that many of the students would

remember items in the test which was, at this retention stage,

presented to them for the third and final time, and so testing

effect must again be considered in viewing the results. There

was one further factor which was considered as of influence on test

results at this stage of the experiment, and that was the

intervening practical experience of nursing on the wards. This

was investigated and reported later in this chapter.

Until this point, only the test scores have been discussed,

but at post- and retention stages the essay scores were also

available for comparison. The essays presented a totally different

distribution picture from the tests. In Figures 51| and 55 the

negative skew was absent, and there were markedly lower mean scores

when compared to the tests. There were also clear loss scores

betwixt post-experiment and retention of learning assessments.

There was a loss score of 5.52 marks for the experimental group

students between the post-essay and the retention essay, and of 8.7I+

marks for the control group students.

As there was no pre-experiment essay, testing effect was a

factor to be considered only in regard to retention essay scores,

and there was no evidence of this effect in these results, possibly

because tiere was very little in the essay type questions to trigger

recall. The effect of forgetting over time was more evident in the
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essay scores, and this effect was less, by 3-22 marks,

for the experimental group students than for the control students.

It was possible that, because the retention essay always preceded

the retention test, the effort to recall for the former might

have been a positive aid to memory for the latter. Ihis might,

in part, explain the consistently higher scores for tests than for

essays in both groups of students at both stages of the testing.

This difference was quite marked. In the experimental, group the

post-test mean was 8.62 marks more than the post-essay, and in the

control group it was 8.19. At the retention stage, the difference

between the test and essay means was, for the experimental group

students, lh-lB and for the control group students, 16.32.
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Figure 4l Histogram of Pre-test Scores
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Figure 42 Histogram of Post-test Scores : Matched Pairs
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Figure E>3 Histogram of Retention test Scores : Matched Pairs
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Figure 54 Histogram of Post-essay Scores : Matched Pairs
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Figure 55 Histogram of Retention Essay Scores : Matched Pairs
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Correlations of Tests with Essays

A discussion of testing, and just what type of cognitive

skills essays might be measuring, was given in Chapter 2+, but the

obvious differences in mean scores between the two types of test

led to the question of whether the ordering of students was also

different between the two measures. Pearson's product moment

correlations between post-test and post-essay, and between retention

test and retention essay however were significantly high, as shown

in Table 77 which indicated no great differences in the ordering

of the students, within their groups, on the two test variables.

TABLE 77 Tests and Essays (within groups) ; Pearson Product
Moment Correlations

Tests Groups H r s

Experimental 32 0.70 0.001
Post-test with
Post-essay Control 31 0.48 0.01

Retention test Experimental 31 0.4.8 0.01
with

Retention essay Control 29 0.33 0.01

In summary therefore, all students, whether taught by the

experimental or the control method, had demonstrated by a gain in

test scores that they had learned as a result of the teaching, and

all had retained much of that learning over time. However, when

essay scores were examined there was evidence of knowledge

decrement over time. At every stage of the testing, the
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experimental group students were marginally better than the

control group students. Hie next step in the evaluation was to

look more closely at the differences between those taught by the

experimental method and those taught by the control method.

Demonstration of Differences : i.e. Treatment Effect

Firstly, the question was simply to establish whether, within

each pair, the experimental student had achieved a higher score than

her control partner on each of the post- and retention dependent

variables. The Sign test for large samples (n>.25>) was used to

analyse the signs of the differences within the pairs on the post-

and retention tests and essays. The advance prediction was that

the number of positive signs would be significantly greater for the

experimental pair members than for the controls. In the event this

did not happen. Table 78 shows that when positive and negative

differences were counted, there was no statistically significant

result. There was, at the post-experiment stage, very little

difference between the two groups, although again the experimental

group was slightly ahead of the control group, but by the retention

of learning stage the difference, though still not significant, had

widened considerably in favour of the experimental group.
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TABLE 78 Tests and Essays ; Sign Test - Direction of Differences
within Pairs

Ho. of Differences (E - C) One-tailed
Tests pairs Positive negative z Probability

Post-test 31 16 14 0.000 HS
Post-essay 31 + 16 14 O.I83 HS
Retention test 29 19 10 1.486 0.07 (HS)
Retention essay 28 17 11 0.944 0.17 (HS)

+ = one 'tied1 pair

The final stage of the evaluation of the treatment effect made

use of the more powerful parametric tests. The data, collected as

they were in the form of scores, i.e. interval level, were suitable

for such detailed analysis, and in particular, for the use of Student's

t-test of the significance of the differences between the means.

Where within-pairs differences were examined, as was done here, the

efficiency of the randomised-blocks design came to the fore, in that

it eliminated the inter-block or inter-pair variation, thus allowing

the calculation of the standard error on the irreducible minimum

within-block or within-pair variation. The larger value of t which

resulted was very slightly offset by the reduction in the degrees of

freedom which were calculated on the H of blocks (32) minus one, and

not H (64) minus one. During the course of the experiment the

original H of blocks of 32 was reduced, at retention essay, to 28.

The question now therefore was whether, at any point in the

experiment, differences demonstrated by this small sample were of such

magnitude as to be generalisable to the population of student nurses

in Scotland from which the sample was drawn. The important
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limitation to generalisation of the results was that it was not

possible to randomly select colleges of nursing, nor students

within these colleges, to take part in the experiment. However, as

has been described, the allocation of students to experimental and

control groups, following pairing of these students on their pre¬

test results, was a procedure which ensured random allocation to the

two groups, controlled the variable of entering knowledge, and also

ensured a spread of ability within the two groups of students.

The Gain Scores

Firstly, the gain scores achieved by students in both

experimental and control groups from pre-test to post-test and from

pre-test to retention test were tested for significance. The

comparison was therefore between the same individual on the tests at

the two stages of the research experiment, i.e. she was paired with

herself. As a gain, therefore direction was predicted, a one-tailed

test of significance was used. Table 79 showed a mean gain pre- to

post-test for the J,2 experimental group students of 16.0312 (t value

12.08, p < O.OOl) and for the 31 control group students of ll+.8o63

(t value 10.30, p < 0.001). Mean gains pre- to retention tests were,

for the 31 experimental group students 16.7097 (t value ll|..33> P

0.001) and for the 30 control group students lit.3 (t value 10.38,

p -£ 0.001). It was therefore concluded that student nurses

experiencing either teaching method were likely to make a significant

gain score between pre- and post-testing, and to retain a significant

gain between pre- and retention testing, as all results were well
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beyond the critical value of t for the relevant degree of

freedom. It appeared therefore that both courses of instruction

were effective.



TABLE79TestsandEssays:CP-test-GainScoreswithinGroups Tests

Group

N=

Mean

Standard Deviation
Standard Error

Difference between Means

Standard Error

T Value

DE

1-tailed Probability

Post-test to Pre-test

Experimental
32

68.^625 52.5312

7.886 8.602

1.39U 1.521

16.0312

1.327

12.08

31

<.001

Post-test to Pre-test

Control

31

67.6129 52.8064

8.01+9 9.257

1.1+1+6 1.663

1I+.8065

1.1+11

10.50

30

< .001

Retention testto Pre-test

Experimental
31

68.9032 52.1935

7.601+ 8.526

1.366 1.531

16.7097

1.11+8

11+.55

30

<.001

Retention testto Pre-test

Control

30

67.3333 52.8333

7.107 9.10-1+

1.298 1.719

11+.5

1.37

10.58

29

<.001

+=-
—j fr-
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The Loss Scores

When knowledge decrement was examined, i.e. the same

individual was compared on her post- and retention scores, and a

one-tailed test of significance used, there was a different result

for the tests and for the essays. There was a gain of 0.1j5l6 for

the 31 experimental group students and a loss of 0.1+333 for the 30

control group students. These were minimal differences and

neither result was statistically significant. The loss score on

the essays however was significant. For the 31 experimental group

students, an average of 5 marks was lost, and for the 29 control

group students the average loss was 9-2069 marks. Thus, not to

have a significant loss score in the population of student nurses,

given the course of instruction and teaching methods experienced by

students in the sample, could only happen by chance, once in 1,000

times. (See Table 80) The relative stability of the test scores

was commented upon in an earlier section.



TABLE80TestsandEssays:T-test-LossScores•withinGroups Testsand Essays

Group

N=

Mean

Standard Deviation
Standard Error

Difference Between Means

Standard Error

T Value

DP

1-tailed Probability

Retention testto Post-test
Experimental
31

68.9032 68.J4.5i6

7.60J4- 7.991

I.366 1.1+35

0.4516

1.044

0.43

30

ES

Retention testto Post-test
Control

30

67.3333 67.7667

7.107 8.II4

1.298 1.1+86

-0.4333

1.327

-0.33

29

ES

Retention essayto Post-essay
Experimental
31

54.5484 59.5484

8.591+ 10.U27

1.51+1+ 1.873

-5.0

1.497

-3.34

30

4.001

Retention essayto Post-essay
Control

29

50.2758 59.^828

11.692 9.981+

2.171 1-851+

-9.2069

1.870

-4.92

28

<.001

■J=-
-j (T\
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The Difference Scores

What of the differences within each pair of control and

experimental students at:

At this point it was the between-test difference scores for each

member of each pair which were compared. There was no

statistically significant difference when scores were examined in

this way. (See Table 8l) The mean differences on the tests as

above were:

Again, it was interesting to note, that in all four comparisons the

experimental group mean difference compared favourably with that of

their partners in the control group, and that this was especially so

with regard to retention of learning as demonstrated by the essay

scores. The trend shown previously was maintained in this final

and most precise test, although it was still not possible to

demonstrate any significant effect as a result of the experimental

method.

pre- to post-test
pre- to retention test
post- to retention test
post- to retention essay?

0.9355» standard error 1.618, t value 0.58
2.1379, standard error 1.6o5, t value 1.33
l.i|138, standard error 1.833» t value 0.77
3.3929, standard error 2.I4J4.3, t value 1.39



TABLE8lTestsand.Essays;T-test-DifferenceScoreswithinPairs Tests

Randomized Blocks

No.of Blocks

Mean Difference
Standard Deviation
Standard Error

Difference between Mean Differences
Standard Errorof Difference
TDP Value

2-tailed Probability

Pre-test to Post-test
Experimental Control

31

15.7J4I9 14.8065

7.447 7.855

1.338 1.411

0.9355

1.618

0.5830

ms

Pre-test to
retention test

Experimental Control

29

16.6207 14.4828

6.472 7.637

1.202 1.418

2.1379

1.605

1.3328

ms

Post-test to
retention test

Experimental Control

29

O.8966 -O.5172

5.646 7.381

1.049 1.371

1.4138

1.833

0.7728

ms

Post-essay to retention essay

Experimental Control

28

-4.8929 -8.2857

8.293 8.923

1.567 1.686

3.3929

2.443

1.3927

ms

■F- -j
co
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Effect upon Scores of Relevant Intervening Experience of Nursing

Finally, in the evaluation of this experiment in nursing

education, one important question remained. Was it possible to

establish whether there had been any effect upon retention of

learning as a result of the relevance or otherwise of the

intervening practical experience of nursing on the wards?

Relevance was defined as 'having nursed patients suffering from

disease of the gastro-intestinal tract during the intervening period

betwixt post-experiment and retention of learning assessment'.

It would have been most interesting to have tested for the

differences within-pairs between post- and retention tests and post-

and retention essays, controlling for relevant or non-relevant

practical experience. However, this type of comparison was not

possible due to the small numbers of pairs remaining (W = 3) when

controlled on this variable. This particular finding lent weight

to one of the underlying reasons for carrying out the research

experiment. The researcher, when a nurse tutor, was concerned that,

for many students, relevant experience did not follow a period in

college or Block and the experimental teaching method was proposed

as but one method of dealing with this disparity between theoretical

preparation and subsequent practice of nursing. Within this small

sample, 50% of control group students had had relevant experience and

50% had not, during the time between the research experiment and the

students' return to college. Slightly more of the experimental

group had had relevant experience during this intervening period -

68%, and 32% had not. The comparison which was made therefore was
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of the between tests and between essays difference scores,

within the groups, for those who had and those who had not had

relevant experience. The t-test used was that for independent

groups and the results, tabulated in Table 82 indicate that there

was no statistically significant difference between the mean

differences for students in either control or experimental groups

as a result of the intervening experience of nursing and its

relevance or otherwise. There was, however, on each measurement,

a tendency for those students who had had the opportunity to put

their theoretical knowledge to practical use, to do better than

those students who had not had that opportunity.



tatvt.p.82TestsandEssays:T-test-DifferenceScoreswithinGroups,ControllingforIntervening PracticalExperience
Tests

Intervening

Group

R

Mean

Standard

Standard

T

DP

2-tailed

Experience

Difference
Deviation
Error

Value

Probability

Postto

Relevant

21

1.1+762

5.785

1.262

1.45

retention

Rot

Experimental

29

RS

test

relevant

10

-1.7

5.539

1.752

Postto

Relevant

15

O.6667

5.778

1.492

retention

Rot

Control

0.82

28

RS

test

relevant

15

-1.5333

8.568

2.212

Postto

Relevant

21

-3.8571

8.645

1.886

retention

Rot

Experimental

1.11

29

RS

essay

relevant

10

-7.4000

7.486

2.367

Postto

Relevant

15

-6.8000

8.687

2.243

1.35

retention

Rot

Control

27

RS

essay

relevant

Hi

-11.7857

11.102

2.967
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The Students in College III

For the more senior students in College III, the pre-test

mean was 65.9» the standard deviation 9.9; and the post-test

mean was 72.6, standard deviation 8.1).. The gain score as a

result of the teaching was therefore 6.7. This was a lower gain

score than was demonstrated by the junior students meeting the

subject matter for the first time, in the four other colleges, but

such a result may have been in keeping with the fact that College III

students had started from a higher level of knowledge, and practical

experience of the subject matter of the course. Each one of the

College III students had had relevant intervening practical

experience of nursing, and only one student showed a loss score

between post- and retention tests. The average gain was of 3 marks

between the post-test mean of 72.6 and the retention test mean of

73.6. The standard deviation of the latter test was 8.28.

Summary of Part A

In summary of Part A of the evaluation, both teaching methods

had led to significant learning and retention of the subject matter of

the course. The more sensitive of the two measures, insofar as the

search for knowledge decrement between post-experiment and retention

of learning was concerned, was the essay. There was no

statistically significant difference between students taught by the

experimental method and those taught by the control method nor was

there any statistically significant difference at retention of learning

stage between students for whom the intervening practical experience of
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nursing had been relevant and those for whom it had not. In

spite of the fact that experimental group students spent much

less time than did control group students in classroom activities

such as lectures and note-taking, there was a consistent trend

for them to perform better on both tests and essays. This trend

was extremely small at the post-experiment stage of Immediate

recall but, as might have been hoped, was more marked at the

retention of learning stage. This finding was in keeping with

the theories of learning, which state that active, experiential

learning is more lasting. Such theories were also supported by

the findings in relation to the effect of relevant nursing

experience.

PART B

In this part of the evaluation, the relationship between tests

and essays, and the reliability of the marking of essays was

examined, in relation to the slightly larger sample of students

indicated in Table 83. This sample number included all those

students who appeared in Part A of the evaluation, (with the

exception of College III students who did not take an essay

examination) together with their classmates who were a part of the

control group classes throughout the course, but were 'unmatched1.

These students were all undertaking their RGN training and none was

previously registered. In this section of the evaluation, the

teaching methods per se were no longer under scrutiny, nor was the

treatment versus no treatment effect. Rather it was the
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examination methods, the marks and the markers which were

surveyed and Table 83 gives the number of students who took the

various tests and essays in the four colleges.

TABLE 83 Tests and Essays ; Sample of Students for Part B

Multiple Choice Test Essay Test
College Pre-test Post-test Retention test Post-essay Retention essay

I 26 26 25 26 25
II 10 10 10 10 9
IY 2b 2b 22 2b 22
Y 21 21 20 21 20

Total 3J = 81 81 77 81 76

Correlations between tests and essays, and between the markers

will deal only with results from the neutral markers. The fact

that inevitably college essay markers would have been able to

identify examinees would have introduced a further source of

variation, and so their marks were omitted from this part of the

analysis.

The essays were marked by three neutral markers, all of whom

were on the GNC (Scotland) Panel of Examiners, and all of whom were

tutors and currently practising in that role. Instructions to the

markers, from the researcher, were to mark the scripts in the way

they normally did when correcting Pinal State essay scripts. Two

of the markers, Marker B and Marker C, said that they were in the

habit of constructing a marking key, which they then used to arrive

at a score for each section of each script. Marker B was an
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'impression marker', i.e. she read all the scripts through

completely, then re-read each, section by section, and

allocated an appropriate mark to each section based on her

impression of its 'worth'. She did not use a marking key.

Hone of the neutral markers would have been able to

identify any of the students, as no names appeared on any of the

scripts, nor was it possible for them to know which colleges were

involved in the research. Scripts were sent to the markers by

post, and returned by them in the same way to the researcher.

The college test paper which accompanied each set of scripts was

devoid of any identifying mark as to the college of origin.

Markers did know whether it was a post-essay or a retention essay

they had received for marking, but were not told that the latter

had been presented to the students without prior warning. Essays,

as tests, are frequently criticised, mainly on grounds of

unreliability and subjectivity of the marking. The reason why

the essay was used in the experiment was because it is in common

use in nursing education, as a measure of the instructional

effectiveness of a course of teaching. Indeed the final

professional examinations in nursing take this essay format, prior

to registration on any of the registers of nurses in Scotland. In

this research, the essay was combined with that other type of test -

the multiple choice or objective test. The use of the two

different types of measurement permit the first set of comparisons

to be made in this part of the evaluation, i.e. the relationship

between tests and essays in the nursing examinations for this sample

of students.
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Table .8I4. shows the means and standard deviations (in

parenthesis) for the essays. The score for each essay was an

average of the three markers' scores. Alongside the essay

results, the test results are given, and all are shown for all

colleges, and then within colleges.

The lower mean scores for the essays, when compared to the

post- and retention tests were immediately obvious. There was

also a certain amount of variation between colleges on the marks

attained on all the tests. On all but one measure (the post-

essay) College IV students did better than the others, and College

V students consistently did less well than all the others. This

observation confirms the value of the pairing of the students for

the evaluation of the experimental teaching method.

However, in spite of the differences between the means for the

essays and tests, correlations between these measures, when viewed

across all four colleges, were high. Within colleges they were

again very satisfactory, with one exception, namely College I, where

the correlation, at the retention stage particularly, was low.

Results of the Pearson product moment correlations are given in

Table 8£. With the above mentioned exception, these results

indicate a similar ordering of the students in the sample on both

tests and essays. They also suggested the extent of the

reliability or consistency with which the essays will indicate how

the student will perform on the tests, and vice versa.
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Inter-marker Reliability or Agreement

Although essay marking is known to be subjective, steps

can be taken to try to mitigate this undesirable effect.

Multiple judgments are recommended, and to a certain extent this

was achieved in this research by the use of the three neutral

markers, whose scores on the post- and retention essays were

aggregated to produce an average score for subsequent calculations.

In the remainder of Part B however, the characteristics of the

marking by the individual markers wsr: examined.

Means, standard deviations and the range of marks used by each

marker are shown in Table 86. The marker who gave the lowest mean

score on both essays was the impression marker, Marker D. The most

lenient marker on both essays was Marker B, who also made use of the

widest range of marks. Because the marker means quite obviously

differed, a one-way analysis of variance was performed, using the

SPSS Program 'Reliability'. This showed that the difference between

the means of the three markers was statistically significant. The

P-ratio for the post-essay was 32.689 (p <: O.OOl) and for the

retention essay was 22.895 (p< O.OOl). (See Tables 87 and 88)
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The differences between the markers was further explored.

There was no complete agreement between them on the score for any

one student. The variation in the scores awarded to any one

student was at times considerable, ranging from 33 marks to 1 mark

in the post-essay, and from 3h marks to 1 mark in the retention

essay (see Table 89). As to the question of passing or failing,

there was agreement between the three on 73% of the students for the

post-essay, but on only 65% for the retention essay. This is shown

in Table 90. The marker who had appeared most lenient on

observation of the means was displaced from that position in Table

91 by Marker C, who failed fewest students in both tests.

Inspection of the scores showed this marker used the 50% mark

altogether 19 times, over both essays, whereas Marker B used this

score only 3 times and Marker D on 7 occasions. It was possible

that where Markers B and B marked a doubtful student below the pass

mark, Marker C gave her the benefit of the doubt, but that is only

speculation.

In spite of all the differences between the actual scores awarded

by the three markers, they were much more in agreement as to the

ordering of the students. Table 92 shows the Pearson product

moment correlations between the markers for the two essays, which

were very satisfactory.
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Summary of Part B

In summary, while there were significant differences

between the means and thus the marks awarded by the three neutral

markers, there was very little difference in their rank ordering

of the students. It is relatively straightforward to re-adjust

marks to correct discrepancies which might arise from such sources.

It would have been of much more concern had there been a low

correlation between these three experienced markers of nursing

examination scripts.
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CHAPTER 22

STHDEHT NURSE STUDY PATTERNS

Throughout the course of the experiment, in all colleges,

students kept a daily study diary (see Appendices XIX and XX).
These diaries were filled in each day very willingly, although

towards the end of the experiment it was necessary for the

researcher to remind students more often. Quite frequently, the

appearance of the researcher in the classroom in the morning was

sufficient for the students to flourish completed diaries, and for

those who did not have them ready, to create a rash to the pile of diary

blanks so that they could fill in the required information.

For the reasons described in Chapter 8, in particular the fact that

the diaries from both control and experimental group students were

completed during the very abnormal circumstances of the research and

the experiment, none of the findings presented below could be considered

descriptive of student nurse study patterns in general. However, they

did provide an interesting indication of study done, by this small

sample of students, during a somewhat unusual time in their Block.

The Sample who Completed the Diaries

Table 93 shows the sample of students whose completed diaries

contributed the information for analysis, and the number of Block days

and of weekends represented in the diaries.
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TABLE 93 Number of Students who Completed Diaries by College
and Number of Lays represented in the Diaries

No. of N of Block days N of No. of weekends
days of represented in weekends represented in

College Students experiment diaries in expt. diaries

I 27 6 159 * 1 27
II 10 5 50 1 10
III 11 h kh - -

17 21+ 5 119 * 1 18 *
V 21 5 103 * 1 17

Totals 93 25 1+75 * 1+ *CMr—

Note: The Number of Block Days (or of weekends) represented in the
diaries was calculated by multiplying the number of students
by the number of days of the experiment in each college (or
by the number of weekends in each college). Discrepancies
occur when a diary was missing for a day or a weekend from
one or more students. This is indicated by an asterisk.
An overall total of 6 daily diaries and 10 weekend diaries
were missing. Response rate was therefore high - Ski
diaries out of a possible 563 = 97%.

Altogether, 93 students, representing all five colleges, completed

study diaries. This number included h3 experimental group students,

1+6 control group students, and 1+ 'others', i.e. class members who were

undertaking RGN training but were ineligible for the afore-mentioned

groups because they had previous experience of the subject matter of

the experimental course. The total possible number of diaries which

could have been completed by these students was i+8l daily diaries, of

which 1+75 were actually completed, a 99% return; and 82 weekend

diaries, of which 12 were completed, a 87% return. Table 9l+ shows

the number of these daily diaries which were completed by students in

the experimental, control and 'others' groups.
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TABLE 9h Number of Block Days (i.e. not weekends) represented
in Diaries by Student Group

Student Group N U of Block Days Represented

Experimental b3 215
Control US 2l|2
1 Others' b 18

93 lj-75

Officially Designated Study Time

The proportion of available Block or classroom periods which

were officially designated as study time is shown in Table 95.

Out of an overall total of 2,731 classroom periods, during the

U75 Block days represented by the student diaries, only 2i+3 (9%)

were allocated to study on the timetable. A classroom period

did not equate with any particular time interval. It varied

across colleges, and within colleges, throughout the day, but none

was less than half an hour and none more than one hour.
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TABLE 95 Available Classroom Periods Officially Allocated to Study

I of N of classroom U of total IT of total Study periods
Block days periods daily available study as percentage
represented periods periods of total

College in diaries periods

I 159 6 954 98 10%
II 5o 6 300 34 11%
III 44 6 264 8 3%
IV 119 5 595 41 7%
V 103 6 618 62 10%

All 1+75 - 2731 21+3 9°/o

There was thus a very small amount of the available time allocated

for study. The students in College III, where the proportion of study

time was least (only 3% of the whole) were taking part in a one-week

revision course, preparatory to working in their pre-registration

period on the wards. All other students were in the course of an

eight-week Block.

Of the 21+3 study periods, rather more were available to the

control group students, than to the experimental group students. The

former had 156 out of the 21+3 periods, and the latter 74»* In pant

this imbalance was due to the fact that very seldom was study time

allocated to the experimental group students during the first three

periods of each day, i.e. while the experiment was in progress,

whereas there were several occasions when control group students

recorded study time at that time of day.

* The remaining 13 periods were available to the 'other® students
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Use of Officially Designated Study Periods

A majority of students in each college made use of the

official study periods for study purposes, although only i|

students used all of these periods for the purpose for which

they were intended, and 10 used none. All 'others' students

were in the latter category. Figure 56 indicates, over all

colleges, the proportion of the total available class periods

allocated for study, and the proportion of that time which was

actually used for study, and in Table 96 the use made of the

designated study periods is indicated for the individual colleges.

Figure 56 Organised Opportunities for Study as a Proportion of
all Glass Periods. Excised Section indicates use

made of these Study Periods, over all Colleges

Total Class Periods available = 2731
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SUABLE 96 Proportion of Designated Study Periods which were
used for Study, by College

Periods designated Study periods Used as percentage
College 'study' used of designated

IT IT %

I 98 6b 65
II 3b 21 62
III 8 6 75
IF kl 36 88
F 62 3b bl

All 2b3 161 66

The two colleges in which the lowest percentage use of study

periods for study purposes was recorded, were College F and College

II. In these two colleges, it was daily practice to designate the

half hour immediately after the morning coffee break as a study

period. This appeared to be a particularly unproductive period

so far as studying was concerned. In many instances, it

developed into an extended coffee break, which students were

sufficiently honest to admit was not devoted to discussion which

related to their studies.

When control and experimental groups of students were compared

on this question, the former were found to have used 65% of their

156 available periods and the latter 72% of their.7U periods.
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Self-initiated Study

There were 214J4 reported instances of study being done other

than at the designated study times, during the 1+75 days under

discussion. Six students recorded that they at no time did any

self-initiated study, and 34 that they did so on less than half

of the experiment days. More than half the sample, i.e. 53

students reported studying on half or more of the available days,

and 8 of these students studied for some time every day. When

both types of study, i.e. designated and self-initiated, were

taken into consideration, there was no student in the sample who

had done no study whatsoever during the course of the experiment

in her college.

Time Devoted to Study

Students recorded total study time per day in minutes, and were

not asked to distinguish between college-allocated time and self-

initiated study time. Table 97 gives the average daily study for

the students in each of the colleges. In Colleges I, II and IV",

experimental group students studied for longer than their control

and other colleagues, and this in spite of the fact that there was

less college-allocated time available to them to include in their

figures. In College V, where the least amount of time was spent in

study, the control and other group students studied longer than the

experimental group. The average times quoted in Table 97 were

arrived at from a very wide range of individual study times. Eight
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students studied one hour or less over the entire period of the

experiment in their college, and five students studied for ten

hours or more - the maximum period being 11.70 hours hy a

control group student.

TABLE 97 Average Daily Study Time (in minutes) for
Experimental and Control Group Students, by College

Average Daily Study Time per Student

Colleges
Group I ii III I? V

Experimental 07 85 1+2 81+ 35
(12) (U) (11) (8) (8)

Control and
'others' 51 58 — 80 1+0

(15) (6) (16) (13)

Weekend Study

The amount of weekend study done by students appeared, not

■unexpectedly, to bear a positive relationship to the occurrence,

and proximity of an 'end of subject matter' assessment (an essay

type of test). In College I, the weekend occurred after only two

days of the six day experiment, the assessment was a full week

ahead, and only 22% of students did any weekend studying - an

average of 90 minutes each. In College V, where students completed

the course on a Friday, the weekend and a public holiday intervened

before their assessment, and 1+8% of students spent an average of 100

minutes each in weekend study. Students in Colleges II and IV, who

had recorded the highest average weekday study times, were also
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those who studied most at the weekend. In both colleges,

the assessment was scheduled for a Monday. All students in

College II studied, for an average of U.5 hours, and 75% of

students in College I? did so for 2.5 hours on average.

Methods of Study

Students were presented, in this question, with a list of

study methods, which had "been compiled from replies to a similar,

but open-ended question in the Pilot Study diaries. If more

than one method had been used on any day, students were instructed

to indicate all the methods they used, and to tick the main method.

As this latter instruction was forgotten on a number of occasions

by students, the incomplete information which resulted was not

analysed. Table 98 therefore indicates the number, and percentage

of students in each college who used the listed study methods. The

most popular method, when ranked by number of recorded instances of

use, was 'reading over notes', and this was followed by the method

'reading from textbooks'. Ranked third, but considerably less

often used, was 'writing notes neatly'. Next in order of recorded

instances was 'making own notes from textbooks', with 'discussions

with other students' coming fifth in rank order. The remaining

three methods were used relatively infrequently.
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%
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%
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%
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93

9
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7
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23
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12

57

76

82
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7
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3
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9

38

14

67

b9
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6
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3
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3
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3

13

2

10

17
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9
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2
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2
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1

5

32

3b

Readingtextbooks
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7

70

10
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23

96

11

52

71

76
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59

5

50

5

i+5

12
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11

52

b9

53
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2

7

3

30

l

9

9

38

3

lb

18

19
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8

handouts

2

7

-

-

-

-

2

2

10

6

7
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There was, in the main, a somewhat similar pattern in the

methods of study over the five colleges. In Colleges I, II and

¥ 'writing up notes neatly' was used by more than half of the

students, whereas in Colleges III and I¥ this was much less

popular. College I¥ was outstanding in its use of the method

'discussions with other students' - 75% of students said they used

this. College ¥ students made least use of 'reading from

textbooks', a very different picture from Colleges III and I¥ where

more than 90% of students used this method.

There were no marked differences in study methods favoured by

control or experimental group students.

Summary

In conclusion, the general impression was that very little

study was either required of students, or done by students in their

own time. The Block timetables were full - almost every period

occupied by a class on a specific subject from the syllabus. The

evidence was of an emphasis, by teachers, on 'covering' the content

of the course, and for students, of a somewhat passive recipient role,

rather than an active, searching role in regard to learning. Many

students relied heavily upon their notes, and a disturbingly high

number, in the opinion of the researcher, rewrote notes neatly, a

method which, if used without recourse to textbooks, is not only

passive, but may compound any inaccuracies made at the time of the

note-taking. It was interesting to link the emphasis upon notes in

these diaries with the fact that several experimental group students
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felt 'lack of notes' to "be a disadvantage of the experimental

teaching method.

Study - whether required or done - reflects upon teacher as

well as the taught. It can he presumed that the habit of study,

or self-directed education, was not valued by teachers as so

little appeared in the timetables. Hie study value may also not

be inculcated in students if teachers do not look for the results

of study, i.e. in papers or project work. It seemed unlikely that

very much of that type of work was required of students when the

average amount of time devoted to study was so very individual and

so varied. The college where most study was recorded by students

(College IV), was the one where the most variety of teaching methods

was employed and one could speculate as to whether this led to more

participation by students in their own learning, and to more being

demanded of them in terms of self-directed learning, but that is a

very tentative speculation, based as it is on such small numbers of

students and on such a short and unusual period in their Block.

Study, insofar as the students in this sample were concerned,

was the least popular method of teaching/learning, and was only very

infrequently made use of in their daily work in Block.
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PART IV

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. DISCUSSION MP RECQMMEMDATIORS
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CHAPTER 23

SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS

This study was concerned with nurse education and training,

in particular with the traditional college of nursing/hospital-

hased programme in Scotland, and the preparation of student nurses

for the qualification of Registered General Hurse.

The question at the heart of the study was - how can

integration of theory and practice in nursing "be facilitated?

The main aim of the study was the facilitation of such integration.

In pursuit of that aim, and of one possible answer to the

question, an experiment was designed in which a planned programme

of concurrent theory and directly relevant and supervised practice

of nursing, i.e. of college and ward-based instruction, was

experienced by student nurses randomly allocated to an experimental

group. While their peers, in a control group, received teaching

on the care of patients with gastro-intestinal disease by entirely

college-based methods, the experimental group both received teaching

and carried out nursing care of such patients, during the hours

allocated to that particular subject in their curriculum.

Prior to the designing, implementation and evaluation of the

experiment, a literature review, and a survey of four colleges of

nursing were carried out.

First to be examined in the literature review was the system by

means of which students learn to become nurses - the system of nurse

education and training within which the problems of integration of
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theory and practice had arisen. Because integration, the

putting together of relevant parts to make a coherent and

meaningful whole, was considered to he essentially an

individual matter and a part of the active, ongoing process of

learning, the next section of the literature review dealt with

certain aspects of learning, in particular with active

experiential learning and some of the ways in which students learn.

The third and last part of the literature review dealt with the

measurement and evaluation of learning and of educational

programmes. In the Survey, factual matters relating to the formal

organisation of the colleges and the education and training

programmes were ascertained, as were opinions of the teachers about

the relationship of theory and practice in nursing. Thereafter,

the development and design of the experiment proceeded.

The pre-test, post-test, control group design (Campbell and

Stanley, 1966) was chosen as most appropriate, including as it did

random allocation of subjects to control and experimental groups

on the basis of their performance on a relevant pre-test - in this

case a specially constructed, and validated multiple choice test

on the subject matter of the course. To this basic design, a

third stage was added, in which the students8 retention of learning

was assessed, and their opinions, in retrospect, about the

experimental method of teaching and learning, were obtained.

The research approach adopted in the evaluation of the experiment

was that of illuminative evaluation. In accordance with this

approach, pre-experiment opinions of students, ward trained staff and
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teachers as to aspects of the learning milieu were obtained, the

day to day conduct of the" experiment was documented, and the

outcome measures included the opinions from all the participants

as to the advantages and disadvantages of the innovation, their

evaluation of whether the objectives of the experiment had been

achieved, and the test and essay scores of the students in both

control and experimental groups.

To these ends, pre- and post-experiment questionnaires for all

groups of staff and students involved, a multiple choice test,

student study diaries, nursing care plans and various other data

collection forms were designed, used in pilot form, and adapted as

necessary before use in the main study.

The selection of colleges, and student groups within the

colleges, was not random, but depended upon the situation of the

college, within a reasonable radius of the researcher's base in

Edinburgh, and the presence in the college of a suitable Block, at

a time which suited the researcher's timetable. It also depended

upon the willingness to participate of the education and service

staff and the student group.

Prior to the pilot study in one college of nursing and its

associated hospital, and the main study, which took place in five

colleges and their associated hospitals, procedures leading to the

implementation of the experiment included (l) meetings with

education and service staff and with the student nurses for the

purpose of giving information about the study and requesting

permission to carry it out, (2) preparation of the nurse teachers,
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for it was they who carried out all the teaching of the

experimental and control group students throughout the period

of the experiment, (3) general administrative matters such as

accommodation for the researcher during the experiment, and (1+)
selection of patients to receive care by the students in the

experimental group. Ethical considerations, especially related

to the latter point were discussed and dealt with during the

preparatory stages above mentioned.

The limitations of the research are dealt with in detail on

Pages 27/28 and Page 23U)anl were mainly those inherent in

educational research which is conducted within the 'untidy' reality

of the classroom, as opposed to the much more controlled setting of

the psychological learning laboratory. They were compounded in

this study by the fact that the teaching and learning also took

place in the hospital wards, where there were many additional

uncontrolled variables. Hawthorne effect, as in any experiment,

was a relevant interfering variable. The main weaknesses of the

study were the subjective nature of much of the data and also the

inexperience of the researcher, not in regard to the field of the

research, but in regard to the carrying out of the study, i.e. the

research process. Against these threats to the validity and the

generalisability of the results of the study must be viewed the

fact that the experiment was replicated, following its implementation

in the pilot and first of the main study colleges, in four other main

study colleges and their associated hospitals.
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Hie findings and conclusions of the main study are

summarised below. These were compiled from the contributions

of an overall total of 119 student nurses, 221+ ward trained staff

and 72 teachers from the five main study colleges of nursing and

their associated hospitals. These five colleges represented 26%

of the nineteen colleges of nursing and midwifery in Scotland.

1. Findings and conclusions from pre-experiment data
The Learning Milieu in General Nurse Education and Training

1.1 Ward Teaching and Learning

1.1.1 Ward Teaching Received by Students on Ward Staff

Most of the ward teaching which students received while working

on general medical and surgical wards was carried out by the staff

nurses. Their contribution was consistently high, whether the

teaching took the form of supervision and practical demonstration,

or of short teaching and tutorial sessions. Other student nurses

contributed almost as much to the former type of ward teaching as did

the staff nurses, and considerably more than either the ward sister

or the clinical teacher. The contribution of the registered nurse

teacher was so small as to appear negligible. When the giving of

tutorials was considered, the students in this sample considered the

contribution of fellow student nurses to be less than that of the

staff nurses, but very slightly more than that of the ward sister and

the clinical teacher. Again, the contribution of the registered

nurse teacher was negligible. 80% of the sample of students had

never received supervision or practical demonstration on the wards
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from the registered tutor, and 91% had never received ward

tutorials from her.

The students' perceptions appeared to he corroborated by

the tutors' responses to a question about their contribution to

ward teaching. Only 3 registered nurse teachers (7% of the

sample) said they taught often in the wards, 7h% taught there

rarely or not at all. However, ward sisters were found to

perceive their contribution to ward teaching as rather more than

was thought by the students. A majority of ward sisters said

they often taught in their own wards, and indeed 97% of ward sisters

considered they taught often or fairly often. Of the staff nurses,

89% considered they taught often or fairly often. Of ward trained

staff, only two (both staff nurses) acknowledged that they never

taught student nurses in the wards.

The methods of teaching used by the ward staff were

predominantly the two above mentioned, namely teaching by supervised

practice and demonstration, and by giving tutorials. 18%

mentioned teaching by example, and only 6% teaching while giving

the ward report.

When students were asked whether they learned most in the college

or when working on the wards, 77% of the sample said that most was

learned on the wards, yet it can be concluded that this was the place

where the contribution of the two grades of trained teachers was

least, in terms of ward teaching, and that of the untrained teachers

most. The registered nurse tutor, on whom most resources have been

spent in teacher training, made almost no contribution, and the
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clinical teacher, whose raison d'etre is ward teaching, made

virtually the same contribution as the ward sister, and less

than the staff nurses or other student nurses.

1.1.2 Ought Students to receive Teaching while Working
on the Wards?

Ward trained staff were unanimous in their agreement that

students should receive teaching while they were working on the

wards, as part of the ward staff, and 86% considered that such

teaching should include both methods above mentioned, although

lL|% considered tutorials an inappropriate method of teaching for

use in the wards. Registered nurse teachers, with one exception,

also thought students should receive teaching while they were

working on the wards. Only one from each grade of trained teacher

considered such teaching should include only supervision and

demonstration.

It can be concluded therefore that there was very strong

support for the necessity for ward teaching of the student while she

is -undergoing the practical component of her training.

1.1.3 Responsibility for Ward Teaching

When ward trained staff were asked who should take the main

responsibility for ward teaching of students, 35% saw this as

entirely the responsibility of the trained teachers, 35% considered

it should be shared by education and service staff and 30% that it

should be entirely a service staff responsibility. However, when
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those who had included the registered clinical teacher in their

allocation of main responsibility for ward teaching were asked who

should be responsible if no clinical teacher was available, very

few indeed saw the registered nurse teacher as having any

responsibility for ward teaching and 90% considered themselves,

the untrained teachers, as solely responsible, in the absence of

the clinical teacher.

Of the trained teachers, 71% considered the main responsibility

for ward teaching should be either their own, or should be shared

with service staff, but 29% considered it should be entirely the

responsibility of the ward trained staff. Of those who had

included the registered clinical teacher in their allocation of

main responsibility for ward teaching, 62% considered that, in

circumstances where no clinical teacher was available, only the ward

trained staff (the untrained teachers) should bear responsibility.

It can be concluded that a majority of ward trained staff and

of trained teachers did not consider that the registered nurse

teacher had a responsibility to provide ward teaching for student

nurses.

1.1.1; Bie Differing Functions of the Trained Teachers and the
Ward Trained Staff as Ward Teachers

According to 57% of the ward trained staff, the functions of the

tutor and the clinical teacher, in regard to ward teaching, were

different. Of the examples given, 89% viewed the tutor as a

theoretician and the clinical teacher as a practitioner of nursing,
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although a few of the ward staff added that the clinical

teacher should link theory and practice. The trained teachers

were evenly divided in their opinions, in that 50% considered

functions of the two grades of teacher did differ, and 50% that

they did not. The examples of differences given by the teachers

were of their different course preparation, i.e. teacher training,

whereby tutors were not prepared for the type of teaching required

in the clinical area. Their expertise lay in teaching methods

more suited to college teaching. Teachers also considered the

priorities of the two grades of teacher were very different - the

clinical teacher having no, or very few teaching commitments other

than in the ward, and the tutor having a considerable teaching

commitment in the college.

Of the trained teachers, only the clinical teachers were asked

if they considered functions differed between ward trained staff

and themselves in regard to ward teaching, and 79% answered in the

affirmative. 70% of ward trained staff also considered functions

differed, and there was considerable agreement between clinical

teachers and ward staff as to where the difference lay. Priorities

were different - for the clinical teacher these lay with the student,

for the ward staff with the patient; both groups saw the teacher

training a distinct advantage, leading to differences in approach to

teaching, and familiarity with various teaching methods for the

clinical teacher. The latter's familiarity with the learners' needs,

a.nrl links with the college of nursing were also quoted as examples

leading to differences in function between the clinical teacher and
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the ward staff as teachers in the ward. There was a suggestion

of the theoretician/practitioner division again, this time with

the clinical teacher seeing herself as more able to teach

theoretical aspects, than were the trained ward staff.

One function for all, whether trained or untrained as teachers,

was the view of ll|% of the ward trained staff and of 17% of the

clinical teachers.

1.1.5 Ward Teaching of Supernumerary Students, supervised by
Trained Teachers

In regard to the question of student nurses going from college

to the wards, as supernumerary students under the supervision of

their college teachers, there to undertake nursing practice, 89% of

ward staff and 88% of the trained teachers were in favour. 1+7% of

ward staff considered both supervised practice and tutorials as

appropriate methods for this teaching, as did 73% of the trained

teachers. k9% of ward staff and 23% of teachers preferred that

such teaching take the form of supervised practice only.

Ward staff commented on the advantages to the students'

learning which they considered would accrue from such directly linked

college and ward teaching, although some raised doubts that the

presence of the supernumerary students and their teachers could upset

ward routine, upset patients, or deny experience to students currently

on the ward staff. The teachers, on the other hand, while endorsing

this method of organising ward teaching, on educational grounds,

raised doubts about its feasibility in terms of supervision by

teachers, given the present teacher/student numbers. A majority of
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tutors and of clinical teachers had experience of teaching

supernumerary students, hut 92% of the examples cited were of

work with the most junior students, i.e. those from the

Introductory Block, and concerned procedures, such as bed-bathing.

Work with more senior students was mentioned by 21% of the

trained teachers and here there was slightly more mention of

patient care, as compared to the procedures emphasis of the

other comments.

1.2 Methods of Teaching/Learning preferred hy Students

The ward tutorial was ranked as clearly the "hest liked

method" of teaching and learning for the students in this sample.

Equally clear was their dislike of self-directed study. The

three least popular of eight listed methods were the only two study

methods given, i.e. guided and self-directed study, and also the

formal lecture.

Prom this it was concluded, again, that ward-hased teaching

and learning was paramount for the students. However, they did not

appear to like methods which called for a certain amount of

independent organisation and initiative or responsibility for their

own learning, in that they disliked both methods which involved

study. Somewhat at odds with the latter conclusion was the fact

that they also disliked one of the most passive of teaching methods -

in terms of student participation. It was also noted that, although

the pattern differed in the different colleges, an overall majority

of 56% of the sample considered they rarely or never participated in

class discussion.
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1.3 Evidence of Differences between College arid Ward,
Theory and Practice

1.3.1 Difference in Emphasis

Task assignment, or the carrying out of routine procedures for

all patients was seen "by a majority of the students as the most

realistic description of their ward work, although for 25% of the

sample, their ward experience had been predominantly that of total

patient care. Differences in responses to this question were not

unexpected, and it can be concluded that a number of wards are now

using, at least for some of the time, the alternative to the task

assignment method of organisation of daily nursing work, i.e.

organisation by means of total patient care.

However, somewhat less explicable was the divided opinion of

the student members of the same class, in the different colleges, as

to the emphasis in the teaching or the theoretical component of

their course. It was not possible to conclude from the data

available whether the diversity of opinion in this regard had its

origin in the individual student's perception of a basically similar

approach and philosophy in the teaching of nursing, or in a lack of

consensus amongst the teachers.

What could be concluded was that, for U6% of the respondents,

the emphasis was seen to be different between college and ward.

1.3.2 Relationship of College Teaching to Ward Practice

96% of the sample found college teaching helpful to ward practice,

but of that number, 3@/o considered it did not relate well to practice.
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1.3.3 Evidence of Practice Differing from Teaching1

Prom all colleges, a total of 60% of the sample recalled

instances when their own ward nursing practice had differed from

the taught method. Most examples quoted referred to procedures

classified as technical nursing (Nuffield Job Analysis, 1953).

Many also mentioned basic nursing and only 5% of the examples

referred to affective nursing.

The following conclusions could be drawn from the comments:

(a) respondents, many of whom were students only six months

in training, had either failed to grasp principles of nursing care,

or had not been taught principles; (b) certain nursing practices

were clearly still in existence, in spite of many research findings

to contraindicate their continued use; (c) there was evidence of

careless, and at times dangerous practice - in particular in

relation to naso-gastric feeding of patients, the administration of

medicines and the carrying out of surgical dressings, and (d) there

was evidence of the existence of many rather than rare differences

between theory and practice. Only 5% of the comments made referred

to a patient, 95% referred only to procedures. It is possible that

this may have been a result of the phrasing of the question.

1.1+ Integration of Theory and Practice

Integration of theory and practice was explained by some students

as a college responsibility, a matter of appropriate timetabling or

sequencing of theory and practice in their education and training

programme, and by others as an individual responsibility of the
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student, to translate or put into practice what she had been

taught.

Students considered their training programme lacked

integration when (l) practice was not depicted realistically in

the teaching, (2) theory was not followed by relevant ward practice,

(3) ward staff appeared unaware of the students' stage of training

and experience, and (i|) there was evidence of conflicting values

between college and ward. Theory and practice were considered

well integrated when teaching, either in ward or college, was

complementary and promoted students' understanding of patient needs,

when specific links existed between the two environments, i.e.

students went from college to the wards to carry out practice in

relation to theory just taught. The senior students in the sample

commented very favourably on their experience of study days, which

they considered promoted integration of theory and practice by

providing one day per week of theory which was directly relevant to

current practice.

Students' suggestions for ways in which integration of theory

and practice could be improved included measures designed (l) to

link theory and practice in organisational (timetabling) terms and

in teaching methods, (2) to improve supervision, teaching and

communication while the student was undergoing practical experience,

and (3) to increase liaison between college and ward staff.

It can be concluded that, by viewing both sides of the coin

as above, further evidence is revealed of different facets of the

problem of integration of theory and practice in nursing. In the

students' suggestions of measures to improve integration, there was
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a strong resemblance to some aspects of the experimental method,

of which no student, at that time, had any fore-knowledge.

1.5 Meetings between Education and Service Staff

All registered nurse teachers considered that they had some

contact with ward trained staff, mostly on matters directly

connected with learners' progress, or allocation to wards. Some

tutors mentioned meeting with ward staff in order to up-date their

knowledge on matters related to nursing practice, and a very few

mentioned meetings in order to maintain communication and good

relationships. Of the ward trained staff, more than one third

never met or consulted with teaching staff, and k$% of staff nurses

never had contact with trained teachers, yet it may be recalled

that it was the staff nurses who had made most contribution to the

ward teaching of students. A majority of those ward staff who did

have contact with the teachers said that this was in connection with

the teaching of learners, or to discuss their progress, or on

matters related to administration such as allocation of students to

wards. Of 28% of the ward staff sample who met with ward staff in

connection with teaching or assessment of learners, half said their

contact was only with the clinical teacher.

Hhe only contact which three staff nurses mentioned, was when

a teacher asked them for permission to work with a student on the

ward Staff. No teacher gave any indication of asking permission to

work with students.
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Formal meetings between college and ward staff were

mentioned by vexy few respondents, in only two colleges/

hospitals. In one hospital, only ward sisters had the

opportunity to attend such meetings.

It can be concluded from the evidence that meetings between

college and ward staff took place mainly at the instigation of

the former, were principally on matters directly connected with

learners, and for 82% of the ward trained staff occurred rarely

or never.

1.6 Ward Staff Knowledge of Students' Theoretical
Preparation for Specific Ward Work

70% of ward trained staff did not know whether or not a student

nurse had had the relevant theoretical preparation for the work she

was required to do in their particular ward. This number comprised

1 : 2 ward sisters, 1 : 2.5 staff nurses and 1 ; 3 enrolled nurses, and

was independent of any relationship with length of time in grade of the

respondents.

1.7 Ward Staff/learner Ratios

While fluctuations in learner numbers on the ward staff occurred

fairly frequently, over all hospitals, it was found that the ratio of

ward trained staff to learners was never lower than 1 : 2 and in a

majority of the general medical and surgical wards the ratio ranged

from 1 : 1.5 to 1 : 1.
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1.8 Formal Organisation of Teaching Commitment

There was no evidence of a common policy within four of

the five colleges as to the allocation of teaching commitment.

The most usual method of deciding this -matter appeared to he that

of discussion, between the members of a team of teachers, headed

by a senior tutor, but differences of policy existed between these

teams within the same colleges.

1.9 Generic Role of Teachers

A majority of the tutors (86%) taught most of the subjects in

the General Nursing Council (Scotland) syllabus, and 67% of tutors

had, in addition, overall administrative responsibilities for one

or more intakes of students. All but one clinical teacher taught

in a number of different wards and in a variety of subjects. 75%

of the trained teachers considered that they had an area of

specialist knowledge or expertise, and of that number, 80% did some

teaching of their specialist subject.

However, it was concluded that, quite clearly, for both grades,

their function was that of a generic type of teacher.

1.10 Opinions as to whether the Tutor should Teach in the Wards

A clear majority of ward trained staff and of teachers

considered the tutor should carry out ward teaching, but 8% of ward

staff and 1+% of teachers were unsure, and 1 tutor and 13 (6%) of the

ward trained staff considered the tutor's place to be in the classroom

and not in the ward.
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The most likely reason .why tutors did not teach on the wards

was considered, by both grades of teacher, to be that the creation

of the clinical teacher grade had made it easier for the tutor to

opt out of ward teaching. However, 3&% of tutors and 13% of

clinical teachers did not agree that this was a valid reason. The

least likely reason, on which again both grades of teacher were

agreed, was that the ward staff might resent the presence of the

tutor on the ward. Hot surprisingly, the least controversial of

the proferred reasons for the -tutor not teaching on the wards, in

that it was ranked by most teachers, was that college commitments

prevented her doing so. Tutors ranked this as the second most

likely reason, whereas clinical teachers accorded it fourth place

among the five possible reasons for the extremely low contribution

made by the tutor to ward teaching of students.

Addendum

Whereas 7U% of the tutors and all but one of the clinical

teachers had some degree of ward teaching commitment, only i|% of the

ward trained staff did any college teaching. These staff were from

three of the hospitals.

2. Findings and Conclusions from the Post-experiment Data

2.1 The Experience of those involved with the Experiment

Opinions as to what it was like to participate directly in the

experiment were available from 5l student nurses, 11 teachers and

58 ward staff.
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2.1.1 It proved to be an enjoyable learning experience

for 36% of the students, and an enjoyable teaching experience

for all their teachers.

2.1.2 The experiment was implemented in 7 hospitals and

33 wards, and 91% of ward staff considered it caused no disruption

to ward routine.

2.1.3 Advantages of the Experimental Method of Teaching/learning

The most frequently expressed advantage was that of active,

experiential learning. Terms used by students to describe their

learning experience were 'finding out', 'talking over', 'drawing

together', 'seeing', 'doing', 'associating'. All three groups of

respondents considered it realistic learning. Students expressed

approval of the less formal teaching methods and opportunities for

more contact with tutors, and with the patients. Ward staff saw

advantages for the students in their freedom from pressures and

interruptions of ordinary ward work, and considered the opportunity

for them to participate in total patient care was beneficial.

Teachers commented upon the opportunities for students 'to

learn how to learn', in that they had more time to devote to one

patient's care than was normal, and they received explicit

encouragement to link theory and practice. Advantages for the

teacher were in observing students at work, rectifying faults

immediately, and co-ordinating theory and practice.
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2.1.1+ Disadvantages of the Experimental Method

One disadvantage mentioned by all three groups was that of

lack of time. There were occasions when the two hours spent in

the wards each morning were insufficient for the students to

carry out the nursing care required by their patients and also

to consult case notes and ward Kardex and then make their own

notes. Teachers would also have preferred more time, both in

the ward and in college in the seminar periods.

Some students felt a certain lack of security in that they

had fewer notes than normal - a feeling intensified by an

impression of the control group assiduously amassing notes in

the classroom!

Ward staff felt that neither students nor the patient had

continuity, in that students did not always return to nurse the

same patient on a second morning. Students in one college

developed an interesting coping strategy for this, which is

discussed in the next chapter.

2.1.5 Effects of Experiment upon Patients

All respondents considered patients both enjoyed and

benefited from the individualised attention, the supervised care.

Patients were also considered to have enjoyed the experience of

giving, of helping the students. One important criticism, although

it referred to the care of only 2 patients, was that, because the

students were with their patients for a longer and more uninterrupted

time than was usual, there was the risk that patients could become

overtired.
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It was concluded that the advantages to the patients

were considerable, both in the improved standard of care and

in the fact that some were enabled to meet higher order needs,

e.g. for self-actualisation and for self-esteem. It was also

concluded that, as a result of the experimental method, some

students were alerted to the, at times, detrimental effects of

their own well-intentioned efforts to 'care'.

Ho untoward effects were noted by any respondents upon the

other patients in the wards.

2.1.6 Effects upon Ward Staff

By a marked majority of opinion, effects of the experiment

upon the ward staff were considered to be beneficial - workload

was lighter, more time was available for other patients, and

there was evidence that ward staff interest was stimulated. In

two hospitals, both affected by ancillary staff strike action, two

staff nurses feared experience might be taken away from ward

student nurses.

2.1.7 Supervision

61|% of students considered the supervision they received was

•just right1. However, 30% of the sample felt they required less

supervision, in particular when they were giving basic care. All

but one of that number were in their first year of training.
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Of the ward staff, 78% considered the amount of supervision

was correct, and 18% felt that more was required. A majority

of the teachers were satisfied with the provision of supervision

but four felt more was necessary for some students. fhey

instanced occasions when students were required to carry out

procedures with which they were unfamiliar.

Pre-experiment opinions of students about a lack of

supervision while working in the wards appeared corroborated by

the po'st-experiment findings that several students were clearly

unused to supervision.

2.1.8 Function of Teachers

There was no difference in the role or function of the

registered nurse teachers and the clinical teachers throughout

the period of the experiment, and none considered they were required

to do any work which was inconsistent with their appropriate role

and function.

Those tutors who had not undergone a clinical teacher training

course considered that their tutor training had prepared them

adequately for the type of teaching required of them during the

experiment. Four tutors who were also qualified clinical teachers

considered that a clinical teaching course was essential preparation

for the experimental teaching method, and that the tutor training

course was not a suitable preparation for that type of teaching.
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Job satisfaction was enhanced for 82% of the teachers,

mainly due to increased communication with patients, ward staff

and students and also to closer working relationships with

teacher colleagues.

2.1.9 Learning and Remembering

81|% of students felt that they had learned more as a result

of the experimental method of teaching/learning, than they normally

did using entirely college-based methods. One student, who had

not enjoyed the experimental method, felt she had learned less than

usual. Although there was nothing to indicate that this was so,

insofar as her test scores were concerned, from various other

evidence in the data supplied by this student, she clearly valued

college-based teaching methods and appeared to dislike any reduction

of her time in college. Following completion of the tests and

essays at the retention stage of the experiment, slightly more than

half of the students (57%) considered that they had recalled more

than they normally did, following the more usual methods of teaching

and learning.

2.1.10 Ho Ward Work other than had been Planned

A fear, expressed before the commencement of the experiment by

both teachers and students, that they would be required to carry out

work on the wards other than had been previously arranged and which

linked directly to their theoretical teaching, proved unfounded.
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2.1.11 Total Patient Care

During the experiment students at no time went to the wards

to cariy out nursing procedures per se, hut always to give

individualised patient care. All hut one of the students

preferred total patient care to task assignment "because they

considered the former method (a) was better for the patient in that

it provided possibilities for improved standards of care, (h)

enhanced their own learning and increased their job satisfaction,

and (c) facilitated teaching of junior nurses.

It was concluded that, for a majority of the students, the

learning (affective) objectives (see Appendix III) were attained

insofar as these students were aware of the two different methods

of organisation of patient care, i.e. patient assignment and task

assignment, and valued the concept of individualised patient care.

There was some evidence that the third of these affective

objectives had been achieved by a small number of the students who

had had the opportunity to practise total patient care in the

period intervening between the experiment and their completion of

the follow up questionnaire. 1+5% of the student sample had

practised total patient care, and of that number half had done this

on their own initiative.

2.1.12 Achievement of Objectives of the Experiment

There was a most encouragingly positive evaluation of the

experimental method, not only from the experimental group students

and their teachers, but also from the ward staff. The main
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objective, that of the facilitation of integration of theory

and practice, received an entirely positive response from ward

staff and teachers and from all but one of the students.

2.1.13 Feasibility of the Experimental Method

All but one of the experimental group teachers, and all but

one of the control teachers considered the method to be feasible

within the present system of nurse education and training. One

teacher was known to have already used the method, in slightly

modified form, with more senior students, in circumstances

unconnected with the research.

2.2 The Experience of the Control Group Teachers and Students

There were control group students in four of the five colleges.

Fifty six students and eight teachers provided opinions as to their

experience. The main difference as a result of the experiment was

that class size was reduced, and lectures were concentrated into a

shorter span of days than usual for that subject matter, i.e. nursing

care of patients with gastro-intestinal disease. On most days,

control group students received three teaching sessions per day on

the subject, during the period of the experiment. Few found their

experience disrupting. Those who did, complained of cramming, of

intensive lectures and of feeling bored. Other comments were of

the opposite vein, and evidenced Hawthorne effect, i.e. in increased

interest as a result of the research.
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Given the opportunity to take part in a similar

experiment, 69% of the control group students would prefer to be

in the experimental group. The reasons related to the type of

active learning which they considered their peers in the

experimental group had experienced, and to a desire to 'see for

themselves1. Of the 31% who preferred to remain in the control

group, many appeared to be threatened by the prospect of change

and there was evidence that, as a group, these students preferred

the more passive type of teaching/learning which predominated in

the colleges.

2.3 Results of the Tests and Essays

2.3.I Effectiveness of the Course of Instruction

Effective pairing of students in the experimental and control

groups, in terms of their knowledge of the subject matter of the

course as measured by the objective test, was demonstrated prior

to the experiment. There was a statistically significant gain

score for students in both experimental and control groups from

pre-test to post-test, and from pre-test to retention test (p < .001).

It was concluded that both courses of instruction were effective.

The essays proved to be the more sensitive of the two

measurements (i.e. objective test and essay type of test) in

demonstrating forgetting between post-experiment and retention stages.

There was no statistically significant difference between

students taught by the experimental method and those taught by the

control method, nor was there any statistically significant difference
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at retention stage between students, in either group, for whom

the intervening practical experience of nursing had been relevant

to the subject matter of the experiment, and those for whom it

had not.

There was a consistent trend for students from the

experimental group to perform better than those in the control

group on both tests and essays. This trend was extremely small

at the post-experiment stage of immediate recall, but was more

marked at the retention stage, though still not statistically

significant.

2.3.2 Relationship between Tests and Essays and Reliability
of Essay Marking

Although the mean scores on the essays were, in every college,

lower than the mean scores on the objective test, correlations

between these two measures, when viewed across all colleges, were

high, indicating a similar ordering of students on both measures.

With regard to the marking of the essay scripts, there were

significant differences between the means, and thus the marks

awarded by the three neutral markers. There was very little

difference however in the rank ordering of the students by the three

markers.

2.k Student Nurses' Study Patterns

As a result of the findings in regard to study carried out

during the admittedly abnormal period of the experiment, it was

concluded that very little study was either required of the students
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in the sample, or done "by these students in their own time.

Many students appeared to rely heavily upon their notes, and

many studied by means of 'rewriting notes neatly'. 76% of

the sample studied by reading from textbooks.

Study, insofar as the pre-experiment sample of students

were concerned, was the least popular method of teaching/learning,

and for those of that number who took part in the experiment,

either as experimental or control students, it was only very

infrequently made use of in their daily work in college.
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CHAPTER 2k

DISCUSSION AND RECQMIMnDATIOHS

This research produced evidence, within the present system

of nurse education and training, of various factors relevant to

the problems of integration of theory and practice in nursing,

"but also produced evidence of one possible solution to certain of

the problems. This was in the form of a method of teaching and

learning about nursing in which theoretical teaching and relevant

ward practice were combined in such a way as to provide an

effective learning experience for the students concerned, enhanced

job satisfaction for their teachers (both registered nurse teachers

and registered clinical teachers shared an identical teaching role)

and which had the support, approval and interest of the ward staff.

What of the patients ... ?

Teaching of Nursing in the Ward - the'Use' of Patients

When the research experiment was in the early stages of

planning, discussions between the researcher and colleagues in both

education and service revealed that several feared there would be

detrimental effects upon the patients directly involved. The view

of the experimental method held by these nurses, as it transpired,

was of a 'medical model' - of student nurses gathered around a

patient's bedside, listening to a nurse teacher, i.e. passive learning,

which 'used' patients. The reverse was true. Students learned by

doing, by giving total care, as a result of which it appeared that the
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students became more aware of, more sensitive to the patients'

individual needs, not just for basic physical care, but for some

patients, self-esteem needs, e.g. to feel important and of help

to the students, and the need for a listening ear. Students not

only commented upon this, but were found to spend time, of their

own initiative, in trying to meet these needs for their patients.

Given the situation of the experiment, students created

opportunities to sit with patients, and 'just listen' because they

felt that was the priority for the patient at the time. Several

students, of their own accord, made a practice of returning each

morning to see their patients of the day or days before, simply

to talk with them.

There is a fairly widespread belief in nursing that students,

and trained staff too, tend to busy themselves in tasks, and shy

away from other than superficial and brief communication with their

patients. This was not found to be the case for the students in

the experimental groups. They showed sensitivity to patients'

higher order needs as well as to those for basic care.

It is important in nursing that teachers, ward staff and

students should be as aware of these higher order needs, as most are

of the basic needs, and that these should be taught to and discussed

with students, not only in relation to patients but to themselves

and their co-workers. It is the researcher's experience, as it is

of other writers (Birch, 1972) that the behavioural sciences are not

taught in nursing to a sufficient extent. It is recommended that

skills of communication, and such subjects as psychology should be
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taught "by those skilled in, and with advanced knowledge of

these matters, and then the students helped to apply their

theoretical knowledge to nursing, hy their nurse teachers, in

giving care to patients.

Students in the experimental groups were also sufficiently

perceptive to note the possible effects of their greater

involvement with patients as a result of providing total patient

care. Altschul (1980) points out that while involvement may be

good for patients, nurses need support so that they do not become

over anxious at their possible inability to satisfy the patients'

needs. A critical factor in such support is the understanding

of the teacher, but also possession of background knowledge by

the student, and the use of such teaching methods as involve small

group discussion of these issues.

Factors contributing to Problems of Integration of Hheory and Practice
and some possible Solutions to these Problems

In this research, which took place in a quarter of the colleges

of nursing in Scotland, and their associated hospitals, the trained

teachers of nursing made little or no impact upon the teaching of

nursing in the place where 77% of the students in the sample considered

that they learned most about nursing, i.e. in the wards. Students

had also voted their best liked method of teaching/learning, the ward

tutorial; yet both grades of teacher, when compared with the ward

sister, staff nurse and student nurses, contributed least of them all

to the giving of ward tutorials. The implications, in terms of lost
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opportunities for teaching are considerable. Where learning

is most likely to he seen as meaningful, where student

motivation to learn is high, the untrained (in teaching skills)
are left to make use of the most fertile ground. One cannot hut

wonder what might he achieved if the expert teacher was present

in the wards to a greater extent, both to share in the teaching of

students and also to support and guide the ward staff who are

teaching. However, to wonder is not enough. In spite of

improved teacher/learner ratios, in spite of the recommendations of

the Briggs* Report (1972) and of the General Nursing Council

(Scotland) (1976) that teachers of the practical activity of nursing

should not he divorced from the wards, the trained teacher is

divorced from the wards. This has been a fact in nursing for more

than a century, and it is no longer relevant or useful to deplore the

fact - what must he done is to accept it, to make explicit the

implications, and to deal with them constructively. It is the

researcher's considered opinion that this does not need legislation,

or any major reshuffle, hut that it can he done within the system of

nurse education and training as it exists at present. The harriers

to change, the difficulties lie not in limited resources of finance

or of manpower, hut - "the greatest impediments are found in the

heart, not in the purse" (McGaghie, 1978, p.89). One of the first

steps in removing the impediments is to understand the fears of

those, in any group, who are afraid of change, and for those who are

leaders in nursing to aim for a flexible organisation in the colleges

of nursing which will make full use of those who perform best in the
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statas quo, as well as those who realise their full potential

in more creative or experimental work. There are also very-

practical ways of dealing with impediments and these are to take

them one by one and in examining them, endeavour to understand

the causes and take steps to correct them.

One of the very clear findings of this study was the extent

to which the totally untrained in teaching were undertaking the

ward teaching of the students in the sample. What were they

teaching? The discrepancies between theory and practice noted

in this, and in many other studies (Jones, 1975» Hunt, 197b,

Bendall, 1975a) must, to a considerable extent, have been

connected with the fact that the staff nurses and student nurses

did most of the ward teaching, yet these nurses are the most

recently qualified, the most recent to emerge from the system of

training, or, as is the case with the students, are still within

that system. Is it peer group pressure to reject what has been

taught in the college, is it lack of understanding of principles -

as was seen at one point in this study, or is the teaching which

emanates from the colleges unrealistic? There must be elements

of this, and more, in the problem. One important implication of

the evidence herein of the extent of the teaching done by staff

nurses and student nurses must be that we begin, now, to teach

student nurses to teach. This should be done from the very

beginning of their education in nursing; it must be done

explicitly, not implicitly as often it is at present, and assessed

regularly. For staff in post, workshops on teaching skills should
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be provided and their attendance encouraged. Preparation

courses for future ward sisters should deal, in equal

proportion, with the techniques of management and the

techniques of teaching. The profession should debate the

possibility, in the near future, of an identical preparation

for the nurse teacher and the sister of a ward. Hie potential

in terms of an interchangeable work force, and all that that

would mean in promotion of understanding and communication is

exciting to contemplate.

There was evidence of both lack of understanding of the role

or function of the tutor as a ward teacher, and of a lack- of

communication generally between education and service staff in

this study. Almost half of the staff nurses, and more than one

third of all the ward trained staff sample had no communication

with those who taught in the college of nursing and 70% of ward

staff did not know whether or not a student coming to their ward

had had the relevant theoretical preparation. A majority of ward

staff considered that, in a situation where no clinical teacher

was available, they held the responsibility for teaching students

in the ward, and not the tutor. Although most felt the tutor had

some role to play in ward teaching, a minority were not at all sure

of this or considered the tutor's place to be in the. classroom not

the ward. The implications of the above points are far-reaching

a.nri serious. Firstly - for the student, they mean that any ward

teaching she is given, or practice she carries out, is unlikely to

be planned in accord with her learning needs, or with her current
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knowledge-base in mind - in fact teaching and practice must

proceed on an ad hoc basis. That this may well be so, is

implied in the way in which the experimental method of teaching/

learning was seen, in all but one college, as a novel development

and in the interest shown and the questions asked by the ward

staff involved in the choice of suitable patients for the students,

with the researcher and the teachers.

Secondly - implications for future recruitment to nurse

teaching must be considered. As a factor in improving

communications, current efforts to bring ward staff to the college

of nursing are helpful, but limited in usefulness because such

visits tend to be of passive observation, rather than of active

involvement in teaching. The latter was found, for this study,

to be carried out by very few indeed of the ward staff. The

answer to more effective communication must lie, principally, in

an increase of traffic in the other direction, because of the

important implications of a nurse teacher role model who is not in

the wards, but, as one ward sister respondent said - 'in the peace

and calm of the classroom'. Potential teachers, seeing the

current situation, may be drawn to a career which they see as quite

apart from nursing practice, and pursue it because they wish to

leave the practical areas altogether - thus maintaining the status

quo in teaching or alternatively, other potential recruits may be

lost because they cannot see how teaching and practice of nursing

can be combined.
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It was considered that there were a number of reasons

apparent in the data which might in part explain the virtual

seclusion of many nurse teachers in the colleges. Teachers,

both tutors and clinical teachers, were generalists not

specialists. Most tutors taught 'most of the subjects' in the

General Nursing Council (Scotland) syllabus for general nursing.

Many, in addition, were required to take administrative

responsibility for one or more intakes of students. What are

the effects of this formal organisation upon a newly qualified

teacher of nurses who may wish to include ward teaching in her

daily work? She is, as Birch (1972) pointed out, unlikely to

be qualified, in terms of advanced knowledge, in any subject

other than nursing, so she will inevitably have to spend much

time and attention in preparing classes and in teaching subjects

with which she is not wholly familiar or at ease. She enters a

system where it is certainly not required, nor is it likely to be

accepted practice to incur a responsibility for ward teaching -

indeed she enters a system where there is already a teacher with

a specific responsibility for ward teaching, namely the clinical

teacher. The system is therefore such as to provide more

disincentives than incentives for ward teaching by tutors, and in

the vital early days of teaching a new tutor has less time

available, and less power, as an inexperienced member of the

teaching staff, to make or effect changes in the system in which

the more experienced teachers are not themselves teaching in the

wards. Her generic role as a registered nurse teacher - previously
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noted in this study and corroborated by the fact that it is

the exception rather than the rule to see a college

advertisement for teachers with specialist knowledge - will

combine with the above mentioned factors to make it difficult for

her to avoid spending almost all of her time in the college of

nursing. A pattern of work, once established, is more difficult

to change, and as time goes by, a return to ward teaching

becomes more problematic.

It is therefore recommended that Directors of Nurse Education

endeavour, together with their staff, to formulate a policy which

will permit all future appointments to be advertised, and made, on

a specialist basis, as a first step towards facilitating an

increased contribution to ward teaching by nurse tutors.

It appeared also from findings in this study that the creation

of the clinical teacher grade had made it easier for the registered

nurse teacher to opt out of ward teaching - surely an ironic and

unforeseen result of the innovation of the late 1950s, intended as

it was to improve links between theory and practice, college and

ward. Hie teachers in this sample, who ranked various reasons why

tutors did not teach in the wards, considered the fact that the

clinical teacher was there, specifically to carry out ward teaching,

to be the most likely reason for the non-appearance of many tutors

on the wards. They considered it a more likely reason than pressure

of college commitments, or even the possibility that the tutor had

gradually lost contact with ward work.
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In view of this finding, it is recommended, that in Scotland,

farther research must he done, using more sophisticated techniques

than were possible in this study, in order to decide whether the

continuation of two grades of nurse teacher is of value, or

counter-productive to the General Nursing Council's stated aim to

have tutors assume some responsibility for ward teaching. The

question must be raised - is one of the answers to the problem of

integration of theory and practice simply to have one grade of

teacher - no 'middleman' between the classroom lesson and the

practical application of that lesson. It is important to bear in

•mind in this discussion that many of the more senior nurse teachers

today are products of a time in nursing when the struggle was to

procure set times when students were freed from responsibilities to

give service, in order that they might attend lectures and study.

The Block system was a hard-won achievement of many of those who

today are reluctant to erode any of the time a student has away from

the wards and in the college. It is interesting to reflect whether

the crammed timetables of many Block programmes (noted in this and

other studies) may be a relic of days when the sign of progress in

nurse education was a student nurse, seated in a classroom, learning

by listening, not learning by doing - the very passivity of her role

as a learner seen as a welcome improvement to her general highly

active role in the wards. Is it therefore surprising to find the

majn emphasis, in the current suggestions for improvements in nurse

education, not upon tutors leaving college to teach in the wards,

nor upon the Block students leaving college in order to make links
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"between teaching and practice (although there are pockets of

such, innovations), "but upon improved ordering of theory and

practice, upon modular programmes, upon preserving if not

increasing the proportion of the students1 training spent in the

classroom, vis a vis the time spent in practice?

Such improvements, in particular the modular programmes,

while important, are not of themselves adequate to improve

integration of theory and practice in nursing. While the formal

organisation of work in the colleges is unaltered, while the

generic role of "both grades of teacher continues,. while the whole

accent in teaching is on the didactic, rather than on involving

the student in active, participative forms of teaching and learning,

many of the problems of integration will remain largely unsolved.

It is therefore recommended, that following upon the first step of

the appointment of specialist nurse teachers, all newcomers to

teaching be enabled, and expected to undertake responsibilities for

ward teaching in which active experiential learning is the

predominant method of teaching and learning for the subject of

nursing. It is suggested, on the evidence of this research, that

this be done, for the present, with students who are in Block, and

not with students who are on the ward staff. By taking Block

students, i.e. working within the system as it exists, teachers

have the best possibilities for the carrying out of planned and

co-ordinated teaching of theory and practice in nursing.

Although ratios of trained staff to lea,rners on the wards in

the hospitals in this study were never less than 1:2, and in many
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general wards were 1 2 1, nonetheless, the considerable

fluctuations in the numbers of learners, and their short stay

in each ward, give problems which mitigate against either

teachers or ward staff giving regular and planned teaching to

the constant flow of new learners. However, if Block students do

attend in wards, certainly ward staff should not be required, as

was the case in one hospital in the study, to assume responsibility

for the teaching of such students.

Ratios of teachers to students on the other hand merit closer

examination. These may not be what they seem. Figures quoted

in the General Nursing Council (Scotland) Reports refer to all

teaching staff and ratios are quoted (excluding the Directors and

Assistant Directors of Education) in relation to learners in

training, i.e. a period of ll+iq weeks. Results in this research,

and borne out by the literature, show that on the whole very little

classroom teaching is done by clinical teachers and very little

ward teaching is done by registered nurse teachers. If therefore

one considers (l) that many tutors are working with students only

while they are in Block, and (2) that only approximately one sixth

of the student's time is spent in Block throughout training, then

one may be justified in looking at the ratios a little differently.

General Nursing Council (Scotland) figures for 1978 state that

there are 519 teaching staff, giving a ratio of 1 : 19- 268, or

approximately half of the total teaching staff are registered nurse

tutors, giving a ratio of 1 : 38, but if these tutors are primarily

in the college and only one sixth of the students' time is spent
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there, then one can postulate a ratio of 1 : 6 while the

student is in college or Block. If one were to abandon, for

an experimental period, the use of the clinical teacher in

teaching learners who were part of the ward staff, and, as was

done in the research experiment, concentrate her activities upon

the teaching and supervision of students attending wards from

college, this would permit the inclusion of both grades of

teacher in the ratio - the result, a ratio of 1 : 3 - much more

favourable than appeared at first sight. It would concentrate

skilled resources where and when the student is potentially most

able to benefit, i.e. free from ward work and responsibilities and

currently receiving theoretical teaching, i.e. she is a student

not only in name but in reality, and the priority is her teaching

and her learning. It is suggested therefore that the method used

in the experiment is a reasonable and feasible alternative to the

present deployment of teachers of nursing, and that it may eradicate

some of the present problems of ward teaching and of integration, by

increasing communication between college and ward staff, fostering

closer working relationships between tutors and clinical teachers,

and involving students in active learning at a time when they have

no other responsibilities in their work other than to their own

learning.

An important and overdue change in nursing education towards

more involvement of students in their own learning would also be

facilitated by the method above proposed. Active, rather than

passive learning would be predominant, and there would be
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opportunities for much more participation between student and

teacher in the learning process. It is essential that the

type of thinking which is basic to discovery learning, to

problem-solving in relation to the needs of individual patients,

be fostered and developed in students of nursing, simply because

so much of the knowledge required in nursing is contextual and

relative, rather than, to use Perry's term (1973) 'a collection

of discrete rightnesses'. (This matter is discussed in Chapter

3 of this thesis).

[There were clues within the research that there was a lack of

appreciation by students of the relative nature of nursing. Also

the fact that so many saw classroom teaching as helpful, yet not

relating well to practice may indicate that, as Wong (1979)

pointed out, they fail to see the necessity to transfer knowledge

from classroom to work, or that classroom learning is 'learning

from the neck up' (Rogers, 1969). A disturbing finding was of how

little study was required of and done by students in the sample, and

also the finding that they did not like any form of study; in

particular they disliked self-directed study. Such attitudes,

•though understandable, in that most students enjoy 'spoonfeeding',

are of course of concern when the students' task in learning to nurse

is integrational. Most of the behaviour required of the nurse at

work is too complex to specify precisely, and thus she must transfer

what she has learned to the performance of behaviour it has not

been possible to analyse. To do this successfully she must be able

to think things out for herself. At work on the wards she is

expected to make decisions, to apply principles, yet how can she do
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this if she is not actively involved in the process of learning,

if the predominant teaching methods in the college are directed

to passive reception on the learners' part, to safely covering

the syllabus on the teachers' part?

Hhe experimental method of learning was based upon the

principles of active experiential and meaningful learning put

forward by C. Rogers, Ausubel and Maslow. Students were placed

in direct confrontation with nursing care and problems which were

a part of normal daily nursing work. (Che structure of the course

was such that advance organisers (Ausubel and Robinson, 1969) were

provided in the form of medical staff lectures on the subject

matter of the experimental course, together with preparatory

nursing lectures by nurse teachers. Students were presented with

the whole care of individual patients rather than with separate

parts, i.e. procedures per se, and expected, with help and under

supervision, to work out the best way of providing the required

nursing care for their particular patient, to implement the care,

and to evaluate their provision of that care critically thereafter.

Students were explicitly encouraged to transfer classroom learning

to their ward practice and to pay attention to the individual needs

of the different patients. Ehe results of the experiment were

consistent with the theories of Rogers that much significant

learning is acquired by doing. Ihis type of approach, including

as it did the participation of students and teachers in a seminar

following each period of ward practice, has been documented as both

exacting and stimulating for the teacher, as well as for the student,
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tut, it is pointed out, the quality of the instructors is

decisive (World Health Organisation, 1966).
The role of the teacher in such teaching is quite different

from her role as 'lecturer' or 'demonstrator'. It is the role

of the 'facilitator' described by both Rogers and Maslow above

referred to, enabling students to grow towards their full

potential. It is a difficult role, one which many teachers are

afraid of as they have less control over what will occur in the

classroom. In the reluctance of many to embark on such teaching

may be seen one of the problems at the root of ward teaching for

tutors. Ihere is no doubt that the teacher must be prepared for

such a role in her teacher training course. Teachers in the

experiment found their role both exacting and stimulating, and

they were divided in their opinions as to whether they had

received adequate preparation for this in their own trainings.

It is recommended that the content, and teaching methods in which

experience is gained in these courses, should be examined by those

concerned in the profession, and that determined efforts be made

both to secure able candidates for the more difficult role of the

facilitator and to provide an appropriate and adequate preparatory

course, for there is no doubt that the more relevant role for the

teacher of nurses is that of the facilitator rather than the

spoon-feeder.

Although the emphasis in this discussion has been upon the

benefits of the active learning of the experimental method, it is

stressed that variety of methods of teaching is important. Only

~ h ■' ■ ' ■
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in this way, can the wide individual differences among students

be catered for4, can all be enabled to learn. While some

members of a class of student nurses are learning how to nurse

in the method described and carried out in the experiment, others

in the same class could be employed in other forms of active

learning. There should be more use of essay writing, project

work, possibly small research projects. There should be much

more encouragement of study, and expectation, by teachers, of

evidence of study by their students. Clearly, from the

commencement of training, students would require to be introduced

to such active, participative forms of learning.

Teachers will always debate what is the best use of their own,

and the students' time while in the Block, and there is little

doubt that some of the methods herein advocated are more time-

consuming than the lecture method, with its attractive air of

economy, in that an entire class of students can be addressed in a

period which can, if desired, be packed with factual information.

While lectures will always have some place in nursing education,

are they the medium of choice for teachers of nursing when teaching

the subject of nursing? In the opinion of the researcher that is

very doubtful. If experts in the fields of biological sciences

and behavioural sciences were employed to teach theoretical

aspects of these subjects, would not the teacher of nursing be

freed for the more exacting, more time-consuming but surely more

relevant task of helping the student to apply that knowledge in the

care of patients? Even more importantly, would the nurse teacher
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not be freed to go to the wards, there very deliberately to

teach the student to learn how to learn from the richness of

experience available to her in the wards, or indeed the homes

of the patients. There is potential in such a system for

continuity of care in that students might be able to follow

patients from hospital to home, to achieve their heretofore

problematic community care experience in a much more personal

and relevant way than occurs in nurse training at present. The

use of computer records of student nurse experience would make

straightforward the calculation of experience of community work

for individual students, so that any necessary arrangements could

be made to ensure adequate amounts of such experience.

It would be most interesting to see research done on the ways

in which students learn about nursing, on the learning processes

they adopt in whatever studying they do. There have been two

recent studies on learning environment in nursing (Fretwell, 1978»

and Ogier, 1980), but to the researcher's knowledge, no work akin

to that of Marton and Saljo, or of Pask on styles and strategies

of learning, has been carried out with student nurses. It would

also be of interest to see the present research replicated, perhaps

with students at different stages of training, or preparing for

registration on other than the General Register, and also with

pupil nurses, i.e. those preparing for Enrolment rather than the

Register.

In summary, there were four main recommendations in the

substance of the above discussion -
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(1) that teachers of nursing must teach nursing where nursing

is carried out - that they must do this primarily with students

who are temporarily freed from the pressures of responsibility

for providing service, i.e. are in Block, but who remain within

the apprenticeship system of nurse education and training;

(2) that teaching methods which actively involve the student in

her own learning must become the rule rather than the exception

within a richer variety of teaching methods used in nursing

curriculae;

(3) attention must be directed to the effects, within nurse

education and training, of the existence of two grades of nurse

teacher; and

(I4) as a matter of urgency, attention must be given to teaching

ward staff and student nurses to teach.

Hisbet and Entwistle (1973) state:

"it would be unrealistic to suggest that the
majority of research workers in an applied field
are disinterested in the practical effects of
their research findings. They do care and,
especially in the context of education, it is
surely right to feel this way". (p.lll+)

Although the research design was chosen very carefully in

order to maximise the objectivity of the results of this study,

there can be no doubt of the subjective nature of much of the data,

and in particular of the interest of the researcher in the field of

nurse education. Her values are also apparent, especially in the

final chapter of this thesis. That the learning experience proved
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effective for the students, and that there was such clear

endorsement of this method of teaching and learning by all

groups of nurses involved, was of course important to the

researcher. Education and service staff and student nurses

will always be interdependent in any ward; teaching programme,

so it is essential that, whatever method is adopted, it must be

acceptable to the majority of people in each of these groups.

One dissenting group would make a ward teaching programme, such

as envisaged in this research, unworkable. There was no

indication that this would be so with this particular experimental

method of teaching and learning to nurse.

In Conclusion

This research was about nursing - the experiment was about

learning to nurse; learning to establish positive links between

what was taught and what was practised in nursing; learning to

integrate theory and practice. There are many facets to

integration of theory and practice in nursing and many ways in which

it can be facilitated or hindered, but ultimately, the actual

achievement of integration is a matter for the individual student.

It is a part of the active, dynamic process of individual learning,

and as such, it neither can be measured, nor appropriately expected

or sought, as a result of the very brief learning experience of the

experimental group students. Gagne (1971) states:

"One does not 'teach the student to think' by means
of a single course in thinking. Instead, if he
is properly challenged, he continues to become a
better thinker all his life long". (p.522)
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One does not teach student nurses to integrate theory

and practice hy means of a single course in integrating, hut,

properly challenged ...?

"It brought out all the simple little things
that made everything fit in".

(Student in the experimental group)
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APPENDIX I

GENERAL NURSING COUNCIL PGR SCOTLAND

REGISTRATION ON QBE GENERAL PARE OF ERE REGISTER

REVISED REQUIREMENTS FOR TO ATNTNG
(Phase 1 programme of Comprehensive Training)

The [Training Period to he li+U weeks exclusive of Annual Leave and
Sick/Special Leave

Study blocks should normally be 8 weeks in length. Some
modification is permitted for the first study block, but a
total of 8 weeks* theoretical instruction must be given
during the first 16 weeks in training.

In addition to 24 weeks of study blocks, study days or seminars
must be arranged during all secondment programmes, the total
time so allocated to be equivalent to 16 study days.

2. GENERAL MEDICAL NURSING 24 weeks

3. GENERAL SURGICAL NURSING 2iq weeks
may include Gynaecology

4. SPECIALISED SURGICAL NURSING 16 weeks
Experience to be given in two
approved clinical areas

5. CARE OP CHILDREN * 8 weeks

6. PSYCHIATRIC NURSING ■ 8 weeks

7. ACCIDENT/EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 4 weeks

OPERATING THEATRE 4 weeks

8. COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES 4 weeks

OBSTETRIC NURSING 4 weeks

PERIODS TO BE SPENT IN TOTAL ALLOCATION

1. THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION 24 weeks (study blocks) and
l6 study days or equivalent
periods of study

120 weeks

9. ERE-REGISTRATEON PERIOD 24 weeks

TOTAL TRAINING PERIOD 144 weeks

Care of Children in Children's Hospital, Unit orT^^'A ^ority Services
Children's Ward of Mental Deficiency Hospital; Local Auxnormy



APPENDIXII
INTERVIEWSCHEDULEFCEEXPLORATORYS0RVEI

1.Whichcourses/trainingprogrammesareofferedinyourCollege? 2.HowisthetrainingprogrammepreparingfortheGeneralRegister organised-Blocks/StudyDaysandtiming?
3.Howmanyintakesdoyouhave,andwhen,inayear? 1).Whatistheratiooftutors/clinicalteachers/unqualified tutorstolearners?

5.Isitpossibletodifferentiatetheratioofteacherstolearners inthegeneralprogramme?
6.Howmanylearnersareineachintake-andisthereanyplanto increase/decreasethatnumberinthenearfuture?

7.TrainingProgrammes-dostudentseachhavetheirowncopy istherelikelytobevariationfromthe original
dostudentsstaywiththesettheyentered with

isitpossibletohaveacopyofthe programmetotakeawayfromthis interview?

8.HowareBlocksspacedinrelationtoexperience,i.e.general outlineofBlockcontentinrelationtoclinicalexperienceto follow?
9.Isthereanoverallplan-showingthedifferentBlocksinat anyonetimeof1978-andifso,isitpossibletotakeaway acopy?

10.WhatisthepolicyoftheCollegeinregardtointegrationof theoryandpractice?
11.Arethereanypartsofthegeneralprogrammeinwhichyou considerintegrationtobewellorganised?

12.Arethereanypartsofthegeneralprogrammeinwhichyou considerintegrationtoberatherpoorlyorganised?
13.Howdothetutorsmakecontactwiththewards-withany regularityorplan/toanyparticularwardorwards/inrelation toBlockclasses?

lU.DoyouconsideritisapartoftheRegisteredNurseTeacher's jobtobeonthewards?(ambiguouswording,amendedto'work' or'teach')

15.

HowdoyouseetheTutorroleasawardteacher theClinicalTeacher?
16.HowdoyouseetheTutorroleasawardteachervisavis theWardSister?

17.HowareClinicalTeachersdeployed? 18.DoyouhaveajobdescriptionfortheRUTandtheRCT-and ifsodotheymentionresponsibilityforworkinthewards?
19.Howdoyouarriveatschoolpolicy-discussions/meetings? 20.Whatopportunitiesexistforcontactbetweenschool/service staff-formal/informal?

21.Whatisthepolicyinregardtotheemploymentoftutors-are otherstaffconsulted-are'specialists'sought?
22.Whatisyouropinionaboutclassroomteachinganditsrelation' towardexperienceinyourCollege-isitrealistic?

VjO

23.IntherecentGNCDiscussiondocument,itstatesthatthe patientshouldbearealpresencewhilethestudentisinBlock-' howcouldthisbeimplementedrealistically?
21)..IntheGNCSyllabusitstatesthatthestudentshouldrelateward worictotheory-whatisyouropinioninregardtoresponsibility forthis?

25.Thereisagooddealintheliteratureaboutthediscrepancy betweentheoryandpractice-inyourexperiencedostudentshere complainaboutthis?
26.Ingeneral,whatisyouropinionaboutrelationshipsbetween Collegeandhospitalhere?

BeforeleavingtheCollege,butnotaspartoftheinterview,each Directorwasaskediftheresearchermighthaveaccessshouldshewish tocarryoutsomeoftheresearchinthatCollege.



CareofPatientswithGastro-intestinal ^conditions Medical/SurgicalNursing
LearningObjectives-Cognitive Attheendofthecourseinthecareofadultpatientswithdisordersof thegastro-intestinalsystem,thestudentnursewillbeabletos 1.Listanddefinecommondisorders/diseases. 2.Recallnormalstructureandfunction,andstatehowthisisaltered bydisease.

3«Describehowthea.bnorma.lstatewillaffectthepatient,i.e.give thesignsandsyw.ptome.
4.Makerelevantobservationsofthepatient,andrecordandreport theseusingappropriateterminology.

5.Fametheinvestigativeproceduresused,explainthepurposeofeach, andlistthenursingresponsibilitiesinthepreparationandcare ofthepatient.
6.Definethevarioussurgicaloperations. 7.Applytherelevantprinciplesofnursinginplanningandcarryingout thecareofindividualpatientswitheitheramedicalorsurgical condition.

8.Assessprioritiesfornursingcareinrelationtoindividualpatient's needs,atdifferentstagesintheirillness.
9.Givereasonsforeachcomponentofnursingcareconsiderednecessary forpatients.

10.Famespecifictechnicalnursingproceduresusedinthecareofsuch patients,anddescribethenursingresponsibilitiesinvolvedin carryingouttheseprocedures.
11.Evaluatetheeffectsofnursingcaregiventoindividualpatients. 12.Namepossiblecomplications,recognizetheappropriatewarningsigns, andwhererelevant,statehowsuchcomplicationsmaybepreventedor dealtwith.

13.Relatetheorytopracticeinallaspectsofthenursingcareof patientswithdisordersofthegastro-intestinalsystem.
LearningObjectives-Affective Attheendoftheexperimentalcourse,itishopedthatthestudentnurse will: A.Beawareofthedifferentmethodsofprovidingpatientcareinterms oforganisationbytaskassignmentandpatientassignment.

2.

B.Beawareof,andvalue,theconcept(idea)ofindividualisedpatient care,i.e.theprovisionofnursingcareaccordingtotheindividual needsoftheparticularpatient,whatevermethodoforganisationis currentinthewardinwhichsheisworkingatthetime.
C.Incorporatetheconceptofindividualisedpatientcareintoherown systemofvalues,sothatitbecomescharacteristicofherwayof nursing.

/'

MFA/9/78.



GuidetotheUseoftheNursingCarePlanForm Theaimsofthisformare: (1)tohelpyoumakenotesaboutthenursingcareyougivetopatients withdiseasesofthegastro-intestinalsystem;
(2)todirectyourthoughtstothetheoryyouhavehadinthiscourse sofar,andhelpyourelateittothepracticalexampleafforded byyourpatient;and

(3)tohelpyouidentifytheindividualneedsandproblemsofeach patientandplanyourcareaccordingly.
PatientDetails-Underthisheadingwritethediagnosisofyourpatient, andverybrieflyanyadditionalpointssuchasnumberofdayspost¬ operatively. PartI-AssessmentandObservations-Theassessmentandobservations shouldbethosewhicharerelevanttothepatient'sdiagnosisand presentstateofhealth.Relatethetheorylearnedinthiscourseto thepracticalexamplewhichyourpatientgivesyou.Howshouldthe abnormalstateaffecthim,whatdoyouobserve,andwhatdoeshe/shefeel? WORKWITHOBJECTIVES2,3,Uand13. Thinkaboutthetheory,lookitupifyouareunsure,discussitwith yourteacher,andlearntoasktherightquestionswhentalkingwiththe patient,andmostimportant,learntolistentowhathethinkshisneedsare. Example: PartII-PlanforMorningCare-Rememberyouarewiththispatient foronlyashorttimethismorning,soberealisticinyourplanning. YouhavealreadyreceivedsomeinstructionsfromSisterorStaffNurse astowhatistobedone.Nowtrytothinkthroughtheinformation youhave.Theoretically,yourpatientshouldneedcertaincare becauseofhisillnessandwhathasbeendoneinthewayoftreatment. Doesheneedwhatyouexpect?Whatshouldbethepriorities-whatis bestdonefirstforthisparticularpatientto-day? WORKWITHOBJECTIVES7,8and13. Setsomegoalsforyourselfandyourpatient,andinalatersection, youwillseeiftheyhavebeenachieved. Example:

PartIII-ReasonsforCareGiven-Trytosaywhyeachaspectofnursing careisnecessaryandhasbeendoneinthewayyouhavechosen.Try tofollowthroughstepbysteptheplanyouhavedecidedisnecessary, explainingthereasonsforeachpart. WORKWITHOBJECTIVES3f9and13. Example; PartIV-Evaluation-Haveyou,hasthepatient,achievedwhatwas planned?Havethegoalsbeenreached?Itisdifficult,buttryto lookatthisobjectively.\j-^ WORKWITHOBJECTIVE11. Example: PartV-OutlineforRestofDay-Fromyourtheoreticalknowledge,are thereanycomplicationswhichshouldbewatchedforto-day?Howwould anurserecognisethewarningsigns?Shouldyouaskthepatientto takeanypreventivemeasuresbeforeyouleave?Canyouteachhimany suchmeasures?Iftherearenocomplications,whatistheexpected programmeforhisday? WORKWITHOBJECTIVES12and13. Example:



Date StudentNurse Ward

CONFIDENTIALIHFORKATIOH PLEASEKEEPSAPELT

PatientInitlal3andAge PatientDetails InstructionsfromSlaterorStaffHurse FLANFORTHESPECIFICNURSINGCAREANDTREATMEHTMTPATIENTHEEDSTO-DAT PARTI-AssessmentandObservations. PARTSIItoV-overleaf.(II-PlanforMorningCare.Ill-ReasonsforCareGiven.IV-Evaluation.V-OutlineforRestofDay.
CHECKS IPCARRIED OUT

GENERALNURSINGCARE Bath/Shover Oralhygiene» Skin/pressureareacare Givingofbedpan/urinal* Generalcomfortmeasures (changeofclothing/bed linen,bedmaking) Mobilisation
*Forsomepatients,theseprocedures mayrequiretobediscussedunder 'specific'nursingcare.

PARTI-AssessmentandObservations
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UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT
CareofPatientswithGastro-intestinglDiseases Medical/SurgicalNursing-andRelatedBiology ASSESSMENT-PARTI-MULTIPLECHOICETEST

PleasefillintheparticularsbelowINBLOCKLETTERS: Date: CollegeofNursing: FullName: DateofCommencementofGeneralTraining:
Month Year

PracticalExperiencepriortothisBlock: Surgicalwardsweeks Medicalwardsweeks Other-pleasespecify:
weeks weeks

Previousnursingqualification:Yes/No
(Deleteas necessary)

MFA8/7R(Revel.)

Thistestiscomposedofobjectivequestions. ForeachquestionthereisonlyONECORRECTANSWER,whichyoumust choosefromanumberofalternatives. Twotypesofquestionareused-multiplechoiceitemsand matchingitems-andyouwillbegivenexamplesofhowto answereachtype. Themainpartofthetestcontainsmultiplechoiceitemsand theseareoftwotypes. Herearetwoexamplestoillustratehowtoanswerthesequestions. WRITETHECORRECTNUMBERCLEARLYINTHEBOXOPPOSITEEACHLISTOF CHOICES.Ifyouwishtochangeananswer,youmayruboutorscore outthewrongresponsebutpleasemakesureyourfinalchoiceis clear.

1.Theboneoftheupfcjesrarmiscalled 1.femur 2.humerus 3.ulna 4.scapula
2.Whichofthefollowingpiecesof equipmentareusedwhentakingthe patient'stemperatureandpulse? a.stethoscope b.thermometer c.sphygmomanometer d.pulsometer 1,aandb 2.bandc 3«,candd 4.bandd

Thelastpartofthetestcontainsmatchingitemsandexamples aregivenatthebeginningofthatsection.



OfficeUseOnl^ I.D.No.
(1-3)

CardNo.1
(4)

Janice,a16yearoldgirl,hasbeenadmittedasanemergencywith thediagnosisofacuteappendicitis.Youhavehelpedtoadmither, andhavebeentoldthatsheistogototheatreforappend!cectoray withinthenexthour. 1.Theappendixisnormallysituatedinthe 1.leftiliacfossa 2.rightiliacfossa 3.umbilicalregion 4.rightlumbarregion
TheagoatwhichJanicemaysignherownconsenttooperation is

□

1.14years 2.16years 3.18years 4.21years
3.SkinpreparationofJanice'sabdomenisrequired pre-operativelyinorderto 1.reducetheriskofwoundinfection 2.indicatethesitetothesurgeon 3.easetheremovalofadhesivedressings 4.reducepost-operativescarring

4.Whichofthefollowingindicatestheextentoftheskin areawhichshouldbecleansedandshavedpre-operatively? 1.fromumbilicustogroinonrightside ofabdomen
2.fromumbilicustogroinonbothsides ofabdomen

3.fromnipplelinetomid-thighonthe leftside
4.fromnipplelinetomid-thighonboth sides

□ □ □

5./

Janiceisgivenapremedicationofintra-muscularMorphine andAtropine.TheprincipalreasonforgivingtheMorphine isto 1•allayanxietyandapprehensionabout theoperation
2.decreasetherequireddoseofanaesthetic 3.reducethevolumeofintestinalsecretions 4.preventpost-operativenauseaand vomiting

TheprincipalreasonforgivingtheAtropineisto 1.preventpost-operativenauseaand vomiting
2.decreasethevolumeofrespiratory

\secretions 3.maintainthebloodpressure 4.allayanxietyandapprehensionabout
%theoperation

TheampouleofMorphinecontains15mgin1ml,and Janiceistoreceive7.5mg.Thecorrectamounttobe administeredis
1.

0.15ml
2.

0.3ml
3.

0.5ml
4.

0.75ml

TheampouleofAtropinecontains0.6mgin1ml,and Janiceistoreceive600micrograms.Thecorrectamount tobeadministeredis 1.

0.3ml
2.

0.5inl
3.

0.7ml
4.

1.0ml

Themainpurposeinfastingapatientpriortosurgeryisto 1.decreaseintestinalsecretion 2.decreaserespiratorysecretion 3.preventaspirationofgastriccontent 4.preventpost-operativevomiting



3.

10.Shereturnsfromtheatrehaving*hadasimpleappendicectoray,andstillunconsciousfollowingtheanaesthetic.Sheshouldbeplacedinwhichofthefollowingpositions? 1.recumbent 2.semi-recumbent 3.prone 4.semi-prone
11.WhichofthefollowingwouldbemosthelpfulinmaintainingJanice'sairwaywhilesheisstillunconscious? 1.pullingherlowerjawupandforward2.placingapillowunderherhead3.placingapillowunderhershoulders4.elevatingthefootofthebed

12.AnurseshouldremainwithJanicepost-operativelyuntilsheobservesthat
1.herswallowingreflexhasreturned2.sheisawareofhergeneralsurroundings3.herT.P.R.andB.P.arestable4.sheismovingfreelyinbed

13.SoonafterJaniceregainsconsciousness,sheshouldbeplacedinwhichofthefollowingpositions? 1.recumbent 2.semi-recumbent 3.prone 4.semi-prone
14.Janicebecomesveryrestlesspost-operatively,andherpulseraterisesandbloodpressurefalls.WouldyouFIRST 1.helphertositupinbed 2.givehertheprescribedanalgesia3.reportthefactstoSisterorDoctor4.checkherdressingforsignsofbleeding

15./ 25./

15.Janicehasdifficultyinpassingurineforthefirsttimeafteroperation.Yourbestcourseofactionisto 1.applymanualpressuretothesupra¬ pubicregion
2.placeawarmwaterbottleonher lowerabdomen

3.helpheroutofbedtousethecommode4.encouragehertodrinkmorewater
16.Averagedailyurineoutputforayoungadultisapproximately

1.4000ml. 2.3000ml.
.v3.1500ml. 4.750ml.

17.At1a.m.onherthirdpost-operativenight,Janicecomplainedthatshecouldnotsleep.ThenursenotedherT.P.R.wasnormal,herwoundsatisfactoryandshehadnopain.Whichofthefollowingmeasuresshouldsheemployfirst? 1.changeherpositionandadjusther pillows
2.repeattheMogadongivenatbed-time3.administerherpost-operativeOmnopon4.callthenightsistertoassessthe situation

18.IfJanice'sappendixhadruptured,thiscomplicationwouldhavecausedwhichoneofthefollowingconditions? 1.intestinalobstruction2.peritonitis 3.ulcerativecolitis 4.regionalileitis
19.Y/hichofthefollowingarethoughttopredisposetothedevelopmentofacuteappendicitis? a.kinkingoftheappendix b.repeatedthroatinfections c.presenceofafaecolith d„chronicconstipation 1.aandb 2.candd 3.aandc 4.alloftheabove



5.

II.MrsThomson,45yearsofageandratherobese,isadmittedtoamedicalward. Sheisthemotheroffour,enjoysherfamily,isaverygoodcookandenjoys tryingoutunusualrecipes.Onadmission,shecomplainsofseverepainin herabdomen,apainwhichshesays'comesandgoes'andsometimesradiatesto hershoulder.Shefeelsverynauseated,andhasvomitedonseveraloccasions, andhasdevelopedadislikeoffattyfindfriedfoods.Thedoctorsuspects inflammationofthegallbladder. 20.Thegallbladderissituatedinwhichareaoftheabdomen? 1.therighthypochondriura 4.thehypogastricregion2.theleftiliacfossa 3.theepigastricregion

□

21.Thefunctionsofthegallbladderare 1.productionandsecretionofbile 2.concentrationandstorageofbile 3.storageoffatandglycogen 4.productionofdigestiveenzymes
22.Thecorrecttermforinflammationofthegallbladderis 1.cystitis 2.cholelithiasis 3.cholecystitis 4.hepatitis

23.Onadmissionofthepatientyouareaskedtotakeher temperature,pulseandrespiration.Whichofthe followingwouldyouexpecttobepresent? a.pyrexia b.hypopyrexia c.tachycardia d.bradycardia 1.bandc 2.aandd 3.bandd 4.aandc

24.Inadditiontoupperabdominalpain,whichothersymptoms ofgallbladderdiseasemightMrsThomsonhave? a.flatulence b.abdominaldistension c.vomitingofcoffee-groundmaterial d.diarrhoeastoolcontainingmucus 1.aandb 2.aandc 3.bandc 4.bandd

6.

25.ThenextmorningwhengivingnursingcaretoMrsThomson,you noticethatherskinisslightlyyellowandshecommentsthat shehasnoticedthisbefore.Observationofurineand faecesatthistimeislikelytoshow 1.urinenormal,faecesdark 2.urinedark,faecesnormal 3.urinenormal,faecespale 4.urinedark,faecespale
26.Thisyellowtingeoftheskinistermedj.aundiceor 1.cyanosis 2.icterus 3.pallor 4.bronzing

27.MrsThomson'sjaundiceiswhichofthefollowingtypes \1.haemolytic 2.hepatic 3.obstructive 4.hepato-cellular
28.Intermittentjaundiceisaclinicalfeature(sign)in whichofthefollowingconditions? 1.cirrhosisoftheliver 2.acutecholecystitis 3.stoneinthecommonbileduct 4.carcinomaofthepancreas

29.Ingestionoffattyfoodsinthedietprecipitatepainin gallbladderdiseasebecause 1.fattyfoodscontainmorecholesterol thandocarbohydrates
2.fattyfoodstendtogenerate'wind' morethanotherfoods

3.fatinthestomachcontentsincreases thestrengthofperistalticcontractions
4.fatintheduodenalcontentsinitiatesa reactionwhichcausesgallbladder contraction

30./



Acholecystogrnmisorderedforwhichofthefollowingreasons? 1.todeterminethebacteriaresponsiblefortheinflammation
2.toindicatethepresenceofanystone inthegallbladderorbileduct

3.toestimatethedegreeoftissuedamage1.tooutlinethebiliaryductsandduodenum
Asapartofthepreparationofthepatientforcholecystogram,thenurseshould

a.withholdallfoodandfluidonthe morningoftheexamination
b.giveTelepaquotablets(oralcontrast medium)onthemorningofthe examination

c.giveTelepaquetabletsontheeveningbeforetheexamination
d.giverestrictedfluidonthemorning oftheexamination

1.aandb 2.aandc 3.bandd 4.candd
Duringthecourseofthex-ray,MrsThomsonwasgivenamealrichinfatcontentinorderto 1.increasetherateofperistalsis2,restorethebioodsugarlevel3,soothetheduodenalmucosa4.causethegallbladdertoempty

Thex-rayexaminationindicatesthepresenceofgallstones.ThefactthatMrsThomsonhasbeen .jaundicedindicatesthat atleastonestonemustbeblocking 1.

the

2.

the

3.

the

4.

the

8.

34.Whichofthefollowingstatementsbestdescribesthepain causedbythepresenceofgallstones? 1.colicintheupperabdomenradiatingto bothshoulders
2.colicintherighthypochondriumradiating totherightshoulder

3.colicintherighthypochondriumradiating totherightgroin
4.colicinthelofthypochondriumradiating totheleftshoulder

35.Biliarycolicisaresultof 1.strongcontractionsofthegallbladder andbileducts
2.paralysisofthesmoothmuscleofthe

\bileduct 3.distensionofthefibrouscapsuleofthe gallbladder
>4.adhesionofthegallbladdertothe liver

36.GallstonesmaybecomposedofanyofthefollowingEXCEPT

1.uricacidcrystals 2.cholesterolcrystals 3.bilesalts 4.calciumsalts
37.Lackofbileintheintestinemaybelinkedwithoneof thefollowingfeaturesintheskin.Which? 1.dryscaliness 2.itching 3.leukoplakia 4.rosacea

38.Whichofthefollowingconstituentsmightbefoundin MrsThomson'sfaeces? 1.blood 2.fat 3.bile 4.protein

30./



9.

39.ThedecisionistakenthatMrsThomsonshouldhavesurgery. Aspartofherpre-operativepreparationsheistohave intramuscularVitaminK.Thisisinorderto 1.stimulateplateletproduction 2.preventhaemorrhage 3.encouragethereturnofherappetite 4.improvehermuscletone
40.VitaminKisusedintheformationof 1.prothrombin 2.albumin 3.bilirubin 4.cholecystokinin

41.WhichofthefollowingaspectsofMrsThomson'sillnessis responsibleforherdifficultyinabsorbingVitaminKfrom herfood?
1.obstructionofthebileflowtothe intestine

2.increasedperistalsiscausingrapid excretionofthevitamin
3.distensionofthesmallintestine 4.increasedlevelsofbilirubininthe blood

42.MrsThomsonwastakentotheatre,wherehergallbladderwas removedandthecommonbileductexplored.Thisoperation iscalled
1.cholecystostomyandlaparotomy 2.cholecystectomyandlaparotomy 3.cholecystostomyandcholedochotomy 4.cholecystectomyandcholedochotomy

43.ShewillreturnfromtheatrewithaT-tubeinposition. Thefunctionofthistubeisto 1.drainbilefromthegall-bladderbed 2.permitdrainageofsero-sanguinousfluid 3.drainanyexcessiveduodenalsecretion 4.permitbiledrainagewhilethebileduct isoedematous

44./

10.

44.Y/hattypeoffluidwouldyouexpecttodrainfroma T-tube?

1.sero-sanguinous 2.bile 3.pancreaticjuices 4.cholecystokinin
45.AfteranuneventfulrecoveryMrsThomsongoeshometoher family.Youradvicetoherregardingdiet,inviewof theoperationshehashad,wouldbeto 1.avoidfattyfriedfoods 2.eatsmallmealsfrequently 3.eatanormaldietwithoutexcessive carbohydrate

,v4.takeanextraamountoffoods containingvitaminK
GOSTRAIGHTONTOPAGE11



11.

III.MrJones,aged38nndabusinessman,hassymptomswhichsuggesthemayhave apepticulcer.Hehasbeenoffworkonseveraloccasionsduringthepast yearbecauseofthis. 46.Whathappenstothefoodinthestomach? 1.itsconsistencybecomesfirmer 2.itisthoroughlymixedwithchemicals 3.itscontentofcarbohydrateisabsorbed 4.itscontentofproteinisabsorbed
D

47.Whatkindofepitheliumlinesthestomach? 1.columnar 2.stratifiedsquamous 3.ciliated 4.transitional
48.Howdoesthestructureofthestomachdifferfromthatof therestofthealimentarytract? 1.ithasacircularlayerofmuscle 2.ithasalongitudinallayerofmuscle 3.ithasanobliquelayerofmuscle 4.itcontainsvoluntarymusclefibres

49.Whichnervecontrolsgastricmovements? 1.hypoglossal 2.phrenic 3.pudendal 4.vagus

50.Nowisthecharacteristicpainofpepticulcerdescribed? 1.throbbingpaininliypogastrium 2.burningpaininepigastrium 3.sharppainradiatingtorightshoulder 4.dullachearoundtheumbilicus
51./

OfficeUseOnly I.D.No.
(1-3)

CardNo.2
(4)

51.Whatadvicemightbegiventothispatientinanattemptto preventrecurrenceofhissymptoms? a.avoidsmokingandalcohol b.eatmealsslowly c.takesmallmealsregularlyand frequently
d.restbeforeandaftereating e.avoidhighlyseasonedfoods 1.a,cande 2.a,bandc 3.c,dande 4.alloftheabove

52.Thespecificpurposeofdietarytreatmentforapatientwith apepticulceristo N1.stimulateproductionofgastricjuice 2.delaygastricemptying 3.neutralisethefreeacidinthestomach 4.delaythenecessityforsurgery

I
vn vovn

I

53.Whichofthefollowingdrugsmayrelievethepainof pepticulcer?
1.liquidparaffin 2.magnesiumsulphate 3.magnesiumtrisilicate 4.glyceroltrinitrate

54.Whichofthefollowingdrugscancausegastritis? 1.aspirin 2.codeine 3.cascara 4.atropine

□

55.Whatisthecorrecttermforthepassageof'wind' theway?

1.flatulence 2.flatus 3.waterbrash 4.heartburn
56./



13.

InpreparingthepatientforBariumMeal,thenurseshould explainthat
1.hewillberequiredtoswallowseveral liquidandsemi-solidfeedsihquick succession

2.gastricsecretionswillberemovedthrough anaso-gastrictubewhileheisinx-ray
3.radio-opaquedrugswillbeadministered intravenouslywhileheisinx-ray

4.hewillberequiredtodrinkquitea largeamountofachalkysubstanceonce only

Whatpreparationisnecessarypriortogastricsecretion test(Pentagastrin)? 1.restrictedfluids 2.fastingofthepatient 3.gastriclavagewithsaline 4.gastriclavagewithsterilewater
Whichofthefollowingispossibleduringagastroscopy? 1.inspectionoftheampullaofVater 2.excisionoftheulcer 3.biopsyoftheulcer 4.measurementofintragastricpressure

Duodenalulcerisconfirmedbytheinvestigations. Acidsecretionislikelytobe 1.absent 2.verylow 3.normal 4.high
Fromwhichofthefollowingcomplicationsisthepatient withaduodenalulcermostatrisk? a.haemorrhage b.perforation c.carcinoma d.pancreatitis e.pyloricstenosis 1.a,bandd 2.a,bande 3.b,candd 4.alloftheabove

14.

61.Peritonitiswillinevitablyresultfromwhichofthese complications?
a.

haemorrhage
b.

perforation
c.

carcinoma
d.

pancreatitis
e.

pyloricstenosis
1.

aandb
2.

candd
3.

bonly
4.

alloftheabove
62.Whilecaringforapatientwhohasaduodenalulcer,the nursewouldimmediatelyreportwhichofthefollowing observations?

1.tachycardia,sweatingandcoldextremities 2.complaintsofthirstandwarmflushedskin
\3.nausea,malaiseandheadache 4.dyspepsia,distensionanddiarrhoea

63.Conservativetreatmentofthispatienthasnotbeen successfulandheistohavesurgery.Theoperationof choiceisvagotomyandpyloroplasty.Thepurposeofthis operationisto
1.loweracidsecretionandfacilitate gastricemptying

2.increaseacidsecretionandfacilitate gastricemptying
3.loweracidsecretionandbypassthe ulcer

4.increaseacidsecretionandbypassthe ulcer

64.Whyisthepatienttaughtdeepbreathingandcoughing exercisespriortosurgery? 1.becausecoughingispainfulpost¬ operatively
2.sothathewillnotrequireoxygen therapypost-operatively

3.sothatthereislessriskofpulmonary embolus
4.topreventpost-operativechest infection

65./



15.

65.Mouthcareisimportantforthepatientpost-operativelyinordertoprevent a.parotitis b.dehydration c.sordes d.halitosis e.discomfort 1.allexceptb 2.allexceptc 3.allexceptaandd 4.alloftheabove
66.Thepatientisallowednooralfluidsbutisoffered chewinggumoraciddrops.Themainreasonforthis isto 1.preventdehydration 2.stimulatethesalivaryglands 3.stimulateperistalsis 4.avoidthenecessitytobrushhisteeth

67.Thenurseshouldexpectthedrainagefromthenaso¬ gastrictubeinthefirstfewhourspost-operatively
tobe

1.clear 2.brightred 3.darkred 4.greenishyellow
68.Apatientwhohashadgastro-intestinalsurgeryrequires anaso-gastrictubeandintravenousfluidsbecause 1.paralyticileusispresentpost¬ operatively

2.gastricenzymesarenotproduced 3.toxicproductsmustbediluted 4.dehydrationmustbecorrected
69.Thecorrectstrengthofphysiologicalsalinewhichwould beadministeredintravenouslyis 1.

0.09%
2.

0.9%

3.

9%

4.

9.5%

70./

16.

Signsofrecoveryofpost-operativeparalyticileusarethatthepatient
a.haspassedflatus b.hasalessdistendedabdomen c.hasnobowelsounds d.hasdecreasednaso-gastricaspirate e.haspassedlessurine 1.a,bandd 2.a,cande 3.b,candd 4.alloftheabove

GOSTRAIGHTONTOPAGE17.
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17.

MrPorter,a75yearoldgentleman,isadmittedcomplainingofalternatingconstipationanddiarrhoea,weightloss,abdominaldiscomfortandnausea.Adiagnosisofcarcinomaofrectumismade. 71.Thistypeoftumourislikelytobe 1.sarcoma 2.myoma 3.fibroma 4.adenocarcinoma
72.Sigmoidoscopyisperformedasadiagnosticmeasure.Inwhich positionshouldthepatientbeplacedforthisexamination? 1.lithotomy 2.Trendelenburg 3„knee-chest 4.prone

73.Thepositioninwhichthepatientshouldbeplacedwhenheistoreceiveanenemais 1.knoe-chest 2.prone 3.rightlateral 4.leftlateral
74.Whengivingacolonlavage,howfarintotherectum' shouldthecatheterbeplaced? 1.2inches 2.5inches 3.8inches 4.10inches

75.Atoperationacolostomyisperformed.Inthefirst post-operativedays,themosteffectivewayofhelpingthepatientaccepthisstomaisto 1.begintoteachhimself-careofthe colostomyimmediately
2.attachtheappliancewithgreatcare soastopreventanyleakage

3.pointouttohimthatmanyvery importantpeoplehaveacolostomy
4.givehimliteraturecontaining informationaboutthecareofhis colostomy

76./

18.

76.InMrPorter'scase,whereisthecolostomylikelytobe sited?

1.descendingcolon 2.transversecolon 3.ascendingcolon 4.atthecaecum
77.Dietforthispatient,whenhehasrecoveredfromthe surgeryandisreadyfordischargehome,shouldbe 1.asclosetonormalaspossible 2.lowinprotein 3.highincarbohydrate 4.lowinroughage

GOSTRAIGHTONTOPAGE19,



19.

Thissectioncontainsgeneralquestionsrelatingtogastro-intestinal nursingandbiology. 78.Intrinsicfactorisproducedinthe 1.liver 2.gallbladder 3.pancreas 4.stomach

79.Theportalcirculationisthetermusedtodescribe 1.thebloodsupplywithintheliver 2.alltheintra-abdominalbloodvessels 3.thevesselswhichconveynutrientsfrom theguttotheliver
4.thevesselsconveyingbileandbile products

80.Analternativetocureofaninguinalherniabysurgery, isalleviationofthesymptomsby 1.bedrest 2.applicationofatruss 3.applicationofascrotalsupport 4.limitingofstrenuousphysicalactivity
81.Apatienthasbeenadmittedwithastrangulatedinguinal hernia.Whichofthefollowingactionsislikelyto bringsomereliefofsymptoms? 1.elevatingtheheadofthebed 2.elevatingthefootofthebed 3.helpinghimtolieontheaffected side

4.helpinghimtolieonthenon-affected side

82./

20.

82.Inwhichofthefollowingoperationswillananastomosishave beenformed?
a.gastro-enterostomy b.resectionofcolon(hemicolectomy) c.abdomino-perinealexdisionofrectum d.pyloroplastyandvagotomy 1.aandb 2.bandc 3.candd 4.alloftheabove

83.Twenty-fourhoursafteranoperationasuddenpyrexiais mostlikelytoindicate 1.urinaryinfection
•v2.excessivepain 3.deepvenousthrombosis 4.chestinfection

84.Asymptomofpyloricobstructionis 1.diarrhoea 2.abdominaldistention 3.projectilevomiting 4.frequentvomitingofsmallamounts
85.Theperitoneumis

1.aprotectivecoveringfortheabdominal organs
2.theouterlayeroftheanalcanal 3.theliningoftheoesophagus 4.thelargemusclesupportingtheabdominal contents

86.Peritonitisisanalternativediagnosisinwhichofthe following?
a.rupturedappendix b.carcinomaofcolon c.perforatedpepticulcer d.diverticulitis 1.aandb 2.bandd 3.aandc 4.candd

87./



21.

87.Apatientwithperitonitis?isnursedsittingwellpropped upinbedbecause
1.thishelpslocalisepusintothepelvic cavity

2.thishelpseasetheacutepain 3.generalcirculatorycomplicationsare minimised
4.respirationismadeeasier

88.Apatientwhowasadmittedasanemergency,hada palliativeoperationbecausemetastaseswerepresent. Theoperationvascalledanileo-transverseanastomosis. Yourinterpretationofthisinformationwouldleadyou toconcludethat
a.thepatienthadaninflammatory conditionofhisbowel

b.theoperationwilltemporarilyimprove hiscondition
c.theoperationwillcurehiscondition d.amalignantgrowthwasthesourceof theproblem

e.thepatientwasatriskofintestinal obstruction
1.aandb 2.candd 3.a,cande 4.b,dande

GOSTRAIGHTONTOPAGE22.

22.

VI.Thefollowingquestionsareofadifferenttype. Hereyouarerequiredtomatchitemsandbelowisanexample.
PlaceCorrect

ColumnAColumnBNumberhere
1.inflammationTachycardia 2.elevatedtemperature 3.slowpulsePyrexia 4.rapidpulse ThedigestiveprocesseslistedinColumnBarebroughtaboutbytheaction ofoneoftheenzymeslistedinColumnA. placingtheappropriatenumberinthebox. required.

Indicatethecorrectenzymeby Morechoicesaregiventhanare
ColumnA

ColumnB

1.

\

Pepsin

89.

Conversionofproteins
to

2.

Trypsin

peptones

3.

Lipase
4.

Peptidase

90.

Conversionofstarches
to

5.

Amylase

maltose

6.

Maltase

91.

Conversionofpeptides
to

PlaceCorrect Numberhere

aminoacids Conversionoffatstofatty acidsandglycerol

□ □ □ □

ThemedicaltermslistedinColumnBaredefinedinthelistinColumnA. Matcheachdefinitionwiththecorrecttermbyplacingtheappropriate numberinthebox.Morechoicesaregiventhanarerequired. ColumnA
1.Coffeegroundvomitus 2.Difficultyinswallowing 3.Indigestion 4.Freshbloodinstool 5.Projectilevomiting 6.Alteredbloodinstool

93.Dysphagia 94.Melaena 95.Hacmatemeses 9G.Dyspepsia

PlaceCorrect Numberhere □ □ □ □



23.

Nowdothesamewiththislist. ColumnA
1.Pouching:ofthemucosaofthe pelviccolon

2.Abscessbeneathgallbladder 3.Stoneinparotidduct 4.Inflammatoryconditionofthe smallintestine
5.Gallstones 6.Inflammationofasalivary gland

ColumnB
97.Cholelithiasis 98.Crohn'sdisease 99.Parotitis 100,Diverticulosis

LOOKOVfflYOURV.'ORKTOMAKESUREYOUHAVENOTMISSEDAPAGE
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UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINPUREEEDUCATION
STUDENTPURSEOPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE Date Koine College

PRE-EXPERIMENT

Onwhichofthefollowingwardshaveyouworkedfor4weeksormore* (PleaseTICKtheboxor boxeswhichapply.)

Medical Surgical Geriatric Paediatric Psychiatric Othertypeofwardi pleasespecify:-
□ □ □ □ □ □

2.HowmanyweekshaveyouspentinBlock(i.e.CollegeofNursing) sinceyoucommencedtraining?(Donotincludethispresentweek) (Pleaseenternumberofweeksinbox).•
Answerthenexttwoquestionswithreferencetoyourexperience onMEDICALandSURGICALwardsONLY. 3.Whileworkingonmedicalandsurgicalwards,howoftenhaveyou hadsupervisionorpracticaldemonstrationsfromthefollowing membersofstaff?

Fairly

OftenoftenRarelyNever
(PleaseTICK oneboxfor EACHgrade

ofstaff)

WardSister

□

□

□

□

StaffNurse

□

□

□

□

NurseTutor

□

□

□

□

ClinicalTeacher

□

□

□

□

Otherstudentnurses...
□

□

□

□

Others:pleasespecify
□

□

□

□

...

□

□

□

□

Commentonyouranswerifyouwish.

-2-

4.Whileworkingonmedicalandsurgicalwards,howoftenhaveyouhad shortteachingortutorialsessionsfromthefollowingmembersof staff?

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

WardSister••.□□□□
(PleaseTICKStaffNurse□□□□ oneboxfor11111111 EACHgradeNurseTutor|J||||[) ClinicalTeacherQQQQ Otherstudentnurses...□□□□ Others:pleasespecify:-

...□□□□
....□□□□

Commentonyouranswerifyouwish. 5.Pleaseputthefollowinglistinorder,numberingfrom1forthe methodofteaching/learningyoulikebest,to8forthemethod youlikeleast.(Writethenumbersintheemptybrackets.)
()'Straight',i.e.formallectures.

()Lectureswhichincludetimeforquestionsordiscussions.()Tutorialsorseminarsinsmallgroups,inwhichtheteacher andmembersoftheclassparticipateindiscussion.
()Tutorialswhileyouareworkingonthewards. ()PracticalclassesinCollege,whichincludedemonstrations ofnursingprocedures.

()PracticalclassesinCollege,whichincludedemonstrations andopportunitiesforyoutopractise.
S)Guidedstudy-undersupervisionofteachingstaff.)Self-directedstudy.

6.Whenopportunityisgivenforquestionsordiscussioninclass, howoftendoyouparticipate?
Fairly

OftenoftenRarelyNever
(PleaseTICKonebox)

□□□□

7.Whichofthefollowingstatementsisclosesttoyouropinion? IlearnmostwhenIamworkingonthewards IlearnmostwhenIamintheCollege
(Pleasering onenumber)

Foroffice useonly. (26-54)
ON
O

IV)

(35-42) (33) (44)
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Foroffice useonly.

8.Onthewhole,when1workonthewards,IfindwhatIhavebeen taughtintheCollege: (pieaseringoneishelpful.1 number)isnothelpful2
9.Doyouthinktheemphasisinthetheorypartofyourcourse sofarliasbeenon:

careoftheindividualpatient1
(Pleaseringonetechnicalaspectsandnursing number)procedures2

10.Whichdoyouthinkdescribesyourwardworkmostrealistically? Carryingoutroutineprocedures forallthepatientsinthe ward1
(PleaseringoneGivingtotalnursingcareto number)oneormorepatientsinthe ward2

11.Doyouthinkclassroomteachingrelateswelltonursing asitispractisedonthewards? (PleaseringoneYes•••••1 number)No.....2
1?.Canyourecallinrecentweeksdoingsomethingon thewardsoneway,whenyouhadbeentaughttodo itdifferentlyinCollege? (PleaseringoneYes1 number)No2

Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s)andcomment.
13.Whatdoyouthinktheterm'integrationoftheoryandpractice innursing'means?

(51*-57)

-4-

14.Arethereanypartsofyourcourse(training)sofarinwhich youthinktheoryandpracticearewellintegrated? (PleaseringoneYes number)No
Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s)andcomment.

15*Arethereanypartsofyourcourse(training)sofarin whichyouthinktheoryandpracticearenotwellintegrated? (PleaseringoneYes number)No
Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s)andcomment.

16.Canyouthink,ofanywaysinwhichintegrationoftheory andpracticecouldbeimproved? (PleaseringoneYes number)No
Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s)andcomment.

Foroffice useonly. (53-65) (66-73)
O

Vjl>

TAKEMEWCARD AMDDUPLICATE COLS.1-5(6)(7-15)

Ifyouhaveanyothercommentsaboutyournursingeducationand trainingwhichyouv/ouldliketomake-pleasewritethembelowand overleafifnecessary. THANKYOUVERYMUCHNORYOURHELP.ALLYOURANSWERSWILLBETREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. NPA.9/78



UNIVIORoITYOFEDINBURGH-NUHUINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION

Foroffice useonly

WARDSISTERANDSTAFFNURSEOPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE Date Hospital 1.Inwhichtypeofwarddoyouwork? (PleaseTICK appropriatebox and/orcomplete under1Other')

Medical Surgical Other-please specify:

□ □
□

2.Pleaseenterintheboxthenumberofbedsinyourward. 3.Isthewarddesignprincipally:- (PleaseTICK appropriatebox and/orcomplete under*'Other')

OpenNightingale Cubicles Other-please specify:

□ □ □ □

U.Pleaseenterintheappropriateboxana.veragenumberfor thetotalwardstaffavailableeachweekfordayduty(includingSister).

Numberoftrained staff

□

Numberoflearners□

5-(a)Inregardtotrainedstaff,dofluctuationsintheabove numbersoccur:

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICKj1i.i1i1 appropriatebox)[_|||||||
(b)Inregardtolearners,dofluctuationsintheabove numbersoccur:

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICKi1I1jjj1appropriatebox)|(||||||

-2-

Foroffice useonly

6.Doyouthinkstudentnursesshouldreceiveteachinginthewards whileworkingasmembersofthewardstaff? (Pleasering onenumber)

Yes.. No ..

(ifyouhaveansweredNO,pleasegostraightontoquestion10),
7.Shouldthisteachingbe: (a)intheformofpracticaldemonstrationand/or supervisedpractice

(b)intheformofshortteachingortutorialsessions? (Pleaseringone numberand/orcomplete under'Other')

a)only1 b)only2 a)and(b)3 Other-pleasespecify:

8.Whodoyouthinkshouldtakethemainresponsibilityforgiving thiswardteaching? IfyourchoiceabovewastheClinicalTeacher,whowouldyou considershouldassumethisresponsibilityifnoClinicalTeacher isavailable,i.e.ifnoneonthestaffortoofewtoworkin eachwardofthehospital?
10*Howoftenareyoupersonallyinvolvedinanyteachingofstudent nurses?

Fairly

(PleaseTICK oneboxon eachline)

Inyourownward Inotherwards InCollege

Often
□

often
□

Rarely
□

Never
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

11.IfyouhaveansweredQuestion10intheaffirmative,please explainwhatyoudo.

H H



-3-

Foroffice useonly

12.HowoftenareCollegestaffinvolvedinteachingofstudentnurses inyourwardatthepresenttime?
Fairly

OftenoftenRarelyNever
(PleaseTICKone boxforeach gradeofStaff)

SeniorTutor

□

□

□

□

RegisteredNurse Teacher(Tutor)

□

□

□

□

RegisteredClinical Teacher

□

□

□

□

13.

Doyouthinkstudentnursesshouldreceivesometeachinginthe wardsforacertainamountoftheirBlocktime,i.e.as supernumerarystudentsworkingunderthesupervisionofCollege teachingstaff?

(Pleasering onenumber)

Yes No

1lj.Ifthistypeofteachingbecameapartofthestudentnurse's educationshoulditbe: (a)intheformofsupervisednursingcaregiventoindividual patients,whoseconditionslinkedtocurrentlectures;
(b)intheformoftutorialsonthewards? (Pleaseringone numberand/orcomplete under'Other1)

(a^only (b)only(a)and(b). Other-pleasespecify:

Commentifyouwish.
15.HowoftendoyoumeetorconsultwithCollegestaffinconnection withyourwork?

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICK1111j111 appropriatebox)|||||||J
Pleasecommentontheformandpurposeofsuchcontacts.

16.Whenastudentnursecomestoyourward,doyouknowwhether shehashadtherelevanttheoreticalpreparation? (Pleaseringonenumber)
Yes No

-h

17«Doyouthinkyououghttoknowhertheoreticalpreparation? (Pleaseringonenumber)
Yes No

18.Inwhatwaysisthis,orcouldthisinformationbemade availabletoyou?
19*Thefollowingstatementsarequotedfromtrainednurses'replies (bothteachersandwardstaff)tosurveyquestions.Pleasechoose theonewhichisclosesttoyourownopinion,andplaceatick intheappropriatebox. (a)Ifeelverystronglythattutorsshouldspendsomeof theirtimeinthewardsteachingstudentnurses.

(b)Ithinkitisquiteimportantthatthetutorshould dosometeachinginthewards.
(o)Iamnotsurethatthetutorshouldteachinthe wardsatall.

(d)Thetutor'splaceisintheclassroom,notthewards.
□ □ □ □

20.Doyouthinkthereisanydifferencebetweenthetutor's functionasawardteacherandtheclinicalteacher'sfunction asawardteacher?
(Pleaseringonenumber)

Yes No

Ifyes,pleaseexplain.
21.DoyouthinkthereisanydifferencebetweentheClinical Teacher'sfunctionasawardteacherandyourown? (Pleaseringonenumber)

Yes No

Foroffice useonly (1.3) (1.1,-1,6) (1.7)

CT\
O

vn

(1.8-50) (51-53)

Ifyes,pleaseexplain.
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Foroffice useonly

22.Doyouthinkclassroomteachingrelateswelltonursingasit ispractisedontheward?
(Pleaseringonenumber)
Yes No

Commentifyouwish. Itwouldbehelpfulifyouwouldcompletethefollowingdetails: Presentposition:
(PleaseTICK appropriatebox)

Pleaseentertimeinpresentgrade:
Sister StaffNurse

□

••••••1i
YearsMonths

Signature

Allanswerswillbe

treatedconfidentially,butyouneednotsignifyoudonot wishto. IFYOUHAVEAMYOTHERCOMMENTSABOUTNURSINGEDUCATIONAND TRAININGWHICHYOUWOULDLIKETOMAKE-PLEASEDOSOBELOW. THANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP.

I C7\
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UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
REGISTEREDNURSETEACHER(TUTOR)OPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE Date College 1.Inwhichoftheseprogrammesdoyouteach?

RGNQ
(PleaseTICKthebox•••□ orboxeswhichapply)rnmd□ RSCN ENO Post-registration,•□ Post-basic.,□ Other-pleasespeciPylI

Foroffice useonly (1"2) (3-$) (6) (7) (8-11)

2.Withwhichprogrammeareyouprincipallyinvolved?
(12-11*)

3.Haveyouoveralladministrativeresponsibilityforanygroup ('set'orintake)oflearnersthroughouttheirtrainingperiod? Ifyes,pleasestate (Pleaseenter numberinboxes)
(Pleaseringonenumber) numberofdiscreteintakes. numberoflearnersinvolved

Yes No

[4.Areyou'personaltutor'toanylearners? (Pleaseringonenumber)
Yes No

If'yes',pleaseanswerQuestion9.If'no',pleasego straighttoQuestion6. (a)Forhowmanylearnersareyoupersonaltutor? (Pleaseenternumberinbox)••••
(b)Pleasestatewhatresponsibilitiesareinvolvedforyou inbeinga'personaltutor'.

(15-20) (21) (22-2!,) (25-28)

-2

6.Howisyourteachingcommitmentarrivedat? allocatedbySeniorTutor

□ □

(PleaseTICKdiscussionwithallstaffinCollege.. appropriatebox)
discussionwithina'team'headedbyi1 SeniorTutor.[| Other-pleasespecify:

7#Doyouconsideryouhaveanyparticular'specialty'?
□

(Pleaseringonenumber)j^Ŝ
If'yes',pleaseanswerQuestion8.If'no',pleasegostraight ontoQuestion9« (a)Pleasestatethesubject(s)orareaofyourspecialty. (b)Doyouteachthesubject(s)ofyourspecialty? (Pleaseringonenumber)̂

Pleasecommentifyouwish:.
9#Whichmostaccuratelydescribesyourteachingcommitment? Iteach:-

allsubjectsinthesyllabus
(PleaseTICKthemostsubjectsinthesyllabus... appropriatebox and/orcommentonlyafewsubjectsinthesyllabus under'Other')

Other-pleasespecify:

□ □ □ □

Foroffice useonly (29) (30)

I

(31-33)O
I

(31i)
;(35) (36)
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10,Areyoucurrentlyteaching- (PleaseTICK appropriatebox)
-3- entirelywithintheCollege inbothCollegeandWard...

□ □

IfteachingentirelyinCollege,pleasegostraightonto QuestionU4.
IfteachinginbothCollegeandWardpleasecontinuebelow:

11.(a)Howoftenareyouinvolvedinteachinglearnersonthe wards?

Fairly

(PleaseTICKOftenoftenRarely appropriatebox)

□□□

(b)Ifitispossibleforyoutojudgeapproximatelywhat percentageofyourworkingtimeisspentinCollegeand whatpercentageinwards,pleasedoso:- (Pleaseenternumber inbox,orTICKas appropriate)

TimeinCollege...□ TimeinWards.....□ (Total=100%)
Itisnotpossible formetostatethis
□

1?.Whichmostaccuratelydescribesthewardteachingpartofyourwork? Mywaruteachingisdone:
withIntroductoryBlocklearners□

(PleasetickALL appropriate boxes)

withlearnersofanystageon wardsasapartoftheirBlock orCollegeexperience withlearnerswhoareonthe wardstaff alwaysinthesamewardorunit indifferenttypesofward.... withstudentstowhomIam personaltutorwhicheverward theyarein

□ □ □ □ □

Pleaseaddanyfurtherexplanatorycommentifyouwish:
Foroffice useonly. (37) (38) (39-1*1) (1*2-1*9)

-k-

Foroffice useonly.

13.DoesyouranswertoQuestion12representthewayyoupreferto organisethewardteachingpartofyourwork? (Pleaseringonenumber)
If•no1,whatwouldyouprefer? PleasenowgoontoQuestion1

1i|.WouldyouprefertoteachinbothCollegeandWard? (Pleaseringonenumber)
Pleasecommentifyouwish.

Yes No

Yes No

15.Doyouthinkthereisanydifferencebetweenthetutor'sfunction asawardteacherandtheclinicalteacher'sfunctionasaward teacher?

(Pleaseringonenumber)
Yes No

Ifyes,pleaseexplain.
16.Doyouthinkstudentnursesshouldreceiveteachinginthewards whileworkingasmembersofthewardstaff? (Pleaseringonenumber)

Ifyouhaveanswered'no',pleasegostraightonto Question20)

Yes No

17.Shouldthisteachingbe: (a)intheformofpracticaldemonstrationand/orsupervisedpractice (b)intheformofshortteachingortutorialsessions? (Pleaseringone numberand/or completeunder 'Other')

(a)only b)(b)only2. (a)and(b)3 Other-pleasespecify:
(50-5?) (53-55)

ON
o

CO

(56-58), (59) (60-61)



5-

18.Whodoyouthinkshouldtakethemainresponsibilityforgivingthiswardteaching?

Foroffice useonly (62)

19-IfyourchoiceabovewastheClinicalTeacher,whowouldyou considershouldassumethisresponsibilityifnoClinicalTeacher isavailable,i.e.ifnoneonthestaffortoofewtoworkineach wardofthehospital?

(63)

20.Doyouthinkstudentnursesshouldreceivesometeachinginthe(6U) wardsforacertainamountoftheirBlocktime,i.e.as supernumerarystudentsworkingunderthesupervisionofCollege teachingstaff?
(Pleaseringonenumber)̂

21.Haveyouhadanyexperienceofthistypeofteaching?(65-66) (Pleaseringonenumber)̂
Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s)

22.Ifthistypeofteachingbecameapartofthestudentnurse's educationdoyouthinkitshouldbe: (a)intheformofsupervisednursingcaregiventoindividual patients,whoseconditionslinkedtocurrentlectures
(b)intheformoftutorialsonthewards?

only

(Pleaseringonenumber and/orcompleteunder 'Other')

(b)only(a)and(b) Other-pleasespecify:
(67-68)

Commentifyouwish:
23.Howoftendoyoumeetorconsultwithwardnursingstaffin connectionwithyourwork?

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICKappropriatebox)□□□□
Pleasecommentontheformandpurposeofsuchcontacts.

(69-71)

-6-Foroffice
useonly

21*.Thefollowingstatementsarequotedfromtrainednurses'replies(7?)(bothteachersandwardstaff)tosurveyquestions.Pleasechoose theonewhichisclosesttoyourownopinion,andplaceatickin theappropriatebox. (a)Ifeelverystronglythattutorsshouldspendsomeof theirtimeinthewardsteachingstudentnurses.
(b)Ithinkitisquiteimportantthatthetutorshould dosometeachinginthewards.

(c)Iamnotsurethatthetutorshouldteachinthewards atall.
(d)Thetutor'splaceisintheclassroom,notthewards.

□ □ □

25.Thefollowingreasonshavebeengivenbybothteachersand _yg\ wardstaffastowhythetutordoesnotteachintheward. Pleaseindicateyouropinionbyrankingthemfrom1forthe. mostlikelyreasonto5fortheleastlikely.Ifyou disagreecompletelywithanyreason,donotrankit.ON
O

vo

n

Thetutordoesnotteachinthewardbecause:- (a)Collegecommitmentspreventherdoingso (b)Wardstaffresentherpresence{ (c)ThecreationoftheClinicalTeachergradehasmadeit easyforhertooptout1
T—

(d)Shehaslostcontactwiththerealityofnursingcare!
]—

(e)Shelacksconfidenceinherabilitytocopeintheward» Pleaseaddanyfurthercommentifyouwish:
26.Doyouthinkclassroomteachingrelateswelltonursingasitis(79_Qq) practisedontheward?

(Pleaseringonenumber)**̂
Commentifyouwish:



-7-

Itwouldbehelpfulifyouwouldcompletethefollowingdetails: Presentposition:

SeniorTutor••••
(PleaseTICK onebox)RegisteredNurseTeacher

□ □

nmonthsin

Lengthoftimeaswardsister/i1i-i chargenurseI||(
YearofqualificationasaR.N.T.19 InstituteinwhichR.N.T.Coursetaken

SignatureAllanswerswillbe treatedconfidentially,butyouneednotsignifyoudonotwishto. IPYOUHAVEANYOTHERCOMMENTSABOURNURSINGEDUCATIONAND TRAININGM1ICHYOUWOULDLIKETOMAKE-PLEASEDOSOBELOW. THANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP.

Foroffice useonly. I.D.No's
1-5 CardNo. (6) (7) (8) (9) (10-11) (12)

O



NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT
UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH- EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION

REGISTEREDCLINICALTEACHEROPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE Date College 1.Doyouteach:

entirelyinthewardB..□
□ □

(llease^ICKbothCollegeandwards(~J appropriatebox)'1 inCollegeonly

2.Ifteachinginthewards,pleasetickinwhichtype(s) Medical Surgical..... Other-pleasespecify:□
□ □

3.Doyouconsideryouhaveanyparticular'specialty'? (Pleaseringonenumber)•••••••^
Ifyes,(a)pleasestatethesubject(s)orareaofyour'specialty'. (b)doyouteachinthesubject(s)orareaofyour'specialty'? (Pleaseringonenumber)Yes1

No2

U.Pleasetickanyboxeswhichdescribeyourwardteachingcommitment Iteach-studentnursesinRONprogrammeonly.□ studentandpupilnurses....□ alllearnersincludingpost-registration...□
(PleaseTICKi1 'illpostbasic,i.e.trainedstaff|| appropriatei1 boxes)inthewa.rd(s)ofmyspecialty|J inonewardorunitonly...□ inseveralwards....□ inseveralwardsbutnoneofmyspecialty••□

Pleasecommentoverleafifyouwish:

-2-

U.(contd.)Pleaseaddhereanyfurthercommentsifyoufeeltheabove doesnotadequatelydescribeyourwardteachingcommitment.
5>.Howisyourteachingcommitmentarrivedat? allocatedbySeniorTutor□ discussionwithallstaffinCollege.□

(PleaseTTCKdiscussionwithina'team'headedbyaij appropriateSeniorTutor|| boxand/or commentunderdiscussionbetweenallRegisteredClinical1
'Other')TeachersjJ Other-pleasespecify:□

Foroffice useonly (27)

6.ANSWERQuestion'6onlyifyouareTEACHINGINBOTHWARDSANDCOLLEGE, (a)PleasedescribewhatyourCollegeteachinginvolves. (b)Ifitispossibleforyoutojudgeapproximatelywhat percentageofyourworkingtimeisspentinCollegeand whatpercentageinwards,pleasedoso:- (Pleaseenternumber inbox,orTICKas appropriate).

College Wards
(Total=100%)

Itisnotpossible formetoj1 statethis..|J

NowgostraightontoQuestion9« ANSWERQuestion7onlyifyouareTEACHINGENTIRELYINTHECOLLEGE. 7.WhichmostaccuratelydescribesyourCollegeteachingcommitment?
□ □ □

(PleaseTICK theappropriate boxand/or commentunder 'Other')

allsubjectsinthesyllabus mostsubjectsinthesyllabus onlyafewsubjectsinthesyllabus other-pleasespecify:

□

NowgostraightontoQuestion9*

ON

(20-29)P (30-32) (33)

X

1.



-3-

ANSWERquestion8onlyifyouareTEACHINGENTIRELYINTHEWARDS. 8.WouldyouprefertoincludesomeCollegeteachinginyourwork? (Pleaseringonenumber)
Pleasecommentifyouwish.

Yes No

9.HowoftenareRegisteredNurseTeachersteachinginanyofthewards inwhichyouteach?

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICK appropriatebox)□□□□
10.DoyouconsiderthereisanydifferenceintheRNT'sfunctionasa wardteacherandyourown?

Yes1 No2

Ifyes,pleaseexplains
(Pleaseringonenumber)

11.Howoftendothewardsisterand/orstaffnurseteachinanyofthe wardsinwhichyouteach?

Fairly
OftenoftenRarelyNever

(PleaseTICKone boxforeachgrade ofstaff)

WardSister StaffNurse

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

12.DoyouconsiderthereisanydifferenceintheWardSister/Staff Nursefefimcfcinnasawardteacherandyourown? (Pleaseringonenumber)•••••••̂
Ifyes,pleaseexplain:

-h-

Foroffice useonly.

13.

Withregardtowardteachingoflearnerswhiletheyarepartofthe wardstaff,shouldthisteachingbe: (a)intheformofpracticaldemonstrationand/orsupervisedpractice (b)intheformoftutorialsorshortteachingsessions?
(a)only1 (b)only2

(Pleaseringon numberand/or commentunder •Other*)

3.)and(b)........3 Other-pleasespecify:

1i|.Whodoyouthinkshouldtakethemainresponsibilityforgiving thiswardteaching?
15.IfyourchoiceabovewastheClinicalTeacher,whowouldyouconsider shouldassumethisresponsibilityifnoClinicalTeacheris available,i.e.ifnoneonstaffortoofewtoworkineachward ofthehospital?

16.Doyouthinkstudentnursesshouldreceivesometeachinginthe wardsforacertainamountoftheirBlocktime,i.e.assupernumerary studentsworkingunderthesupervisionofCollegeteachingstaff? (Pleaseringonenumber)
17.Haveyouhadanyexperienceofthistypeofteaching? (Pleaseringonenumber)

Yes1 No2 Yes1 No2

Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s) Ifthistypeofteachingbecameapartofthestudentnurse's educationdoyouthinkitshouldbe: (a)intheformofsupervisednursingcaregiventoindividual patients,whoseconditionslinkedtocurrentlectures;
(*)intheformoftutorialsonthewards (Pleaseringone numberand/or completeunder 'Other')

(a)only(h)(b)only2 (a)and(b)3 Other-pleasespecify:
(I16-li7) (U8) (1.9)

Ob

H

fO

(5o)
(51-52) (53-51.)
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19»Thefollowingstatementsarequotedfromtrainednurses'replies (bothteachersandwardstaff)tosurveyquestions.Pleasechoose theonewhichisclosesttoyourownopinion,andplaceatick intheappropriatebox. (a)Tfeelverystronglythattutorsshouldspendsomeof theirtimeinthewardsteachingstudentnurses
(b)Ithinkitisquiteimportantthatthetutorshoulddo someteachinginthewards.

(c)Iamnotsurethatthetutorshouldteachinthewards atall.
(d)Thetutor'splaceisintheclassroom,notthewards

□ □ □ □

20.Thefollowingreasonshavebeengivenbybothteachersandward staffastowhythetutordoesnoteachintheward.Please indicateyouropinionbyrankingthemfrom1forthemostlikely reasonto£fortheleastlikely.Ifyoudisagreecompletely withanyreason,donotrankit. Thetutordoesnotteachinthewardbecause- (a)Collegecommitmentspreventherdoingso (b)Wardstaffresentherpresence (c)thecreationoftheClinicalTeachergradehasmade iteasyforhertooptout
(d)shehaslostcontactwiththerealityofnursingcare (e)shelacksconfidenceinherabilitytocopeinthe ward Addanycommentifyouwish.

□ □ □ □ □

21.Doyouthinkclassroomteachingrelateswelltonursingasit ispractisedontheward?
(PI

number)easeringone

Yes No

Commentifyouwish:

-6-

Foroffice useonly.

Itwouldbehelpfulifyouwouldcompletethefollowingdetails: YearofqualificationasR.C.T.19 Lengthoftime
asWardSister/ ChargeNurse

years

months

Lengthoftime
aspractisingRCT

(61i-65) (66) (67)

Signature

Allanswerswillbe

treatedconfidentially,butyouneednotsignifyoudonot wishto.
IFYOUHAVEANYOTHERCOMMENTSABOUTNURSINGEDUCATIONAND TRAINING«.WHICHYOUWOULDLIKETOMAKE-PLEASEDOSOBELOW. THANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP.

On
H

U)



Foroffice useonly

UNIVERSITYOFEDlNOURGII-NURSING,RESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
STUDENTNURSEOPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE-POSTEXPER1MENT Date Name CoHere

(1-2) (3-5) (0) (7)

1.Didyouenjoytheexperimentalmethodofteaching/ learning?
(PleaseTICKthe appropriatebox)

Verymuch Moderately Notverymuch Notatall

(8)

Whatdidyouespeciallylikeabouttheexperimental course?

(9—12)

3.Whatdidyouespeciallydislikeabouttheexperimental course?

(13-15)

Whatdoyouthinkwastheeffectoftheexperimental teachingmethod- onthepatients?

(IC-19)

onthewardsandwardstaff?

(20-23)

BycombiningCollegeandWardworkasyouhavedonein thisexperimentalcourse,doyouthinkyouhave- learnedmorethanyoudowiththeusual teachingmethods learnedthesameasyoudowiththeusual teachingmethods learnedlessthanyoudowiththeusual teachingmethods
Withregardtothesupervisionyoureceivedwhilegiving nursingcare,doyouthink

yourequiredmore
(PleaseTICKthe.., .,.vyourequiredless

apprbpriatebox)
itwasjustright

Pleasemakeanyfurthercommentsaboutthesupervision ifyouwish: Howeffectiveisthismethodoflearningforyou, comparedtoCollege-basedmethods? Wouldyouliketoseethismethodofteachingrepeated foranyothersubjectinyoureducationinnursing? (PleaseTICKthe appropriatebox) Pleasecommentonyouranswer:



3.

9.

Comparedwithotherteachingmethodswhichyouhave experiencedinyournursingeducation,didthis experimentalmethod- integratetheoryandpracticein nursing helpyoutorelatetheoryand practiceinnursing prepareyoutoreturntoworkin thewards stimulateyourinterestinyour studies enableyoutotakepartinclass discussions

More

Less

Nodifferently

Ifyouhadachoicebetweengivingtotalpatientcaretoafew patients,orgivingpatientcarebytaskassignment,which wouldyoupreferandwhy?
11.Ingeneral,whatareyourfeelings research?

aboutparticipatingin
(36-40) (41-44) (45-46)

PLJuAS3GIVEANYOTHERCOMMENTSIFYOUY/I3II Thankyouforyourhelpincompletingthisquestionnaire.

CT\
M

VJ1



Foroffice useonly

universityofedin'.urgh-nursinoresearchunit EXPERIHNNTINNURSEEDUCATION
CONTROLGROUP.STUDENTS-QUESTIONNAIRE-POS'T-EXPERIMENT Dr>tet Name: College:.

•(1-2) j(3-5) (6) (7)

Thestudentnursesintheexperimental,grouporecompletinga questionnaireandgivingtheiropinionsabouttheexperiment whichhasjusttakenplace. Yourowninvolvement,asamemberofthecontrolgroup,has beendifferent,butisjustasimportant.Itwouldbe helpfulifyouwouldanswerthequestionsbelowandgive yourcommentsabouttheexperienceoftakingpartinthis research. 1.Iftheopportunitytotakepartinasimilarexperiment occurredagain,wouldyouprefer

(S-10)

tobeintheexperimental group

1

(Pleasering onenumber)
tobeinthecontrolgroup•»2 nottotakepart3

Pleasecommentonyouranswer:
2.Doyouthinktakingpartinthisexperimentmadeany differencetoyourexperienceinBlock?

Yes1
(Pleaseringonenumber)

No2

(11-13)

Pleasecommentonyouranswer:
3./

3.

Fromwhatyouknowoftheexperimentalmethodofteaching- wouldyouliketoseeitbecomeoneofthemethodsused
in youreducationinnursing?

(M-JG)

(Pleasering onenumber)

Yes1 No2 Don•tKnow...3

Pleasecommentonyouranswer:
4.Ingeneral,whatareyourfeelingsaboutparticipating: •inresearch?

(17-1o)

PLEASEADDANYOTHERCOMMENTSIFYOUWISH: TIIANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP.

a H



Foroffice useonly

UNIVERSITYOFSI)INBUllGII-NUR31NGRE.EEMICHUNIT &£PKR1UENTINNURSEEDUCATION
vV.VRDSISTERANDSTAFFNURSEOPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE
FUSThXPiatiMENT

Date: Hospital: 1.DidyoufindtheexperimentinwhichBlockstudentnurses cametogivecaretosomeofyourpatientseachmorning
inanywaydisruptiveofwardroutine? (Pleaseringonenumber)

Yes No

Ifyes,pleasestateinwhatway(s):
2.V/hatdoyouthinkwerethedisadvantagesofthe experimentalmethod?

3CV/lintdoyouthinkweretheadvantagesofthe experimentalmethod?
4.Wouldyouliketoseemoreteachingofstudent nursesdoneinthisway? (Pleaseringonenumber)^,CS*

No«..,2

(11-15) (16-20) (21-24)

Pleasecommentonyouranswer:
5./

Whatdoyonconsiderwastheeffectoftheexperimental method- (a)onthepatientsdirectlyinvolved? (b)ontheotherpatientsintheward? (c)onthewardnurses? (d)onyourself? Withregardtothesupervisionthestudentnurses received,doyouthink-
theyrequiredmore theyrequiredless itwasjustright

Ifyouwouldliketocommentfurtheronthesupervision, pleasedoso:(Pleasetickthebox whichapplies)
Canyousuggestanywaysinwhichyouthinkthisteaching method(oflinkingCollegelecturesandrelevantnursing practiceundersupervision)canbeimproved-fromthe pointofviewof- (a)thestudentnurses'learning?



3.

i r,

(b)thepatients'needs? (c)wardorganisation? .Someoftheobjectivesofthisexperimentinnurseeducation arelistedbelow.Wouldyoupleaseindicateonthescale towhatdegreeyouthinktheyhavebeenachievedornot achieved?Ifyourexperienceoftheexperimenthasbeen brief,pleaseindicateifyouthinkthedifferentteaching methodhasthepotentialtoachievetheseobjectives.Please
(45-51)

Helpthestudentnurseintegrate theoryandpractice Increasecommunicationbetween tutorialstaffandwardnursing staff Lessenthegapbetweentheideal andrealityinnurseeducation Bridgethegapbetweeneducation andservice Betterpreparethestudentnursefoi herwardworkandresponsibilities Improvewardstaff'sunderstanding ofwhatastudentnursecandoat variousstagesoftraining Improvestandardsofnursingby supervisingthestudentnursein givingplannedandindividualised patientcare

Positive

Negative

+++

++

+

-

—

—

Ingeneral, research?
whatareyourfeelingsaboutparticipatingin

(52-53)

PLEA3E/

4.

PLEASEADDHEREANYCOMMENTSYOUWISH: SignatureAllanswerswillbe treatedconfidentially,butyouneednotsignifyoudonot wishto.

(Pleasetickthe boxwhichapplies)11StaffNurse
THANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP. MFA/10.78



Foroffice useonly

UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPXRIMEHT"1NNURSEEDUCATION
OPINIONJOE3TIONNAIREFORPARTICIPATINGREGISTEREDNURSE TEACHERSANDREGISTEREDCLINICALTEACHERS-P03T-EXPERD.IENT Comparedwithyourusualworkexperiencedoyouconsider thatduring:thisexperiment,youhave- Ca)achievedintegrationoftheory andpracticeinyourteaching

(b)createdambivalenceinthe studentinregardtothe relationshipoftheoryto practjce
(c)feltabletohelpthestudent nursestointegratetheoryand practice

(d)beenindirectcommunication withWardSistersandStaff Nurses
(e)boonsupervisingandteaching studentnursesingivingnursing care

(f)createdconflictforthestudent nursesbyinvolvingthemin givingtotalpatientcarewhen thewardsusemostlytask assignment
(g)giventeachingwhichwas idealistic,ratherthanrealistic

(h)feltthatyouworepreparingthe studenttoreturntowardwork androsponsjibility
(i)contributedtoimproving standardsofpatientcare

More

Less

No

diffcrent from before

!

(1-2) (3-5) (5) (7) (8-16)

2./

2.

Doyouconsiderteachingstudentnursesinthewards inthissupernumerarycapacityandasapartoftheir Blockprogrammetobe- (Pleasering onenumber)

partofyourrolo1 notpartofyourrole...2
Pleasecommentonyouranswer:

(1.7—JP)

3.Haveyoufoundtheexperienceoftheexj>orimont- enjoyable1 stressful2
Pleasecommentonyouranswer:(Pleasering onenumber)

;(20-23)

4.Doyouconsiderthistobeaneffectivewayto teach-

(24-27)

(Pleasering onenumber)

Yes No

ON

H

vo

Pleasecommentonyouranswer: Y/hatdoyouthinkwerethedisadvantagesofthe experimentalmethod?

(28-31)

6./



6.Whatdoyouthinkworetheadvantagesofthe experimentalmethod? Wouldyou].j.lcetoseemoreteachingofstudent nursesdoneinthisway? .Yes1
(Pleasering onenumber)..„No2 Pleasecommentonyouranswer:

80Whatdoyouconsiderwastheeffectofthe experimentalteachingmethod: (a)onthepatientsdirectlyinvolved?
(32-35) (36-39) (40-48)

(b)ontheotherpatientsintheward? (c)onthewardnurses? (d)onthewardorganisation?
9./

Withregardtothesupervisionthestudentnurses received,doyouthink
theyrequirednore.,09,,0..1

(Pleasering..._ .»theyrequiredless...0.8.2
onenumber)

itwas .justright«.<,••«»*3
Ifyouwouldliketocommentfurtheronthesupervision, pleasedoso: Wereanyofyourstudentnursesaskedtodowork inthewardotherthanthatpreviouslyarrangedand directlyrelatedtotheirlectures? \ .Yes1

(Pleasering onenumber)

No2

Ifyes,pleasegiveexample(s): Wasthereanydifference RegisteredNurseTeacher ClinicalTeacherinthis (a)thewardteachingof studentnurses? (Pleasering onenumber)
Ifyes,pleaseexpla

betweenthefunctionofthe andthatoftheRegistered experimentinregardto the

Yes1 No..oo....2

(b)/



5.

(b)theCollegeteaching? (Pleasering-Ygs1 onenumber)

No ..2

Ifyes,pleaseexplain:
RNT-Pleaseproceedtoquestion14. RCT-Pleaseanswerquestions12and13andthenproceed toquestion15.

13.RCTonly.DoyoufeelyourCollegecommitmentin theexperimentwas
toomuch1

(Pleasering, .toolittle2
onenumber)

justright3
Pleasecomment:

13.Iftheexperimentalteachingmethodbecamepartofsome blocks,whatwouldyouconsidershouldbeyourfunction intheCollegecomponentofsuchacourse? RNTonly.DoyouconsideryourRNTcourseprepares youtodowardteachingsuchasyouhavedoneduring theexperiment? (Pleasering onenumber)

Yes

(60-62) (63-64)

Ifno,pleasestatewhatisrequiredtoprepare youforthistypeofteaching.

0.

15.Wasthereanyalterationinyourjobsatisfaction duringtheexperiment?

(68-69)

(Pleasering onenumber)

Yes No

Ifyes,pleaseexplain:
16.Canyousuggestanywaysinwhichyouthinkthe experimentalteachingmethodcanbeimproved- fromthepointofviewof

(70-75)

(a)thestudentnurses*learning? (b)thepatients'needs (c)wardorganisation
17.Ingeneral,whatareyourfeelingsaboutparticipating inresearch?

18.Iftheopportunityarosetoparticipateagaininan experimentinnurseeducationsimilartotheonejust completed,whatwouldbeyourfeelingsaboutthat?
(76-78) TAKENEWCARD DUPLICATE (1-2) (3-5) (6) (7) 0.18(8-9)

19./



7.

10.Howdidyoufoolabouttheexperienceofthecontrol groupduring-theexperiment?
20..Someoftheobjectivesofthisexperimentinnurse educationarelistedbelow.Wouldyoupleaseindicate onthescale,towhatdegreeyouthinktheyhavebeen achieved?Ifyourexperienceoftheexperimentwas brief,pleaseindicateifyouthinkthedifferent teachingmethodhasthepotentialtoachievethose objectives.Fleaseplaceatickintheappropriate boxoneachline.

(10-11) (12-21)

Helpthestudentnurse integratetheoryfindpractice Increasecommunicationbetween teachingstaffandward nursingstaff Lessenthegapbetweentheidea andrealityinnurseeducation bridgetheganbetween educationandservice Betterpreparethestudent nurseforherwardworkand responsibi1ities Diminishstressfortheward teacherbymakingthestudent nursesupernumerary Dj.minjshstrossforthe teacherbygivingameasureof controlinthechoiceof patientsandconsequentlya measureofpredictabilityof teaching Diminishstressforthe studentnursebymakingher supernumerarywhileshewas givingcareandbeingtaught ontheward Improvewardstaff'sunder¬ standingofwhatastudent nursecandoatvarious stagesoftraining Improvestandardsofnursing, bysupervisingthestudent nurseingivingplannedand individualisedpatientcare
PositivejNegative

+++

++

+

-

—

i i

:

21./

8.

21.Pleasecommentonthefeasibilityorotherwise oftheexperimentalteachingmethodasONEpossible methodofteachingstudentnursesatcertainstages intheirtraining.
PLEASEADDANYOTHERCOMMENTSIFYOUWISH:

(22-23)

PO ro

SignatureAltanswerswilllie treatedconfidentially,butyonneednotsignifyoudonot wishto.

CM)

(Pleasering onenumber)
IILANKYOUVERYMUCHFORYOURHELP. MFA10/7S



UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
Dnto: Collone: OPINIONQUESTIONNAIREFORTEACHINGSTAFFINVOLVEDWITHTHECONTROL GROUPOFSTUDENTS NursingCareofPatientswithGastro-IntestinalDiseases.

Foroffice useonly (1-2) (3-5) (0) (7)

Didtheexperimentcauseanyalterationinthecontrol groupexperienceofthisparticularsubjectintheirBlock programme,apartfromthereductioninnumbersofstudents
inclass? (Pleaseringonenumber) Ifyes,pleasecomment:

Yes....1 No ....2

2.Didyoufindtheexperimentinwhichyouhavejustparticipated inanywaydisruptiveofthecontrolgroupexperienceofthis particularsubjectintheirBlockprogramme? (Pleaseringonenumber) Jfyes,pleasecomment:
Yes....1 No2

Whatdoyouconsiderwastheeffectoftheexperimenton thestudentnursesinthecontrolgroup?
(8-10) (11-13) (11-15)

4./

4.Whatdidyouobservetobetheeffectuponthestudent nursesintheexperimentalgroup?
5.Ingeneral,whatareyourfeelingsaboutparticipatingin research?

60Iftheopportunityarosetoparticipateagaininon experimentinnurseeducationsimilartotheonejust completed,whatwouldbeyourfeelingsaboutthat?
7.Haveyoufoundtheexperienceoftheexperiment (PleaseTICKAppropriateEnjoyable

Stressful

Pleasecommentonyouranswer
8.Pleasecommentonthefeasibilityorotherwiseofthe alteredteachingmethodasONEpossiblemethodof teachingstudentnursesatcertainstagesintheir training.

PLEASE/



3.

PLEASEADDANYOTHERCOMMENTSIFYOUWISH: Signature

Allanswerswillbe

On

ro -P-

troatedconfidentially,butyouneednotsi/^nifyoudonot wishto.

(PleaseTTCKthe appropri.atebox)

RNT RCT

(37)

TIIANKYOUVERYMUCIIFORYOURHELP UFA/10«78



UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
STUDENTNURSEOPINIONQUESTIONNAIRE
FOLLOWUP

PleasefillinyourResearchNumberhere
□

Nowthatsometimehaspassedsinceyoutookpartinthe researchexperiment,Iwouldliketoknowyouropinions aboutthemethodofteaching/learningwhichyou experiencedduringtheexperiment-i.e.,whenyouwere
inBlockandwentouttothewardstogivenursingcare topatientswhoseconditionslinkeddirectlyto yourCollegelectures. Pleaseanswerthefollowingfourquestionsasfullyas youcan.

Lookingbackonit-didyouenjoythatmethod ofteaching/learning~
Verymuch Moderately Notverymuch Notatall

(PleaseTickthe appropriatebox)

(9)

Asaresultofthedifferentmethodofteaching/ learningwhichyoutookpartin,inthe experiment,doyouthinkthatyouhavenow- (PleaseTick the appropriate box)

rememberedmorethanyoudowith theusualteachingmethods rememberedthesameasyoudo withtheusualteachingmethods rememberedlessthanyoudowith theusualteachingmethods
□ □ □

Sincetheexperiment,haveyouhadany opportunitiestopractisethemethodof givingnursingcarewhichwasusedthen, i.e.,totalpatientcare?
Yes

(PleaseTickthe appropriatebox)
Ifyouhaveticked'yes*,wasthismethod used-

(a)inmorethanoneward? typesofward
(b)inonewardonly? typeofward

(PleaseTick EACHboxbecauseyouwere Whichtcnpninl1inrr (d)becauseitwastheway Sisterorganisedthe wardwork?
(e)becauseyouwantedto doitthiswayyourself?

Addanyfurtherexplanationifyouwish.



40Hastheexperienceoftheexperimental course-

helpedyouinyour nursing

(Pleasetick the appropriate box)

createddifficultiesfor youinyournursing
hadnoeffectforyouin yournursing

Ifyouhavetickedthefirstorsecondboxes inthisquestion,itwouldbehelpfulifyou couldpleaseexplainhowithashelpedand/ orcreateddifficultyforyou: TIIANKYOUVl-RYMUCH
MFA 2/79
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UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH - NURSING RESEARCH UNIT

RETENTION OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT

PART B - MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST.

XVTI

This is the test which you completed before and after
the research experiment,,

Please work through it for the final time and, as before,
try to resist the temptation to make an outright guess if
you do not know the answer to any particular question.

TIME ALLOWED — 45 minutes

Please fill in your Research Number here

Practical Experience since last Block:
(Please mark an ®X' beside the experience which
came first after leaving Block)

Psychiatric wards

Surgical wards

Medical wards

Other w ards or departments -

please specify:

weeks

weeks

weeks

weeks

weeks

weeks

Since last Block, have you nursed any patients
who have had gastro-intestinal disease?

(Please Tick the appropriate box)
Yes

No

Since last Block, have you nursed any patients
whose diagnosis was the same as those
mentioned in your College Test?

(Please Tick the appropriate box)
Yes

No

Please do not
write in this
column

(1-3) .

(4)
( 6-7)

(8-19)

(20)

(21)

Score A:

(22-29)

Score B:

(30-31)

(32)
(33)
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APPECTDIX XVTII

THE COLLEGE-SET ESSAYS

Each essay examination had a brief preamble. The instructions
placed at the head of all Retention of Learning essays are given
below. Eor Post-essays, instructions were similar, but followed
the pattern used by each individual college.

This test is an exact repeat of the one you completed in
... last, at the end of your lectures on nursing of patients with
gastro-intestinal disease. Please work through it once more and
complete it to the very best of your ability.

Results will be confidential - no individual student
nurse's mark will be given to the College, but you will receive the
marks yourself, if you would like them.

OCT EACH PAGE - please write your number in the top right
hand corner.

Each part of the question to be attempted - and clearly
labelled please.

TIME ALLOWED - 1 hour

COLLEGE I

State the principles involved in the preparation and
after care of the patient for barium enema examination

Mrs Jones is admitted to the ward with a severe attack
of ulcerative colitis

Outline the clinical features with which Mrs Jones is
likely to present

Describe the nursing and medical management she will
require during her stay in hospital

Draw a labelled diagram of the biliary tract

List the clinical features of chronic cholecystitis

A J4O year old housewife is admitted to the ward for
cholecystectomy and exploration of the common bile duct

Give an account of the nursing care she should receive
for 12 days after the operation

1 (a)

00

(c)

2 (a)

'00

(c)
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COLLEGE II

1 (a) Describe, or by means of a diagram, illustrate the
route of bile excretion (7)
A k-5 year old woman, has been diagnosed as suffering
from chronic cholecystitis

(b) What are the clinical features of chronic
cholecystitis? (5)

(c) Describe in detail the post-operative nursing care
this patient will require following a cholecystectomy
and exploration of bile duct (13)

(25)
2 (a) What are the functions of the rectum? (3)

(b) List the signs and symptoms of a malignant tumour
of the rectum (5)
A l|5 year old man is admitted to hospital five days
prior to undergoing an abdo-perineal excision of
rectum

(c) Describe the role of the nurse in his pre-operative
management (17)

(25)

COLLEGE IV

1 Draw and label a diagram of the large bowel and
describe its functions (5)

2 What is ulcerative colitis? (2)

3 What medications may be prescribed in the conservative
management of a patient with ulcerative colitis?
State the functions of each medicine (5)

I4. Describe the management of a patient following
surgery for this condition (13)
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COLLEGE V

A young woman, recently engaged, is in your ward
recovering from surgical treatment for Ulcerative
colitis

Discuss the physiology of the large bowel

What changes occur in the bowel in ulcerative
colitis

Describe the special care required for this patient
in whom ileostomy has been performed

What psychological problems may present in this
patient and how could you, as a nurse, help overcome
these problems

What are gallstones and what factors are thought to
predispose to their development? Lame one method
by which their presence in the body can be diagnosed

State the clinical features of chronic cholecystitis

Describe the post-operative care of a patient who has
had a cholecystectomy and exploration of the common
bile duct performed



UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEUUCATION
STUDENTDIARY(CONTROLGROUP)

Tolecturer:

Key; Tolecturemethod:
1RegisteredNurse Teacher(Tutor)

2C)inicalTeacher 3Doctor 4Other(please specifybelow)
'Formal'lecture Lecturewithquestion ordiscussiontime Collegetutorial Wardtutorial Practicaldemonstration Practicaldemonstration withtimetopractise

RECORDOFALLTK/OITNG/LEARNINOEXPERIENCES (1)CLASSES Pleasewriteinthespacesbelow,thesubjecttaughtineachperiodoftheday.Pleaseringtheappropriatenumbersalongsideeachsubjecttoindicate (a)whogavethelecture(refertokeyabove)and(b)whichlecturemethodwas used(refertokeyabove).YoushouldnotcirclemorethanTWOnumbersfor EACIIsubject-oneinthesectionforlecturersandoneinthesectionfor lecturemethod.

Specify

PeriodSubjectLecturer'Other'LectureMethod 11234123456 21234123456 31234123456 41234123456 51234123456 61234123456 71234123456 1234123456 (Pleaseturnpage)

(2)STUDT Therestofthediaryisaboutstudy-SOPLEASEANSWERHONESTLY.'Iwouldliketo knowwhetherornotyouhavestudiedto-day,andifso,whichstudymethodsyou used.Thisinformationisforthepurposesoftheresearch,andwillnotbegiven totheCollegeinanywayinwhichindividualstudentnursescanbeidentified. FORQUESTIONS1AND2HEASERINGTHEAPPROPRIATENUMBER: 1.Did.youhaveanystudyperiodinCollegeto-day?
Yes....1 No ....2

If yes,didyouusethistimetostudy?
Yes....1 No....2

2.Didyoustudyatanyothertimeto-day?
Yes....1 No2

PLEASECONTINUEBELOWIFYOUHAVEDONEANYSTUDYATALLTO-DAY.(ifyouhave notstudiedto-day,yourformisnowcomplete) 3.Forhowlongdidyoustudy?HoursVHnnte.s (Pleaseentertotaltimeintheboxes,i.e.including anyCollegestudyperiodtime);]j
4.Whatwasthesubjectofyourstudy?

Classworkoftheday1
(PleaseringtheClassworkofmarethanoneday2 appropriatenumber)Gastro-intestinalworkonly3 Other:e.g.4

5.Whichstudymethoddidyouuse?
Readingovernotes1

(ToumayringmorethanoneWritingupnotesneatly2 numberifyouhaveusedDrawingdiagrams3 morethanonemethod.Discussionswithotherstudents4PleaseTICKtheringed numberforthemethodReadingtextbooks5 youusedMAINLY)Makingownnotesfrcmtextbooks6 Readinghandouts7 Workingfrcmhandouts8 Other:e.g.9
6.Wheredidyoustudy?

Inyourroom(whetherNurses'
(PleaseringappropriateHemeoratheme)1 number(s))InCollegelibrary2 InCollegecommonroom3 Intheclassrocm4 Other:e.g.3

THANKYOU.



UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINMUR,'^EDUCATION
STUDENTDIAKY(EXPERIMENTALC310UP) Date Name

Key: Tolecturer:
1RegisteredNurse Teacher(Tutor)

2ClinicalTeacher 3Doctor 4Other(please specifybelow)
Key: Tolecturemethod:

1'Formal'lecture 2Lecturewithquestionor discussiontime
3Collegetutorial 4Wardtutorial 5Practicaldemonstration 6Practicaldemonstration withtimetopractise

RECORDOFALLTEACHING/LEARNINGEXPERIENCES (1)V/ARDNURSINGPRACTICE Pleaseenterbelowthediagnosisofthepatientstowhomyouhavegivennursing careto-day. Myownpatient'sdiagnosis Mycolleague'spatient'sdiagnosis (2)CLASSES Pleasewriteinthespacesbelow,thesubjecttaughtineachperiodoftheday.Pleaseringtheappropriatenumbersalongsideeachsubjecttoindicate (a)whogavethelecture(refertokeyabove)and(b)whichlecturemethodwas used(refertokeyabove).YoushouldnotcirclemorethanTWOnumbersfor EACHsubject-oneinthesectionforlecturersandoneinthesectionfor lecturemethod. Periodoub.ject 1&2NURSINGINWARDS

Specify 'Other'

LectureMethod
123456 123456 123456 123456 123456

(Pleaseturnpage)

(2)STUD! Therestofthediaryisahoutstudy-SOPLEASEANSWERHONESTLY.'Iwouldliketo knowwhetherornotyouhavestudiedto-day,andifso,whichstudymethodsyou used.Thisinformationi3forthepurposesoftheresearch,andwillnotbegiven totheCollegeinanywayinwhichindividualstudentnurse3canbeidentified. FORQUESTIONS1AND2HEASERINGTHEAPPROPRIATENUMBER: 1.DidyouhaveanystudyperiodinCollegeto-day?
Yes....1 No2

If yes,didyouusethistimetostudy?
Yes....1 No....2

2.Didyoustudyatanyothertimeto-day?
Ye3....1 No....2

PLEASECONTINUEBELOWIPYOUHAVEDONEANYSTUDYATALLTO-DAY.(ifyouhave notstudiedto-day,yourformisnowcanplete) 3.Forhowlongdidyoustudy?HoursMinutes (Pleaseentertotaltimeinthebores,i.e.includingjI anyCollegestudyperiodtime)J
VjO

4.Whatwasthesubjectofyourstudy?W Classworkoftheday1'
(PleaseringtheClassworkofmarethanoneday2 appropriatenumber)Gastro-intestinalworkonly3 Other:e.g.4

5.Whichstudymethod,did.youuse?
Readingovernotes1

(YoumayringmorethanoneWritingupnotesneatly2 numberifyouhaveused.Drawingdiagrams3 morethanonemethod.Discussionswithotherstudents4PleaseTICKtheringed. numberforthemethodReadingtextbooks5 youusedMAINLY)Makingownnotesfrantextbooks6 Readinghandouts7 Workingfrcmhandouts8 Other:e.g.9
6.Wheredidyoustudy?

Inyourroom(whetherNurses'
/m-..Hemeoratheme)1(Pleasenngappropriate' number(s))InCollegelibrary2 InCollegecannonroan3 Intheclassroan4 Other:e.g.5

THANKYOU.
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XXI

UNIVERSITY OP EDINBURGH - NURSING RESEARCH UNIT

EXPERIMENT IN NURSE EDUCATION

ATTENDANCE SHEET AND DIARY COLLECTION

College

Name 12th 13th W/E 16th 17th 18th 19 th

Students in Experimental Group

Students in Control Grouo

= present. = diary in.

/\ = absent. f\c aosent, no dnary. ")^ = absent, diarjry an.



DIAGNOSIS
OFPATIENTSGIVENCAREBYSTUDENTNURSESINEXPERIMENTALGROUP

DAT

PAIRA

PAIRB

PAIRC

■

PAIRD

PAIRE

PAIRF

%fd.

S/N

Diagnosis

N/T

Vd.

S/N

Dlagnosis

N/T

Vd.

S/N

Diagnosis

N/T

Vd.

S/N

Diagnosis

N/T

Vd.

S/N!

Diagnosis

N/T

Vd.

S/N

Diagnosis

N/T

1 2 3

—

4 5

6

—.i

H
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UlilTBRSITY G? YDIIiBUHC-H - ITURSj

l'i' Iui i . sJS.wj2i -tD uC-n.Tj_Cr,

AVAILABLE PATIENTS HCTOEM&TICW

c q-ll6g0 ? op

r

I A Diagnosis Name Yard Cosaents

1

j
i

,

<

I

1

i
»

j

1

i

A - Allocated to student nurses, indicated by a tick.



universityofedinburgh
-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT

prg/fostexperimentinnurseeducation
questionnairestocollegestaff College

I.D.No.
Grade

Nome

Date Out

Date Back

Comments

universityofedinburgh-nursingresearchunit pre/postexperimentinnurseeducation
questionnairestosistersandstaffnurses College

I.D.No.

Ward No.

Name

Date Out

Date Back

Comments

1

ON

GO
G^v

i
-9

0



UNIVERSITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
Criroofpatientswithdiseasesofthegastro-intcstinulsystem MedicaVSurgicalNursing RecordofClasses-Experimental.GroupCo1lege Experiment Day

Subject(s)ofSeminar
Othersubjects used

taughtandteachingmethod

ContinuationSheet

Experiment Day

Subject(s)ofSeminar
Othersubjectstaughtandteachingmethod used

\

1 CT\
VjJ

-0 1

i i 1 i

-

1



ContinuationShoot

UNTVGIISITYOFEDINBURGH-NURSINGKEGE\RCIIUNIT EXPERIMENTINNURSEEDUCATION
Careofpatientswithrliser.--.or,of Modicnl/Gurpj.cn.lNursing RecordofClasses-ControlGroup

gastro-intcstinalsystem
College

Experimont Dny

Subjectstaught

Teaching1Method;Experiment Used]

Subjectstaught

Teaching Used

G\

\uJ
00

H
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XXVHI
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH - NURSING RESEARCH UNIT

EXPERIMENT IN NURSE EDUCATION

An experiment, which involves a change of teaching method in the education of
student nurses, is to be carried out in the College of Nursing and the wards
of the (hospital).

The wards involved will be those which can provide experience in the nursing care
of patients with diseases of the gastro-intestinal system.

Details are as follows:-

1. The research experiment will take place during mornings, i.e. from
(day and date) until (day and date) inclusive.

2. Student nurses from Block II (approximately 6 months in training) will
come to the wards to give nursing care to individual patients whose conditions
link directly with the course of lectures the student nurses are receiving
in the College.

3. The student nurses will come on duty at a.m. (time to be finalised after
discussion with Ward Sisters) and remain on the wards for two hours. During
that time they will carry out all the nursing care their patient requires,
under the supervision of a nurse teacher.

4. Students will require a brief report and instructions as to what is to be
done for their patient, when they come on duty. This report they can
receive with the ward nurses if that is ward practice.

5. They will require access to the Kardex and the patient's case notes, as
these periods on the ward take the place of nursing lectures in the College
and the students will require to make notes from which to study later.

6. Before leaving the ward, students will report to the Sister or Nurse in
charge as to all they have done for their patient.

7. The Ward Sister will remain responsible for her patients, but will not
be required to supervise the Block student nurse.

8. It is unlikely that there will be more than 2 student nurses in each
ward at a time and they will work together. One member of the teaching
staff will supervise 4 students-and she/he will therefore work between 2 wards.

9. The choice of appropriate patients for each student nurse will be done by
the researcher, in consultation with the Ward Sister and the Teacher.
Gravely ill patients or those suffering from rare disorders are unlikely
to be suitable for student nurses at this stage of training, but they
will be able to give care to both elective and emergency patients with
the more common gastro-intestinal disorders.

10. It is hoped that ward staff should have nothing to do for the Block nurses'
patient between a.m. and a.m. (Hours experimental group students on ward)"

11. Ward staff will know the evening before, which patients will be required
by the Block nurses for the following day.

I hope that you will be prepared to have your ward participate in the
research experiment.



NURSINGRESEARCHUNIT DepartmentofNursingStudies UniversityofEdinburgh
12BuccleuchPlace EDINBURGHEH89JT 031-6671011ext6770 1979

Dear ExperimentinNurseEducation Asyoumaybeaware,ashortexperimenthasbeenplannedandwillbeginin someofthewardsofthehospitalnextweek,intoonepossiblewayofinte¬ gratingtheoryandpracticeinthestudentnurses1basiceducationand training.Thisinvolves•Block1nursesgoingouttothewardsfortwohours eachmorning,underthesupervisionofteachingstaff,togivenursingcare topatientswhoseconditionslinkdirectlywiththeircurrentcourseof lecturesinCollege.
IaminterestedintheopinionsofWardSisters,StaffNurses,Tutorsand ClinicalTeachersinregardtosomeaspectsofnursingeducationandhave compiledtheenclosedopinionquestionnaire.Iwouldbeverygratefulif youwouldtakesometimetocompletethisforme. Ifyoufeltpreparedtodothis,Iwouldreturnwithinthenextfewdaysto collectthecompletedquestionnaire.IshallbeinthehospitalonSunday afternoonandwillcalltoseeifitisreadyformebythen. Yourssincerely, M.F.Alexander, SiniL)ResearchTrainingFellow.DirectorofResearchUnit MISSLISBETHHOCKEY

Dear ExperimentinNurseEducation Asyouknow,ashortexperimentistakingplaceintheeducation andtrainingprogrammepreparingstudentnursesfortheRGN qualification.Iaminterestedintheopinionsofbothwardandteachingstaffandofstudentnursesinregardtovariousaspects ofnurseeducation,andhavecompiledtheenclosedquestionnaireforteachers.
Iwouldbeverygratefulifyouwouldcompletethisforme.If youfeltpreparedtodoso,Icouldthencollectthecompleted questionnaireatthebeginningofnextweek,whenIwillbeintheCollege. Yourssincerely, M.F.ALEXANDER. SHHDResearchTrainingFellow

Dear ExperimentinNurseEducation Firstofnil,thankyouverymuchforhelpingwiththeaboveexperiment. ItisnowoverandIwouldbemostgratefulifyouwouldtaketimetogive meyourcommentsontheenclosedquestionnaire.Asyouwillrealiseitis reallyveryimportanttomotohavetheopinionsofthoseinvolved,sothat v/ecanjudgetheeffectsofsuchamethodofteachingstudentnurses-not onlyonthestudentnursesthemselves,butonthoseteachingthemandon thewardstaff. IknowyourexperienceoftheexperimentmayIvvobeenbrief,butitvji.l Ihopehavegivenyouanideaofwhatsuchateachingmethodwouldbelike. Ishallreturntocollectthequestionnaireinthenextdayortwo.Could youpleaseleaveitformoonthedeskintheDutyRoom,sothatifyouire notondutywhenIcome,Icanpicktheenvelopeupfromthere. Again,manythanksforco-operatinginthisproject. Yourssincerely, M.F.Alexander, SIIIIDResearchTrainingFellow.
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MISS LISBETH HOCKEY

Director of Research Unit NURSING RESEARCH UNIT

Department of Nursing Studies
University of Edinburgh
12 Buccleuch Place

EDINBURGH EH8 9JT

031 - 667 1011 ext

APPENDIX XXX

Dear

Thank you ■very much for agreeing to he one of the three 'neutral'
markers for the essay-type examination set by each College involved in my
research project.

The student nurses are all undergoing their basic nursing education
leading to RGU, and have just completed their course of lectures on the
care of patients with diseases of the gastro-intestinal system. The
experiment in which the student nurses took part involved dividing the
class into control and experimental groups, and, while leaving the control
group experience essentially unaltered, took the experimental group of
students out to the wards each morning in a supernumerary capacity where
they were supervised by College staff in giving care to patients whose
conditions linked directly with their Block lectures.

Apart from their own College assessment, all the nurses have
completed a pre- and post-experiment objective test on the subject of
gastro-intestinal diseases and patient care.

I would be grateful if you would correct the 21 papers enclosed,
using the method of correction you normally use for State examination
papers, or if you do not do State papers, then whatever is your usual
practice in marking tests. You need not put any comments on the papers,
as all I will require for the research are the marks from each examiner
for each student nurse. Perhaps you could put the total mark for each
student on the front of her paper, and return all papers to me in the
stamped addressed envelope provided.

It would be helpful if you could tell me, when you return the papers,
the method of correction you have used, e.g. a marking key, impression
marking or other scheme, so that I can note this when I do the statistical
work.

In due course, when the main study commences, I would hope there
should be perhaps 2 or 3 more sets of scripts from the different Colleges
in which the experiment is carried out.
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*
I am sorry I cannot offer payment for the work of correction,

but I will be very pleased to meet with you when I have analysed
the material, and discuss the results. If possible, I would like
to have the papers back by ... but if work; commitments or holidays
make this impossible, I will be glad to have them back as soon as
convenient to you.

If there is anything further you would like to know, please do
not hesitate to contact me at the above extension.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Margaret F Alexander
SHED Research Training Fellow

* At a later date, when the researcher's Fellowship was extended for
a further year, it was possible to arrange an honorarium to be paid
to the neutral markers.

(All subsequent letters to markers were brief covering letters
accompanying each batch of scripts)
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NURSING RESEARCH UNIT

Department of Nursing Studies
University of Edinburgh
12 Buccleuch Place

EDINBURGH EH8 9JT

037 - 667 1011 ext 6770

1979.

Dear

As promised, here are your marks for the tests you did during the
research experiment: -

Objective Test (multiple choice)

pre-experiment %
post-experiment %
6 months later %

Sssav Test - average over neutral markers

post-experiment %
6 months later %

Thank you very much for co-operating in the project.

Yours sincerely,

M.F. Alexander,
SHHD Research Training Fellow.



PilotStudyCollege-LecturesandWardPractice
Dayof ExperimentSynopsisofLectures

DiagnosisofPatientsgivenCarebyeachPairofStudentNurses
PairA

PairB

PairC

PairD

1Introductorymaterial MouthConditions
2Oesophagealconditions

Notinwards

Hiatusherniaand generalG.I. investigations Pepticulceration CareafterG.I. surgery Terminalgastric carcinoma Liver,G.B.and pancreas

Appendicectomywith Drainage Appendicectomywith Drainage asabove Pyloroplastyand Vagotomy Cholecystectomy asabove

Jaundice,CirrhosisCholecystectomy Carefollowing cholecystectomy Generalsurgeryof G.I.Tract Constipation Complicationsof surgery Generalsurgeryof G.I.Tract Inflaumatory conditionsand malabsorption Ileostomyand Colostomy Obstructive conditions Pancreatitis

asabove

entirelyinCollege
Pyloroplastyand Vagotomy

DuodenalUlcer

RepairInguinalHerniaPolyaGastrectomy
Ascites-?Carcinoma ofColon MetastaticCarcinomaof DescendingColon Ascites-?CaofColon MetastaticCarcinoma ofdescendingcolon (Colonlavage)

asabove Pyloroplastyand Vagotomy RepairofInguinal Hernia-Wound Infection CarcinomaofPancreas palliativesurgery Cholecystectomy ?CarcinomaofAscending Colon-Laparotomy Cholecystectomy RepairofFemoralHernia andappendicectomyat Laparotomy Cholecystectomy Malabsorption-multiple resectionsofsmall bowel
asabove

VagotomyandGastro¬ enterostomy PolyaGastrectomy VagotomyandGastro¬ enterostomy PerforatedViscus- ClosureofColostomy ClosureofColostomy Gastro-oesophageal carcinoma-Celestin tubeinsertion'v Crohn'sDisease- ResectionofSigmoid ColonandColostomy PolyposisColi ExcisionandDrainage PilonidalAbscess Diverticulitis-closure ofdefunctioning colostorny(colostomy lavage) Cholecystectomyand operativecholangiogram andapperidicectomy
Gastro-enterostomyand Cholecysto-duodeno- stomy BenignOesophageal Stricture RepairofHiatushernia Gastro-enterostomyand Choiecysto-duodeno- stomy

asabove Pyloroplastyand Vagotomy RepairofScrotal Hernia CarcinomaofCommon BileDuct Pan-proctocolectomyfor polyposiscoli,with ileostomy asabove asabove
Vagotomy
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APPENDIX XXXIII

TEST MB ESSAY RAW SCORES (For Part A)

Matched Pairs (E = Experimental; C = Control)

Pair Pre-test Post-test Retention test Post-essay Retention essay
Jo. E c E C E c E c E c

1 b9 1+7 71+ 72 61+ _ 50 .

2 5b 51+ 68 70 72 61 56 50 51+ 1+7
3 bo 1+6 67 71 72 68 71 71 60 55
1+ 63 66 61 85 68 66 56 72 56 51+
5 57 55 71+ 73 75 60 60 65 55 1+5
6 53 53 71 72 65 79 59 51+ 1+5 1+3
7 50 52 73 63 63 - 69 56 59 -

8 62 61 75 71 79 71+ 59 72 1+7 65
9 58 57 72 78 70 76 67 60 59 5o

10 60 60 63 75 67 76 60 1+9 51+ 55
11 33 26 52 6l 1+5 51+ 51+ 1+5 53 30
12 50 1+9 76 59 71 61+ 57 62 53 57
13 b5 56 73 78 68 67 51+ 59 1+6 61+
11+ b2 1+1+ 63 66 59 65 55 51+ 1+1 1+5
19 59 61+ 81+ 78 82 78 71+ 61 57 67
16 1+5 1+1+ 67 73 72 66 57 61 63 -

17 5i 52 75 68 62 71 61 72 51 65
18 59 61 73 75 78 70 71 62 70 58
19 62 62 73 68 75 68 63 61+ 59 51
20 70 70 79 73 72 79 82 73 72 71+
21 51 1+7 71+ 61 76 66 77 75 71 53
22 5b 51+ 76 61+ 69 68 69 67 1+1+ 67
23 57 57 65 71 76 72 70 67 63 l+i
2b 63 62 72 75 — 77 71 71+ - 39
25 36 39 55 62 59 62 1+2 1+5 37 38
26 59 57 76 56 76 60 62 1+7 65 1+0
27 62 60 67 62 71+ 70 1+1+ 55 51+ 1+2
28 1+6 1+6 58 51 60 62 1+1 1+8 1+5 57
29 1+8 1+8 56 65 62 58 52 1+5 1+8 26
30 1+6 1+1+ 57 56 62 69 1+1+ 56 51+ 1+5
31 53 52 68 60 71 53 51 1+9 1+8 37
32 1+1+ 39 57 56 61+ 61 1+5 52 58 1+8
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COLLEGE III - TEST SCORES (For Part A)
Student Pre-test Post-test Retention test

1 67 71 7b
2 63 57 71
3 76 81*. 85
b 58 76 78
5 67 78 83
6 62 73 83
7 75 77 77
8 60 59 56
9 66 76 75

10 65 75 7b
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TEST AMD ESSAY HAW SCORES (For Part B)
Students' Post-essay Retention essay
Identity Markers Markers
No. Pre-test Post-test Retention test BCD BCD

1 49 74 72 66 98 74 47 9o 94
2 94 68 72 97 92 61 99 99 9i
3 99 77 76 71 66 72 99 94 41
4 4o 67 72 76 64 72 68 60 93
5 99 64 74 42 4o 43 18 39 36
6 94 70 6l 90 9o 93 48 90 43
7 93 72 79 98 94 48 92 42 36
8 63 6l 68 96 92 98 62 94 93
9 46 71 68 73 62 79 96 94 94

10 97 74 79 68 96 96 98 93 94
11 93 71 69 61 94 99 46 9o 38
12 49 99 64 69 90 64 64 94 94
13 92 63 - 69 92 48 - - -

14 66 89 66 77 98 72 93 93 99
19 90 73 63 68 64 73 62 99 61
16 60 79 76 99 44 91 49 62 93
17 62 79 79 6l 6o 6i 46 47 48
18 61 71 74 72 70 79 97 64 73
19 99 76 78 60 90 60 60 93 98
20 98 72 70 67 66 67 6l 98 97
21 60 63 67 62 98 60 49 60 93
22 33 92 49 94 48 62 92 9o 96
23 90 76 71 98 62 63 97 99 47
24 26 6l 94 94 38 38 23 36 32
29 99 73 60 79 96 61 49 49 44
26 97 78 76 6l 98 62 91 92 48

27 74 80 79 81 66 60 64 64 69
28 49 73 68 66 96 33 46 92 39
29 42 63 99 97 98 91 37 9o 39
30 44 73 66 97 62 96 - - -

31 99 84 82 78 66 69 99 9o 67
32 94 97 63 66 60 44 43 92 41
33 44 66 69 64 92 4i 42 92 41
34 96 78 67 62 60 92 70 6o 63
39 49 67 72 96 60 9o 64 64 60
36 64 78 78 63 62 46 70 62 68

37 91 79 62 78 60 46 60 96 36
38 62 79 77 84 72 68 46 48 22

39 99 73 78 80 76 6o 80 64 66
40 72 8o 8o 82 68 72 84 68 74
41 62 73 79 68 64 96 60 64 92
42 67 72 74 76 64 66 72 96 62



Students' Post-essay
Identity Markers
No. Pre-test Post-test Retention test BCD

Retention essay
Markers
BCD

k3 1+2 76
bb 55 63
1+5 65 79
b6 70 73
1+7 70 79
1+8 77 81
1+9 1+7 61
50 51 71+
51 29 1+8
52 51+ 61+
53 52 68
51+ 61 75
55 57 71
56 62 68
57 51+ 76
58 56 77
59 57 65
60 63 72

6l 36 55
62 1+9 68
63 57 56
61+ 39 62
65 59 76
66 1+9 57
67 62 67
68 1+6 58
69 1+8 56
70 39 56
71 1+6 51
72 52 6o
73 1+1+ 56
71+ 60 62
75 ia 61
76 1+8 65
77 1+6 57
78 53 68
79 1+1+ 57
80 61 68
81 68 76

70 76 5o 68 61+ 60
80 60 68 70 56 56
78 80 71+ — - —

88 68 58 78 68 76
92 72 81+ 76 68 72
82 61+ 66 71+ 60 1+0
92 76 60 60 56 1+2
88 72 70 82 61+ 66
62 52 1+0 1+6 50 18
81+ 60 62 66 61+ 72
78 72 70 76 69 5o
80 60 50 70 61+ l+o
82 61+ 61+ 1+8 1+6 30
78 61+ 62 60 50 1+2
81+ 68 56 5o 50 32
86 51+ 58 58 5o 32
78 68 58 76 56 56
86 60 66 - - -

39 1+6 1+1+ 36 l+o 31+
39 50 36 1+7 5i 1+3
1+7 52 1+9 1+5 10+ 31
36 50 1+6 37 1+7 31
57 61+ 61+ 66 67 62
60 5o 1+9 1+6 1+6 1+2
1+5 1+6 1+2 57 51+ 50
1+3 10+ 35 1+3 1+9 1+2
53 51+ 52 51+ 1+6 1+1+
53 5o 51 1+7 52 1+6
1+5 51+ 10+ 55 60 55
1+8 52 10+ 36 1+7 27
55 52 61+ 52 10+ l+o
69 55 55 ia 1+3 1+3
28 1+8 37 35 1+1+ 31
1+1+ 51 1+8 28 26 25
51 1+1+ 39 58 51+ 5o
53 52 1+1+ 1+7 57 l+i
50 5o 1+0 57 6o 57
61 51+ 59 1+7 1+9 50
71+ 60 71 - - -

73
71

79
72
83
66
76
U2
68
71
70
72
68
69
66
76

59
69
60
62
76
61
Ik
60
62
61
62
53
69
70
63
58
62
71
6b
69


